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ABSTRACT 

African horsesickness (AHS) is a devastating disease which causes mortality in more than 95% 

of fully susceptible horses. There are nine serotypes of the etiological agent, African 

horsesickness virus (AHSV) exhibiting different levels of cross protection. For an animal to be 

fully protected against disease, it must be immune against all serotypes. The current live-

attenuated polyvalent vaccine produced in South Africa is effective, but a gap exists in the 

immunological protection of the horse population due to the absence of serotypes five and nine 

from the vaccine. Reverse genetics systems for AHSV and BTV have led to the development of 

next generation candidate Disabled Infectious Single Animal (DISA) vaccine platforms. The 

rescue of DISA vaccines for different BTV serotypes using reverse genetics derived BTVs 

expressing chimeric VP2 that include regions originating from two different serotypes, has 

shown that these BTV chimeras can be neutralised by antisera from both serotypes. This 

project explored the possibility of incorporating antigenic regions of more than one serotype into 

a common  attenuated AHSV4 (AHSV4LP) backbone, by exchanging and replacing the central 

and tip domains of AHSV4LP VP2 with that of either AHSV5 or AHSV6.  

 

The protein structure of VP2 of AHSV was used as a basis for the rational structure-based 

design of the chimeric AHSV VP2 proteins. Chimeric genome segment 2 plasmid constructs 

were generated to harbour the coding regions of the central and tip domains of either AHSV5 or 

AHSV6 in the AHSV4LP backbone. The designed chimeric viruses (rAHSV4-5cVP2 and 

rAHSV4-6cVP2) were shown to be infectious as evidenced by the rescue of infectious virus 

upon transfection with expression plasmids and (+)ssRNA T7 transcripts into permissive BSR-

T7/5 cells. The recovery of virulent rAHSV5 (FR) entirely from plasmids was also demonstrated 

in this study. This plasmid based RG system proved to be not only less time consuming but 

considerably less expensive as it was no longer necessary to synthesise capped (+)ssRNA 

transcripts in vitro. 

 

Agarose gel electrophoresis, real-time RT-PCR and MiSeq sequencing was performed on the 

rescued chimeric viruses to confirm their identity. All the results and data obtained from the 

rAHSV4-5cVP2 virus confirmed that the CPE observed in cell culture post-transfection was 

indeed due to infection with the designed rAHSV4-5cVP2 chimeric virus. The results pertaining 

to the rAHSV4-6cVP2 virus were not as straight forward. It was shown that a 1400bp deletion 

had taken place in genome segment 2, but a chimeric genome segment 2 containing regions 
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originating from serotype 4 and 6 was still present at least in a small part of the virus population. 

Furthermore it was determined that a mutation in the form of a T409bp insertion (in genome 

segment 2) had taken place in majority of the rAHSV4-6cVP2 virus population which in all 

likelihood caused the early termination of the open reading frame of VP2. 

 

Virus neutralisation assays on the three parental serotypes rAHSV4LP, rAHSV5 (FR) and 

AHSV6 and the chimeric viruses, rAHSV4-5cVP2 and rAHSV4-6cVP2, demonstrated that 

rAHSV4-5cVP2 was neutralised by antisera raised against the AHSV4LP backbone, as well as 

AHSV5. The neutralisation tests of rAHSV4-6cVP2 could not with confidence demonstrate that 

the exchange of the central and tip domains with serotype 6 changed the antigenicity of the 

virus, even though neutralisation was observed. 

  

In summary, this study demonstrated for the first time that it is possible to generate infectious 

AHSV with chimeric VP2 using the established reverse genetics system for AHSV4LP. The 

study also demonstrated that virulent rAHSV5 (FR) could be rescued using an entirely plasmid 

based reverse genetics system. Furthermore the study demonstrated that the exchange of the 

coding regions of the central and tip domains of VP2 of AHSV4LP with another serotype 

(AHSV5) changed the antigenicity of the resulting chimeric virus. Furthermore this study also 

provided the first experimental data that the exposed central and tip domains of AHSV VP2 are 

partially responsible for the determination of serotype-specificity but that other regions of VP2 

are also involved. The ability to now recover AHSV VP2 chimeras has established a platform to 

not only develop vaccine candidates against multiple serotypes with single viruses but also 

provides a means by which to investigate how changes in genome segment 2 sequences affect 

the resulting VP2 structure and subsequent viral properties.  

 

KEYWORDS:  
 
African horsesickness virus, chimera, VP2, central and tip domains, reverse genetics, serotype-

specificity, rescue. 
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OPSOMMING 

Perdesiekte is n baie gevreesde siekte wat lei tot die dood van meer as 95% van ten 

volle vatbare perde. Daar is nege serotipes van die van die virus wat die siekte 

veroorsaak, naamlik Afrika perdesiekte virus (PSV). Om ten volle beskerm te wees teen 

die siekte, moet ‘n dier immuun wees teen al die serotipes. Die huidige lewend ge-

attenueerde entstof wat in Suid-Afrika vervaardig word, is effektief, maar daar bestaan 

‘n gaping in die immunologiese beskerming van die perde bevolking, want serotipes vyf 

en nege is afwesig in die entstof. Tru-genetika sisteme vir PSV en bloutongvirus (BTV) 

het gelei tot die ontwikkeling van kandidaat volgende generasie DISA “Disabled 

Infectious Single Animal” entstofplatforms. Die bou van DISA  entstowwe vir 

verskillende BTV serotipes met tru-genetika wat chimeriese VP2 uitdruk wat gedeeltes 

van gebiede van verskillende serotipes bevat, het bewys dat hierdie BTV chimeras 

geneutraliseer kan word deur antiserum van beide serotipes. Hierdie projek ondersoek 

die moontlikheid om antigeniese gedeeltes van meer as een serotipe in die 

gemeenskaplike ge-attenueerde PSV4 stam (AHSV4LP) ruggraat te plaas deur die 

uitruiling en vervanging van die punt en sentrale gedeelte van APSV4GP VP2 met die 

van of APSV5 of APSV6. 

 

Die proteïenstruktuur van VP2 is gebruik as basis vir die rasionele struktuur-gebaseerde 

ontwerp van die chimeriese PSV VP2 proteïene. Chimeriese genoom segment 2 

plasmiedkonstrukte is gegenereer om die koderingsgebiede vir die sentrale en punt 

gebiede van of PSV5 of PSV6 in die PSV4 ruggraat te plaas. Die ontwerpde chimeriese 

virusse, rPSV4-5cVP2 and rPSV4-6cVP2, was infektief soos waargeneem deur die 

redding van infektiewe virusse na transfeksie met uitdrukkingsplasmiede en (+)edRNA 

T7 transkripte in vatbare BSR-T7/5 selle. Die herwinning van virulente rPSV5 (FR) slegs 

met plasmiede is ook in hierdie studie gedemonstreer. Hierdie plasmied-gebaseerde 

tru-genetika sisteem het geblyk nie net baie minder tydsintensief te wees nie, maar dit 

was ook beduidend goedkoper, want dit was nie meer nodig om gekroonde (+)edRNA 

transkripte in vitro te sintetiseer nie.  
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Agarose jel-elektroforese, intyd tru-transkriptase PKR en MiSeq volgordebepaling is 

uitgevoer op die herwonne chimeriese virusse om hulle identiteit te bevestig. Al die 

resultate en data wat vir die rPSV4-5cVP2 verkry is, het bevestig dat die SPE wat in 

selkulture na transfeksie waargeneem is inderdaad weens infeksie met die ontwerpte 

rPSV4-5cVP2 virus chimera was. Die resultate met betrekking tot rPSV4-6cVP2 was nie 

so eenduidig nie. Daar is gevind dat daar ‘n 1400 bp weglating plaasgevind het in 

genoomsegment 2, maar ‘n chimeriese genoomsegment 2 wat dele bevat van sowel 

serotipe 5 en 6 was nog steeds teenwoordig as ‘n klein deel van die viruspopulasie.  

Verder is daar ook vasgestel dat ‘n mutasie plaasgevind het in die vorm van ‘n T409bp 

invoeging in die meerderheid van die rPSV4-6cVP2 viruspopulasie en dit lei in alle 

waarskynlikheid tot die vroeë terminasie van die oopleesraam van VP2.  

Virusneutralisasietoetse op die drie wilde tipe serotipes, rPSV4GP, rPSV5 (FR), en 

PSV6 en die chimeriese virusse, rPSV4-5cVP2 en rPSV4-6cVP2, het gewys dat 

rPSV4-5cVP2 geneutraliseer is deur antisera wat in marmotte berei is teen die PSV4 

ruggraat sowel as PSV5.  Die neutralisasietoetse van rPSV4-6cVP2 kon nie met 

sekerheid wys dat die uitruiling van die sentrale en punt gedeeltes met serotipe 6 die 

antigenisiteit van die virus verander het nie, maar neutralisering is wel waargeneem. 

 

Ter opsommig, hierdie studie het vir die eerste keer bewys dat dit moontlik is om 

infektiewe PSV met chimeriese VP2 te genereer met die bestaande trugenetika sisteem 

vir PSV4. Hierdie studie het ook gewys dat virulente PSV5 (FR) gered kon word deur ‘n 

plasmied-alleen trugenetika sisteem. Verder het die studie gewys dat die die uitruiling 

van die koderingsgebied van die sentrale en punt gedeeltes van VP2 van PSV4 met ‘n 

ander serotipe (PSV5) die antigenisiteit van die nuwe chimeriese virus verander. Die 

studie het ook die eerste eksperimentele data gelewer dat die blootgestelde sentrale en 

punt gebiede van PSV VP2 gedeeltelik verantwoordelik is vir die bepaling van serotipe-

spesifisiteit, maar dat ander dele van VP2 ook betrokke is. Die vermoë om nou PSV 

VP2 chimeras te kan herwin, het nie net ‘n platform geskep om entstofkandidate teen 

meerdere serotipes op een virus te ontwikkel nie, maar verskaf ook ‘n manier om 

ondersoek te kan instel oor hoe veranderinge in genoomsegment 2 die struktuur van 

VP2 en gepaardgaande viruseienskappe affekteer.   
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CHAPTER 1  

 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

 

1.1 INTRODUCTION 

 

In ancient times diseases were thought to be caused by the wrath of the gods or the 

configuration of the stars. Pandemics of cholera and the bubonic plague were even 

thought to be caused by miasmas (ill winds). Viruses as pathogens can be identified on 

many pages of human history. Unbeknownst to the majority of the populace is the 

profound influence that viruses have had on the geopolitical framework that has shaped 

the modern world. The ubiquitous nature of viruses has had its impact throughout the 

living world. The smallpox, polio, and rinderpest outbreaks are but a few examples of 

the detrimental repercussions caused by these pathogenic agents (Levine & Enquist, 

2007). It is estimated that smallpox eradicated three times more people in the 20th 

century than all the wars of the century combined (Henderson, 1996). 

 

The history of virology as a scientific entity is quite short, as the concept of a virus only 

dates back to the late 1800s. The invention that allowed viruses to be discovered in the 

first place was the Chamberland-Pasteur filter, which was developed in 1884. Viral 

entities were initially acknowledged when it was found that certain pathogens were able 

to pass through these filters meant to stop bacteria. One of the first observations of a 

viral agent of disease was that of Adolf Mayer in 1886, while studying the tobacco 

mosaic disease. He discovered that the disease could be transmitted to healthy plants 

once inoculated with extracts of sap from diseased plants. Dimitri Ivanovsky (1892) 

subsequently showed that the sap caused disease in healthy plants even after filtration 

through a Chamberland-Pasteur filter. As such he was the first to recognise a 

pathogenic entity that was filterable, submicroscopic in size and different from bacteria. 

The filterable nature of the tobacco mosaic disease was confirmed by Martinus Willem 

Beijerinck (1851–1931) when he demonstrated that diluted filtered sap from infected 
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plants “regained its strength” after replication in the plant. His attempts to successfully 

isolate the virus were futile, but he nonetheless proposed a theory in which he 

described a contagious living fluid that could only reproduce within living cells. Mayer, 

Ivanovsky and Beijerinck each contributed to the development of the concept of a virus 

as it is still recognised today, namely a filterable agent too small to be observed by light 

microscopy, but that is able to cause disease by multiplying in living cells.  

 

In 1898 Friederich Loeffler and Paul Frosch discovered the first animal virus, namely the 

foot and mouth disease virus (FMDV). There are some who believe that Loeffler and 

Frosch were the original discoverers of viruses as they were the first to conclude that 

the infectious agent was a tiny particle and not a liquid agent as Beijerinck had 

suggested. Today, however, the word virus is derived from a Latin term meaning “slimy 

fluid or toxin”. The discovery of the first animal viruses was shortly followed by the 

discovery of the first human virus, namely yellow fever virus, by Walter Reed in 1901. 

By the end of the 20th century more than 65 diseases had been attributed to filterable 

agents (viruses). 

 

In South Africa viral studies were first reported not long after the discovery of viral 

agents in humans and animals. In 1901, Arnold Theiler published the discovery of a 

filterable disease causing agent in horses namely African horsesickness virus. Similar 

results were obtained for bluetongue virus (BTV) in 1905 by Theiler. The problem of 

controlling both diseases, however, remained unsolved. AHS continued to be the main 

reason why the transport industry in South Africa depended on oxen rather than horses 

at least until the emergence of rinderpest. AHS formed an early focus of Arnold Theiler’s 

research, after the eradication of rinderpest in 1898 and the end of the Anglo-Boer War 

in 1902. The high incidence of AHS on the farm De Onderstepoort was one of the 

reasons it was selected as the site for the Veterinary Research Institute in 1908 

(Verwoerd, 2012). 
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It was not until scientists had the ability to culture animal viruses outside their hosts that 

studies on viral genomes could be done with ease. Until after the Second World War 

viruses were cultured in laboratory animals, e.g. mice or embryonated chicken eggs. 

Between 1948 and 1955 a critical transition occurred in which animal virology 

developed into a laboratory science. This transition was the result of four important 

discoveries, namely the ability to culture single cells, the development of a HeLa cell 

line, the development of an optimal medium for the culture of single cells (Eagle’s 

minimal essential medium), as well as the demonstration of viral replication in non-

neuronal embryonic tissue. It was also during this period that Watson and Crick (1953) 

discovered the double helix nature of double-stranded DNA, which subsequently 

ushered in a new era of molecular studies. 

 

The first orbivirus to be cultured in cell culture was bluetongue virus (BTV) (Haig et al., 

1956). The culturing of BTV on lamb kidney cells and then on baby hamster kidney cells 

(BHK) allowed for the first molecular studies to be done on BTV. Subsequently it was 

shown that BTV possessed a dsRNA genome (Verwoerd, 1969). The modern era of 

virology (1960s) forged new concepts of the replication cycles of viruses and provided 

insights into the interactions between viral genomes, viral proteins and the cellular 

machinery of host cells. Viruses such as HIV, Influenza, SARS, and more recently 

outbreaks of Ebola have demonstrated that, even after 100 years of virological 

research, mankind is still at the mercy of viruses. A manuscript published in 2015 

discussed the lessons to be learned from the Ebola outbreak. The report emphasised 

the importance of basic virological research as the foundation for preparedness for 

future outbreaks (Knipe & Whelan, 2015). 

 

The development of reverse genetics technologies has opened new opportunities for 

research to explore the detailed genetic and molecular basis for the properties of 

viruses. Viral reverse genetics enables the recovery of viruses with defined genomes as 

well as the manipulation of viral genomes at cDNA level to generate mutants and 

“designer viruses”. Several reverse genetics systems have been developed for various 

mammalian DNA and RNA viruses and in more recent years reverse genetics systems 
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for BTV (bluetongue virus) and AHSV (African horsesickness virus) have been 

developed. There is no doubt that a new era of virology will focus on  implementing 

these reverse technologies to generate reassortants and mutants for fundamental and 

applied research to address the multitude of gaps in basic virology research. 

 

This review will summarise the current literature concerning AHS and will highlight the 

role of the outer capsid protein VP2, specifically with regard to the replication cycle of 

the virus. The review will be concluded by a brief discussion of reverse genetics 

systems and their use as a tool in BTV and AHSV research, followed by a discussion on 

the development of the various AHSV vaccine approaches.  

 

1.2 AFRICAN HORSESICKNESS 

 

African horsesickness (AHS) is known to be one of the most depredating diseases of 

equids and reference to its devastation has been recorded since ancient times. One of 

the first references ever made of the disease was the report of an outbreak that 

occurred in Yemen in 1327 (Henning, 1956). However, it is speculated that the disease 

originated in Africa and the first record of the disease in Africa was made in 1569 by 

Father Monclara in his account of the journey of Francisco Baretto to East Africa 

(Henning, 1956). AHS was already present in indigenous reservoir hosts long before the 

first settlers arrived in southern Africa in 1652. According to Theiler (1921), there were 

frequent references made to the disease in the early records of the Dutch East India 

Company. However, it was only 60 years after the first introduction of horses to South 

Africa, in 1719, that the first major outbreak occurred in which 1700 horses fell victim to 

what at the time was termed “perreziekte” or “paardeziekte” (Henning, 1956). 

 

In the years to follow at least 13 major outbreaks occurred (1780, 1801, 1891, 1839, 

1854, 1855, 1862, 1914, 1918, 1923, 1940, 1946, and 1953) with particularly severe 

losses.). The outbreak that occurred between the years 1854–1855 was considered to 

be the most virulent devastating outbreak ever recorded. Almost 70 000 horses with a 

value close to £525 000 were lost during the outbreak. The loss comprised more than 
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40% of the entire horse population of the Cape of Good Hope at the time (Theiler, 

1921).  

 

During the 19th century, encounters of the disease were still being recorded by 

travellers and missionaries venturing into the interior of southern Africa. The 

Voortrekkers suffered severe losses through horsesickness and explorers such as 

Livingstone had to travel by foot or on the back of oxen (Henning, 1956).  

 

In the early history of South Africa horses played an important role in general 

transportation and military operations. Outbreaks of AHS caused major economic 

burden as such the British Army appointed a veterinary surgeon Joshua A. Nunn to 

investigate the disease. His initial findings were that AHS was caused by a microbe 

similar to anthrax, but after further investigations this proved to be false (Hutcheon, 

1881; M’Fadyean, 1900) and then later (Theiler, 1905) demonstrated the filterability of 

the disease through Berkfield and Chamberland-Pasteur filters. These filters were used 

to remove any bacteria that may have been present in the blood/serum of the infected 

animals. The filtrates were then used to infect healthy horses with AHS. From these 

experiments it was concluded that AHS was caused by a virus (M’Fadyean, 1900; 

Henning, 1956). 

 

The etiological agent of AHS known as AHSV was initially classified as an arbovirus 

(Ozawa & Hazrati, 1967). This was later changed when it was shown that BTV and 

AHSV genomes were more closely related to each other than any other reoviruses 

(Oellerman et al., 1970; Verwoerd & Huismans, 1969). The notion that BTV and AHSV 

should be classified together in the same genus was confirmed by gel electrophoretic 

studies of the AHSV and BTV genomes and encoded proteins (Verwoerd & Huismans, 

1972; Bremer, 1976). The name Orbivirus was given to this genus (Borden et al., 1971) 

and today African horsesickness virus is a member of the family Reoviridae within the 

genus Orbivirus. 
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Theiler (1903) was the first to observe what he called “plurality of immunologically 

distinct strains” of AHSV, which is now recognised as multiple serotypes. Theiler drew 

these conclusions on observations he made that immunisation with one isolate of the 

virus often did not protect horses from infection with another isolate. This hypothesis 

was later confirmed by McIntosh (1958). McIntosh made use of hyper-immune rabbit 

sera instead of horse sera, as he believed that since rabbits were not naturally 

susceptible to the disease, antibodies to the major antigenic parts of the virus would 

form. In this study he identified 42 strains which could be grouped into seven 

immunological types. Howell (1962) built upon this work and identified two more 

immunological types of the virus. These efforts identified the nine serotypes of AHSV 

that are still recognised today. 

 

 

1.3 PATHOGENESIS 

 

1.3.1 Clinical signs 

 

Theiler (1921) described four forms of AHS in horses and these are still useful in 

categorising the different effects that AHSV may have on horses. The four clinical forms 

initially described by Theiler are: The pulmonary form (per-acute); the cardiac form (sub-

acute oedematous); the mixed form (acute) and horsesickness fever (Figure 1). 

 

 

i. Pulmonary (per-acute) form 

 

This form commonly referred to as “dunkop” has a short incubation time (3–5 

days) and occurs most commonly in fully susceptible animals or animals infected 

with a highly virulent strain. An acute febrile reaction is usually the only symptom 

following the incubation period, which is then followed by varying degrees of 

respiratory distress. Sweating, spasmodic coughing and frothy discharge (Figure 

1A) from the nostrils are also observed although the latter usually only occurs 
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after death. Death occurs rapidly after the onset of the first clinical signs. The 

animals literally drown in their own serum (Figure 1C). The mortality rate is 

approximately 95% and recovery is very rare (Theiler, 1921; Erasmus, 1973). 

 

ii. Cardiac (sub-acute) (oedematous) form 

 

The cardiac form also known as “dikop” has a longer incubation period of about 

7–14 days. The first clinical sign is a febrile reaction (39–41 °C) that lasts 

between 3–6 days. A decline in fever marks the onset of oedematous swellings. 

The most prominent animal sign of the cardiac form is the oedematous swelling 

of the temporal or supraorbital fossae (Figure 1B) and eyelids (Figure 1D) which 

can then later extend to the lips, cheeks, tongue and laryngeal region.  Petechial 

haemorrhages may also be observed in the conjunctivae and under the ventral 

surface of the tongue. Death ensues as a result of cardiac failure; the mortality 

rate is about 50%. This clinical form is usually associated with low virulence virus 

strains (Theiler, 1921; Erasmus, 1973. 

 

iii. Mixed (acute) form 

 

The mixed form of the disease is the most common form and displays features of 

both pulmonary and cardiac clinical signs. This form is rarely diagnosed clinically 

and it is only during post-mortem when pulmonary and cardiac lesions are 

observed that it is diagnosed. The mortality rate is about 80% and death usually 

follows 3–6 days after the onset of a febrile reaction (Theiler, 1921; Erasmus, 

1973). 

 

iv. Horsesickness fever 

 

Horsesickness fever is the mildest form of the disease and is often overlooked in 

outbreaks as the only clinical sign is an increase in rectal temperature. This form 

usually occurs in horses immune to one or more serotypes of AHSV which 
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become infected with a heterologous serotype against which there is some cross 

protection (Theiler, 1921; Erasmus, 1973). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1: Clinical signs and symptoms associated with the four 

different forms of African horsesickness virus. (A) Dilated nostrils with 

frothy fluid oozing out seen typically in the pulmonary form. (B) Swelling of 

the supraorbital fossae often associated with the cardiac or mixed form. 

(C) Post-mortem observation of large amounts of froth in the trachea of a 

horse suffering from the pulmonary form of the disease. (D) Congestion of 

the conjunctivae. (E) Hydropericardium present in horses observed post-

mortem. (F) Severe oedema of the intermuscular connective tissue. (From 

Coetzer & Guthrie, 2004, with permission from the publisher) 
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1.3.2 Pathogenesis 

 

The development of disease and outcome of infection in horses is largely dependent on 

the virulence of the virus as well as the susceptibility of the animal. The form of AHS 

seen in infected horses may be as a result of several factors, including the route of 

infection, tropism of subpopulations of viral particles (Erasmus, 1973), host immune 

status and permissivity (Laegreid et al., 1993). Initial multiplication of the virus occurs in 

the regional lymph nodes after infection before spreading throughout the body via the 

bloodstream to target organs to give rise to primary viraemia. Virus multiplication at 

these target sites give way to the development of secondary viraemia which lasts 

between 4–8 days, but not longer than 21 days.  

 

The widely accepted hypothesis of the pathogenesis of AHS is that field strains of 

AHSV are composed of heterologous populations of virus particles with regard to tissue 

tropism. That is to say there are subpopulations of viral particles with distinct affinities 

for different tissues, e.g. pneumotropic virus particles which multiply selectively in the 

endothelial tissue lining of the pulmonary capillaries. Other particles exists which 

multiply selectively in lymphoid tissues or endothelial linings in blood and lymph vessels 

in the head and neck depending on their affinities. As such the virulence phenotype of 

an AHSV isolate will ultimately influence the progression and course of the disease and 

virulence of AHSV isolates appears to be related to their ability to infect or injure 

endothelial cells of specific organs (Erasmus, 1973; Laegreid et al., 1993). 

 

There exist an abundance of studies reporting on the tissue tropism of AHSV in equine 

species. It has been demonstrated that a virus was found to be present in the lungs, 

lymphoid tissues and choroid plexus during primary viraemia. The virus has also been 

detected in the pancreas, adrenal glands, intestines and salivary glands (Erasmus, 

1973; Coetzer & Guthrie, 2004). Immunohistochemical in situ hybridisation and 

ultrastructural studies of AHSV in horses have confirmed the tropism for endothelial 

cells, particularly the cardiac, lung and splenic endothelium (Brown et al., 1994; Gomez-

Villamandos et al., 1999; Tessler, 1972; Wohlsein et al., 1997; Clift et al., 2009). There 
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exists much more limited data on the tissue tropism of AHSV observed in laboratory 

hosts; although it has been demonstrated that selective tropism for certain endothelial 

cells occurs in chicken embryos after infection with AHSV. One of the factors that 

impede research into AHS is the lack of a suitable laboratory animal model. Conducting 

virological research in horses is laborious, costly and raises ethical concerns. The 

striking similarities in the tissue tropism of AHSV in the horse and chicken embryo, 

demonstrates the suitability of chicken embryos as small animal models for AHS and 

provides the potential for further in vivo experimentation that was previously only 

possible in horses (Maartens et al.,2011). 

 

Howell (1962) reported a high incidence of mortality in horses with high levels of 

neutralising antibody to various serotypes of AHSV, but not to the serotype that was 

isolated from the dying horses. This report suggested that heterotypic neutralising 

antibody had little effect in protecting the above mentioned horses. Erasmus (1978) 

later reported that while testing attenuated strains of AHSV, some strains did not induce 

neutralising antibodies in vaccinated horses. These horses were later highly susceptible 

to the severe form of the disease when challenged with homotypic strains of AHSV and 

showed high mortality rates. It was suggested that weakly immunogenic AHSV may 

sensitise horses to homotypic infection resulting in more rapid death. 

 

1.4 EPIDEMIOLOGY AND HOST RANGE 

 

African horsesickness is endemic in eastern, central and most parts of sub-Saharan 

Africa (Theiler, 1921). There have however been also reports of the disease occurring in 

the countries of North Africa from where it has extended to the Middle East, Spain and 

Portugal (Alexander, 1947; Carpano, 1931). 

 

AHS appears to be endemic in the low-lying, north eastern, summer rainfall areas of 

South Africa. In South Africa AHS occurs every summer in the north eastern parts of 

Mpumalanga and Limpopo, while the Highveld regions and Cape provinces are free of 

disease, but infection can sometimes spread to these areas. The disease first makes its 
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appearance in these areas during or after spring and then spreads southwards in the 

summer time. The extent of the southerly spread is influenced by the time of year in 

which the disease first makes its appearance, favourable climate conditions for the 

breeding of the culicoides midge (Meiswinkel et al., 2004), as well as the movement of 

infected horses. Early heavy rains followed by warm dry spells favour the occurrence of 

epidemics.  

 

During outbreaks of AHS in endemic areas, different virus serotypes may be active 

within an area, but usually only one serotype dominates a particular season, followed 

the next year by the dominance of another serotype but all nine serotypes have also 

been detected in a single year as well. The emergence of multiple serotypes of BTV in 

Europe has caused a concern among the European community. The main contributing 

factor is thought to be climate change, however, changes in social factors and the 

increase in movement of virus infected hosts, and vectors may also contribute 

considering the similarities in epidemiology of BTV and AHSV. It is feared that an 

outbreak of AHS in Europe will soon follow suit (Purse et al., 2005, MacLachlan & 

Guthrie, 2010). 

 

African horsesickness primarily affects horses. African mules and donkeys are much 

less susceptible to AHSV than horses, while zebras are very resistant and act as 

reservoirs. It should be noted however that Asian mules and donkeys die from AHS as 

was evident from the epizootic that affected an area from Turkey to India in the 1960’s. 

It is estimated that 300 000 horses, mules and donkeys died (Alexander, 1947; Theiler, 

1921; Davies & Otieno, 1977; Erasmus, 1973; Erasmus, 1978). Foals born to immune 

mares acquire passive immunity by the ingestion of colostrum soon after birth (Crafford 

et al., 2013). This immunity progressively declines and is lost after about 6 months. 

Apart from equine species, dogs are the only other species that contract a highly fatal 

form of the disease after infection with AHSV (Haig, McIntosh, Cumming & Hempstead, 

1956; Theiler, 1906). Antibodies against AHSV have been found in African elephants 

(Binepal et al., 1992; Davies & Otieno, 1977; Erasmus, 1973), as well as black and 

white rhinoceros. 
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The disease is transmitted by blood sucking Culicoides spp. that become infected by 

feeding on animals during the febrile and viraemic stages of infection (Du Toit, 1944). 

The two main vectors implicated in the transmission of AHSV, are Culicoides imicola 

and Culicoides bolitinos (Meiswinkel et al.,2000). 

 

 

1.5  AFRICAN HORSESICKNESS VIRUS 

 

1.5.1 Taxonomic classification 

 

The etiological agent of AHS is African horsesickness virus (AHSV). It is classified as a 

member of the family Reoviridae (Table 1) in the Orbivirus (Table 2) genus (Verwoerd et 

al., 1979; Oellerman et al., 1970; Bremer, 1976). Orbiviruses form part of six other 

genera in the subfamily Sedoreoviridae. The distinguishing characteristics of the viruses 

within the Reoviridae family are that they possess a segmented double-stranded RNA 

genome of 10 segments, expressing 10–12 proteins, enclosed within a double-layered 

capsid and contain no lipoprotein (Borden et al., 1971). The orbiviruses are non-

enveloped viruses with a diameter of 65–70 mm. The name of the genera Orbiviruses is 

derived from the Latin word “orbis” meaning ring. Orbiviruses are clearly defined and 

distinguishable from other Reoviridae due to their ability to multiply in insects and 

vertebrates, as well as their sensitivity to low pH conditions, lipid solvents and 

detergents (Borden et al., 1971). 
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Table 1: Classification of dsRNA virusesa

Family Genera Genome segments Virion diameter (size) Examples of selected species 

Cystoviridae Cystovirus 3 85nm Pseudomonas phage Phi6 

Birnaviridae Aquabirnavirus 2 270nm (app. 6000bp) Infectious pancreatic necrosis virus 

 
Avibirnavirus 2 270nm (app. 6000bp) Infectious bursal disease virus 

 
Blosnavirus 2 270nm (app. 6000bp) Blotched snakehead virus 

 
Entomobirnavirus 2 270nm (app. 6000bp) Drosphila x virus 

Hypoviridae Hypovirus 1 50-80nm (9000-13000bp) Cryphonectria hypovirus 1 

Partitiviridae Partitivirus 2 30-35nm app. (4000bp) Atkinsonella hypoxylon virus 

 
Alphacryptovirus 2 30nm app. (4000bp) White clover cryptic virus 1 

 
Betacryptovirus 2 40nm app. (4000bp) White clover cryptic virus 2 

 
Cryspovirus 2 30-35nm app (4000bp) Cryptosporidium parvum virus 

Reoviridae 

    Spinareovirinae Aquareovirus 11 75nm (30500bp) Aqureovirus A 

 
Coltivirus 12 60-80nm (29000bp) Colorado tick fever virus 

 
Cypovirus 10 65nm (25000bp) Lymantria disparcypovirus 1 

 
Dinoverna virus 9 49-50nm Aedes pseudoscutellaris reovirus 

 
Fijivirus 10 65-70nm (27000-30000bp) Fiji disease virus 

 
Idnoreovirus 10 70nm (27000-30000bp) Idnoreovirus 1 

 
Hycoreovirus 11 80nm app. (23000bp) Mycoreovirus 1 

 
Orthoreovirus 10 80nm app. (23000bp) Mammalian orthoreovirus 

 
Oryzavirus 10 70nm (26000bp) Rice ragged stunt virus 

Sedoreovirinae Cardoreovirus 11 55nm Ericheir sinensus virus 

 
Orbivirus 10 80nm (19200bp) African horsesickness virus 

 
Mimoreovirus 11 90-95nm (25400bp) Micromonas pusilla reovirus 

 
Phytoreovirus 12 70nm (26000bp) Wound tumour virus 

 
Rotavirus 11 80nm (app. 18500bp) Rotavirus A 

 
Seadornavirus 11 60-70nm (app. 21000bp) Banna virus 

Chrysoviridae Chrysovirus 2 35-40nm (12300bp) Penicillium chrysogenum virus 

Picobirnaviridae Picobirnavirus 1 35-40nm (1700-2500bp) Human picobirnavirus 

Totiviridae Giardiavirus 1 36nm (6277bp) Giardia lamblia virus 

 
Leishmaniavirus 1 33nm (5300bp) Leishman RNA virus 1-1 

 
Totivirus 1 40nm (4600-6700) Sacchromyces cerevisiae virus L-A 

 
Victorivirus 1 40nm (4600-6700) Helminthosporium victoriae virus 190S 
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Table 2: Classification of Orbivirusesa 

Virus Serogroup (Species) Serotypes Host Species Principal vector 

African horsesickness virus 
(AHSV) 9 Equids, dogs Culicoides spp. 

Bluetongue virus (BTV) 24 Cattle, sheep, goats, camels Culicoides spp. 

Changuinola virus (CGLV) 12 Humans, rodents, sloths Phlebotomine flies, mosquitoes 

Chenuda virus (CNUV) 7  Seabirds Ticks: Ornithodoros,Argas 

Chobar Gorge virus (CGV) 2  Bats Ticks: Ornithodoros 

Corriparta virus (CORV) 5  Humans, rodents Culicine mosquitoes 

Epizootic hemorrhagic 
disease virus (EHDV) 8 Ruminants, marsupials Culicoides spp. 

Equine encephalosis virus 
(EEV) 7 Equids Culicoides spp. 

Eubenangee virus (EUBV) 4 Unknown 
Culicoides spp and Anopheline, Culicine 
mosquitoes. 

Ieri virus (IERIV) 3 Birds Culex mosquitoes 

Great Island virus (GIV) 36 Seabirds, rodents, humans. Ticks: Argas, Ornithodoros, Ixodes. 

Lebombo virus (LEBV) 1  Humans, rodents. Culicine mosquitoes. 

Orungo virus (ORUV) 4 Humans, camels, cattle, goats, sheep, monkeys Culicine mosquitoes. 

Palyam virus (PALV) 11 Cattle, sheep Culicoides spp and Culicine mosquitoes 

St Croix River Virus   Unknown hosts Ticks 

Umatilla virus (UMAV) 4 Birds Culicine mosquitoes 

Wad Medani virus (WMV) 2 Domestic animals 
Ticks: Boophilus, Rhipicephalus, 
Hyalomma, Argas. 

Wallal virus (WALV) 3 Marsupials Culicoides spp 

Warrego virus (WARV) 3 Marsupials 
Culicoides spp and Anopheline, Culicine 
mosquitoes 

Wongorr virus (WGRV) 8 Cattle, macropods Culicoides spp and mosquitoes 
a
 The Table was compiled by adapting information from Nibert and Schiff (2001),  

and the Universal Database for the International Committee on Taxonomy of Viruses (http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/ICTVdb/ICTVdB/). 
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1.5.2 Structure 

 

The most extensively studied orbivirus is BTV. It is commonly referred to as the 

prototype orbivirus. Studies conducted on the molecular biology of AHSV have not been 

as extensive. However, electron microscopic evidence as well as physiochemical 

studies have indicated a close morphological and biochemical relationship between 

AHSV and BTV. Cryo-electron microscopy structures have also been developed for 

both AHSV and BTV (Figure 2). 

 

Orbiviruses are complex non-enveloped viruses. Both BTV and AHSV have seven 

structural proteins organised into two concentric protein shells, which display 

icosahedral symmetry (Figure 2). Early electron microscopic studies found the diameter 

of most orbiviruses to be 65-70nm (Els & Verwoerd, 1969; Verwoerd & Huismans, 1969; 

Verwoerd & Huismans, 1972). The icosahedral virion consists of an indistinct outer layer 

which surrounds a well defined core-particle (Els & Verwoerd; Verwoerd & Huismans, 

1969; Oellerman et al., 1970) which encloses ten double-stranded RNA genome 

segments each encoding at least one viral protein. Three morphologically distinct 

particles have been identified in BTV infected cells, these are virions, cores and sub-

cores. These particles were obtained for BTV, by stepwise removal of specific structural 

proteins of the virus (Huismans et al., 1987; Huismans & Van Dijk, 1990). 

 

The sub-core particles (BTV and AHSV) are composed of 120 copies of VP3 arranged 

in a T=1 lattice of 60 asymmetric dimers. The VP3 dimers form a shell which surrounds 

the dsRNA genome segments and acts as a scaffold for VP7. The minor structural 

proteins VP1, VP4 and VP6 form the transcription complexes which are positioned near 

the 5-fold vertices (Roy et al., 1994; Nason et al., 2004; Manole et al., 2012). 

 

The core layer (BTV and AHSV) is comprised of 780 monomers of VP7 arranged as 

260 trimers on a T=13 lattice. The VP7 trimers form a tripod shaped upper and lower 
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domain which cover VP3 and act as attachment sites for the 2 outer capsid proteins 

(VP2 and VP5) (Diprose et al., 2001; Grimes et al., 1998; Manole et al., 2012). 

 

The outermost layer of the virion is formed by the major structural proteins VP2 and 

VP5. The VP5 proteins exist as globular domains within the channels formed by the 

rings of the VP7 trimers. The VP5 proteins are predominantly covered by surface VP2 

triskelions which form sail-like spikes that project beyond VP5. The outer capsid 

proteins form continuous layers that cover the core of the virion (van Dijk & Huismans, 

1982; Hewat et al., 1992; Zhang et al., 2010; Manole et al., 2012).  

 

AHSV7tVP2 is a plaque isolate that has a truncated VP2 protein. Comparisons of 

reconstructions between AHSV4 and AHSV7tVP2 showed that the major differences 

between the two, is the size of the triskelions centred on top of VP7 (Figure 2). The 

triskelions are much smaller in AHSV7tVP2. Sequencing of genome segment 2 cDNA of 

AHSV7tVP2 showed that there was an in-frame deletion of the coding region for 225aa 

in VP2 (residues 279-503). Superimpositions of the VP2 triskelions from AHSV4, 

AHSV7tVP2 and BTV1 were carried out to identify where amino acids 279-503 lay 

within the 3D structure of AHSV7tvP2 (Figure 5).  Two differences where noted namely, 

on the tips (tip domain) and in the centre of the triskelion (central domain). The central 

domains were lacking from both BTV1 and AHSV7tVP2. It was determined that the 

central domain corresponded to an approximate VP2 residue between 368-483aa in 

AHSV4. The distal tips of the triskelion were lacking only from AHSV7tVP2 and this tip 

domain was determined to correspond to aa residues 279-368. The significance of the 

central and tip domains shall be discussed in more detail in Section 1.7 
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Figure 2: Schematic organisation of AHSV and BTV. (A-B) 3-D reconstruction of AHSV4 and 
AHSV7tVP2 at 14.4-Å resolution, VP2 in red, from Manole et al. (2012) with permission from the 
publisher. (C) 3-D reconstruction of BTV1 at 7-Å resolution, VP2 in magenta and cyan, from 
Zhang et al. (2010) with permission from the publisher. (D) Schematic organisation of AHSV4, 
showing genomic segments (forest green) and polymerase complexes (dark blue) enclosed by 
VP3 (cyan). Trimers of VP7 (green) attached to the surface of VP3. Trimers of VP2 (purple) sit 
directly on top of VP7, with VP5 trimers (yellow) filling the spaces of the VP2 lattice, from Manole 
et al. (2012) with permission from the publisher. (E) Schematic organisation of BTV, showing 
genomic segments (spirals) and polymerase complexes (dark green) enclosed by VP3 (red). 
Trimers of VP2 (blue) sit on top of VP7 (green), with VP5 (yellow) trimers filling the spaces of the 
VP2 lattice, from Zhang et al. (2010) with permission from the publisher. 

 
 
 
 
 
 

(A) AHSV4 (B) AHSV7tVP2 (C) BTV1 

(D) AHSV (E) BTV 
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1.5.3 Genome  

 

The genome of AHSV is comprised of ten linear dsRNA segments. The total viral 

genome is 19.2 kilobase pairs (kb) in length. The size of the ten AHSV genome 

segments range from 3965 to 756bp (Vreede & Huismans, 1998). The AHSV RNA 

genome segments are numbered S1–S10 according to their electrophoretic migration 

through a polyacrylamide agarose gel (Bremer, 1976; Bremer et al., 1990) (Table 3). 

 

All BTV genome segments posses conserved 5’- and 3’- terminal hexanucleotide 

sequences namely: 5’-GTTAAA and ACTTAC-3’ (Rao et al., 1983; Mertens & Sanger, 

1985; Wilson et al 1990). In contrast to BTV, the terminal hexanucleotide sequences of 

AHSV are not conserved throughout all of the genome segments: 5’-GTTA/TAA/T and 

ACA/TTAC-3’ (Noriko et al., 1993). The 5’- and 3’- terminal sequences of each genome 

segment, however, display partial inverted complementarity. This feature is thought to 

play a role in the sorting and assembly of genome segments during viral replication. 

 

Each genome segment is monocistronic except for genome segments 9 and 10. The 

smallest genome segment (S10) encodes the two related non-structural proteins NS3 

and NS3a from in-phase AUG initiation codons (Van Staden & Huismans, 1991; Van 

Staden et al., 1995). Genome segment 9 encodes one structural protein (VP6) and one 

non-structural protein (NS4).The coding assignment of each dsRNA genome segment is 

summarised in Table 3. 
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Table 3: Summary of the coding assignment of the genome segments and proteins of AHSV    

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

bp: base pairs; kDa: kiloDalton; NTPase: nucleoside triphosphate. 

a
 The size of  NS4 is  not given 

 

Genome Segment 
(bp) 

Protein 
(kDa) 

Function or property 

  

VP1 (150292) 
RNA-dependent RNA polymerase 
Forms transcription complex with VP4 and VP6 1 (3965) 

2 (3205) VP2 (122043) 

Determines virus serotype and neutralisation activity 
Cellular receptor protein allows for attachment absorption of the virus 
to cell 

3 (2792) VP3 (103269) 
Structural protein forms scaffold for VP7 
Controls size and organization of capsid structure 

4 (1978) VP4 (75826) Capping enzyme with guonyltransferase activity 

5 (1748) NS1 (63377) Possible virulence determinant 

6 (1566) VP5 (56900) Role in membrane permeabilization early in infection 

7 (1169) VP7 (37916) 
Mediates attachment and infection in insect vector cells 
induces group specific antibodies 

8 (1167) NS2 (41193) Forms viral inclusion bodies, binds viral ssRNA 

9 (1166) VP6a (38464) 
VP6: NTPase and a helicase , binds ssRNA and dsRNA; NS4:bind 
dsDNA but not dsRNA 

10 (765) NS3/NS3a (23659) 

Membrane proteins aid in the release of virus from cell 
Glycoproteins (for BTV only) may be involved in determination of 
virulence 
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1.6 BTV REPLICATION CYCLE  

 

Knowledge about the AHSV replication cycle is not nearly as advanced as that of BTV. 

Similarities have been drawn between the BTV and AHSV replication cycles from what 

is known about the BTV replication cycle.  

 

Using BTV as a model for replication four major events in the replication cycle have 

been identified (Figure 3): (i) attachment and entry, (ii) uncoating and formation of 

transcription active complexes, (iii) formation of virus tubules and inclusion bodies within 

which core assembly takes place and (iv) the transport of virions to cell membranes for 

release. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3: Schematic representation of the BTV replication cycle showing 

virus binding and entry into the cell, virus replication and virus exit from 

the cell. From Mertens (2004), with permission from the publisher. 
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In mammalian cells the attachment and entry of BTV is mediated by the outer capsid 

VP2 protein (Hassan & Roy, 1999). The cellular receptors to which BTV bind have not 

been identified, but it has been reported that the VP2 protein attaches to 

sialoglycoproteins prior to internalisation (Hassan and Roy, 1999; Zhang et al., 2010). 

The virus enters the cell through AP2-dependent clathrin-mediated endocytosis and is 

incorporated into early endosomes (Forzan et al., 2007). The low pH environment within 

the endosome causes the removal of VP2 and triggers conformational change in VP5 

that allows the protein to permeabilize the endosomal membrane. The removal of the 

outer capsid proteins within one hour of infection is very important for the activation of 

core associated RNA-dependent RNA polymerases. Subsequent to the removal of the 

capsid proteins the transcriptionally active core is released into the cyptoplasm.  

 

The core particle is the final disassembly stage of the virion and has functions of 

synthesising and extruding capped and methylated plus sense copies (transcripts) of 

the genome segments into the cyptoplasm, while keeping the viral dsRNA separate 

from the sensory components of the host cell innate immunity defences. The core is 

transcriptionally active in the cyptoplasm of the host cell. Purified cores synthesise 

capped and methylated viral (+) ssRNA transcripts in vitro when provided with NTPs 

and a methyl donor, demonstrating that no host factors are required for these 

transcription activities (Verwoerd et al., 1972; Verwoerd & Huismans, 1972). The viral 

transcriptase complexes are located inside the VP3 layer of the core at the 5-fold axes. 

Single-stranded transcripts are synthesised by the viral RNA-dependant RNA-

polymerases (VP1), which use the (-) ssRNA strands of the dsRNA genome segments 

as templates. Transcription is co-ordinated with the capping and methylation activities of 

the VP4 protein, which catalyse a series of reactions resulting in a 5’ cap1 structure 

identical to that found at the 5’ terminal of cellular mRNAs (Martinez-Costas et al., 1998; 

Ramadevi et al., 1998; Ramadevi & Roy, 1998). The completed viral (+)ssRNA 

transcripts are extruded through channels at the 5-fold axes of the cores into the 

cyptoplasm.  These viral (+)ssRNA transcripts have two roles which enable them to 

initiate the remainder of the replication cycle: (i) serving as mRNAs which are translated 

by the host cell ribosomes to produce the viral proteins; (ii) functioning as templates for 
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the synthesis of the new viral dsRNA genome segments present in the progeny virions. 

Translation of viral transcripts makes up majority of active translation in infected 

mammalian cells, 8 hours post-infection. The 5’ cap1 structure of the BTV transcripts 

allows the efficient recognition of mRNA by the host cell translation initiation factor 

eIF4F (Sachs et al., 1997). At the 3’ terminal the viral transcripts lack a 3’ poly(A) tail 

which is a feature common to almost all cellular mRNAs. Poly(A) binding protein (PABP) 

which binds to the poly(A) sequence of cellular mRNAs, has no target sequence in BTV 

mRNAs. In BTV-infected mammalian cells the efficient replacement of cellular 

translation with the translation of the viral genes is mediated by the NS1 protein. NS1 

binds to the conserved 3’ terminal sequence located at the extreme 3’ terminals of all 

BTV mRNAs, enabling the translation of viral mRNA to be specifically increased 

compared to cellular mRNA. NS1 regulated translation requires the 5’ cap1 structure to 

increase translation, demonstrating that the 3’ - and - 5’ terminals of the mRNA 

communicate (Boyce et al., 2012). 

 

Viral assembly occurs in modified regions of the cyptoplasm termed viral inclusion 

bodies (VIBs), with progeny core particles being created at these sites. The major 

component of VIBs is the viral non-structural protein NS2 (Eaton et al., 1987; Brookes et 

al., 1993). NS2 interacts with the viral sub-core proteins VP1, VP3, VP4, VP6, and with 

the (+)ssRNA viral transcripts. The synthesis of new dsRNA genome segments is 

performed by VP1, which has the catalytic activities necessary to initiate (-)ssRNA 

synthesis de novo using the viral transcripts as templates (Boyce et al., 2004). Using 

the viral transcripts VP1 produces complete (-)ssRNAs which anneal to the (+)ssRNA 

template to generate dsRNA genome segments (Boyce et al., 2004). The co-expression 

of VP3 is sufficient to target the VP7 protein to NS2 inclusion bodies, indicating that the 

VIB is where the core particle is completed (Kar et al., 2007). The nascent core particles 

have two potential roles: (i) to synthesise additional viral transcripts, or (ii) the 

completion of virion assembly by the addition of the outer capsid proteins VP2 and VP5. 

It has been demonstrated that neither of the outer capsid proteins VP5 or VP2 have an 

affinity for the VIBs (Kar et al., 2007). Therefore it would appear that progeny core 

particles are first produced in VIBs then moved to the edge of the VIBs where they are 
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coated by the outer capsid proteins VP2 and VP5 (Kar et al., 2007). The virions are 

subsequently released from the VIBs possibly through dephosphorylation of NS2.  

 

The virions may bud through the cell membrane obtaining a temporary envelope in the 

process or they may exit the cells via disrupted cellular membranes (Hyatt et al., 1989). 

The non-structural protein NS3 has been implicated in the process of virus exit from 

cells (Beaton et al., 2002; Meiring et al., 2009). It has also been shown that the 

N-terminal region of BTV NS3 interacts with p11, a cellular protein that forms part of the 

calpactin complex, which is involved in the exocytosis pathway (Celma & Roy, 2011). 

They have also shown that the C-terminal region of BTV NS3 interacts with VP2, 

suggesting that NS3 mediates the interaction between the virus, through VP2, and the 

pathway through which the virions exit the cell. It has however been demonstrated that 

the NS3/NS3a proteins are not essential for virus replication in vitro (van Gennip et al., 

2014). 

 

1.7 OUTER CAPSID PROTEIN 2 (VP2)  

 

The foundation of this study rests upon the structure-based rationale design of chimeric 

AHSV VP2s. Insight and understanding of the outer capsid (VP2) protein of AHSV is of 

paramount importance in the design of these chimeric VP2s. Therefore, now follows a 

summary on the knowledge known of the outer capsid protein VP2. 

 

VP2 is the main outer capsid protein and is encoded by genome segment 2 that is 3229 

nucleotides in length. Cross-hybridization studies on the genetic relatedness of AHSV 

genome segments established that VP2 is the major determinant of serotype-specificity 

(Bremer et al., 1990). Radioimmunoprecipitation and western immunoblotting assays 

also confirmed the variability and serotype-specificity of genome segment 2 (VP2) 

(Laviada et al., 1993).  The isolation of VP2 specific monoclonal antibodies capable of 

serotype-specific neutralization has demonstrated that serotype-specific neutralizing 

epitopes are located on VP2 of AHSV (Burrage et al., 1993). Several other reports have 

confirmed that VP2 is the major determinant of eliciting serotype-specific protective 
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neutralizing antibodies (Kanai et al., 2014; Castillo-Olivares et al., 2011; Scanlen et al., 

2002; Martinez-Torrecuadrada et al., 1994; Stone-Marschat et al., 1996). The cross 

reaction of antibodies between different serotypes is known to occur in vitro. Cross 

reactivity has been reported between serotypes 1 and 2, serotypes 3 and 7, serotypes 5 

and 8 as well as serotypes 6 and 9 (Erasmus, 1978; Erasmus, 1994). Phylogenetic and 

homology trees compiled from multiple alignments of VP2 amino acid sequences 

(determined from full-length VP2 cDNA sequences)showed that the VP2 sequences of 

serotypes that show cross-reaction have a higher identity with each other (Figure 4) 

(Potgieter et al., 2003). The VP2 protein is thus the most variable of the viral proteins 

and exhibits the least conservation between serotypes. The exposed nature of VP2 

subjects it to immune selection which could explain its high variability 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4: Homology tree compiled from the multiple amino acid alignments of the 

VP2s of all nine serotypes of AHSV. From Potgieter et al. (2003), with permission from 

the publisher.  

 

Various antigenic regions using recombinant AHSV3 VP2 phage displayed libraries 

have been identified using antisera to AHSV (Bentley., 2000). Antigenic regions were 

also found using truncated baculovirus expressed AHSV9 VP2 proteins and 

immunoblotting with antiserum to AHSV9 (Venter et al., 2000). Pepscan analysis of 

AHSV4 VP2 peptides also identified antigenic regions of peptides from certain regions 
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that induce neutralizing antibodies in rabbits (Martinez –Torrecuadrada et al., 2001). All 

of the above mentioned antigenic sites were found on the various VP2s between amino 

acids 252-488.  

 

Structural analysis of AHSV using electron cryomicroscopy (cryoEM) and 

three-dimensional (3D) image reconstruction determined that AHSV7tVP2 (Figure 2) 

had a deletion of 225 amino acids (279-503) in VP2 compared to AHSV4, in a region 

known to contain antigenic epitopes of AHSV (252-488aa). Furthermore it was 

determined that this deletion corresponded to the central and tip domains of the VP2 

structure (Manole et al., 2012) (Figure 5A). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5: Comparisons between the VP2s of AHSV4, AHSV7tVP2 and BTV1. (A) Schematic 
showing the positions of the major deletions in AHSV-7 tVP2 and BTV1 compared to AHSV4. (B 
and E) Radially depth cued 3D reconstruction of VP2 proteins from AHSV4 (gray transparent 
density) and BTV1 (from the top (B) and from the side (E). The main additional density in 
AHSV4 is in the center of the triskelion on top of the hub, coming from residues 368 to 483 in 
AHSV4. (C and F) Radially depth cued 3D reconstruction of VP2 proteins from BTV1 (gray 
transparent density) and AHSV7tVP2 from the top and from the side. The main additional 
density is in the tip end of the triskelion coming from residues 279 to 367 in BTV1 and AHSV4. 
(D and G) Radially depth cued 3D reconstruction of VP2 from AHSV4 (gray transparent density) 
and AHSV7tVP2), from the top and from the side. The main additional densities are in both the 
center and the tip ends of the triskelion coming from residues 279 to 367 and 368 to 483 in 
AHSV4. From Manole et al. (2012), with permission from the publisher. 
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Studies on BTV VP2 have demonstrated the involvement of VP2 in the attachment to 

cells as well as cell entry (Hassan & Roy, 1999). BTV VP2 may also play a role in virus 

egress from cells through its interaction with NS3 and the cellular protein calpactin 

(Beaton et al., 2002; Meiring et al., 2009). Structural studies done on BTV1 by Zhang et 

al. (2010) (Figure 6) have revealed the presence of sialic acid binding domains that are 

present in the hub of VP2. In the aforementioned study it was demonstrated that the 

membrane attachment of VP2 is facilitated by the binding of the tip domains to a cell 

surface receptor, and of the sialic acid binding domains to a cell surface glycoprotein. 

Structural comparisons between BTV-1, AHSV4 and AHSV7tVP2 (truncated VP2) have 

shown that AHSV4 possess a central domain that is absent in both BTV-1 and 

AHSV7tVP2. The ability of AHSV7tVP2 to outgrow AHSV4 in cell culture was attributed 

to the lack of a central domain in AHSV7tVP2. It was hypothesised that because the 

central domain was lacking in AHSV7tVP2 that cell host surfaces had increased 

accessibility to sialic acid binding domains found in the hub of VP2 (Manole et al., 

2012). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 6: Schematic illustration of the membrane attachment of 
VP2 by its tip domain to a cell surface receptor and by its sialic 
acid-binding domain to a cell surface glycoprotein. From Zhang 
et al. (2010) with permission from the publisher. 
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Knowledge of the VP2 structure and changes occurring in VP2, particularly with regard 

to the central and tip domains, can provide insights into the regions implicated in 

immunogenicity and virulence. These insights could prove invaluable not only in epitope 

mapping of VP2 but in the development of vaccines as well.  

 

 

1.8 REVERSE GENETICS 

 

1.8.1 Reoviridae reverse genetics systems 

 

The dawn of reverse genetics of viruses has transformed the field of virology by 

permitting the study of targeted genetic changes in viral genomes. Reverse genetics 

allows for the study of rational targeted mutagenesis of specific viral genes and their 

effects. As such there is no longer a need to select mutants in order to study gene 

function, instead the gene of interest can be specifically targeted, and its function 

revealed through subsequent investigations. As an approach to understanding how a 

virus functions, this is very powerful. 

 

Several reverse genetics strategies have been reported in the Reoviridae family 

(Kobayasi et al., 2007; Komoto et al., 2006; Roner & Joklik, 2001). One of the first 

reverse genetics systems to be developed was for mammalian ortheoviruses in which a 

helper virus was used. This system combined reovirus infection of permissive cells with 

transfection of viral dsRNA, viral mRNA, a T7 transcript and in vitro translated viral 

mRNA (Roner & Joklik, 2001). Mammalian ortheoviruses have also been recovered 

using a plasmid based system in which viable viruses were generated from cloned 

cDNAs. This reverse genetics system differs from the previous system in that it does not 

require the need for a helper virus or the co-expression of viral replication proteins 

(Kobayashi et al., 2007). 

 

In all members of Reoviridae, the (+)ssRNA viral transcripts generated by the infecting 

virion act as both mRNAs in translation and as replication intermediates. A logical 
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conclusion from this is that a replication cycle could be initiated by introducing viral 

transcripts into the host cell by a method such as transfection. This approach assumes 

that sufficient RNA can be introduced to synthesise viral proteins up to the point where 

progeny core particles are synthesised and a second round of transcription begins 

generating further viral transcripts and proteins. The most straight forward approach for 

reverse genetics systems for Reoviridae, is to make transcripts which have the exact 5’ 

and 3’ termini found in the genomic RNA and if translation is required a 5’cap should 

also be present. The development of reverse genetics systems for all dsRNA viruses 

was initially encumbered due firstly to the double-stranded nature of the genome 

segments. This was soon overcome by the establishment of reverse genetics systems 

for other dsRNA viruses (Kobayashi et al., 2007; Komoto et al., 2006; Roner & Joklik, 

2001). The second hindrance was the belief that in vitro transcribed viral RNA was not 

infectious when transfected into permissive cells. 

 

1.8.2 BTV and AHSV reverse genetics systems 

 

Reports that infectious BTV and AHSV could be recovered from viral RNA derived in 

vitro from transcribing cores quashed the aforementioned belief that in vitro transcribed 

cores were not infectious (Boyce & Roy, 2007; Matsuo et al., 2010). In these 

experiments transcripts were produced in vitro using core particles purified from infected 

cells, proving that transcripts generated by cores in vitro are functionally equivalent to 

those produced in infected cells. The crucial finding from these experiments is that 

transfection with viral (+)ssRNA is sufficient to produce infectious virus and suggests 

that the replacement of a viral (+)ssRNA transcripts with an alternative (+)ssRNA 

transcript from another source would allow a virus containing a new segment to be 

generated. This breakthrough led to the establishment of a RNA-based reverse genetics 

system for BTV (Boyce et al., 2008).  The system used was the well characterised 

phage T7 promoter which allows T7 RNA polymerases to selectively initiate 

transcription at precisely defined G nucleotides (the first base of every plus strand BTV 

genome segment). Transcription terminates at the 3’ terminal of a linear DNA template 

in a run-off transcription reaction. Restriction enzymes which cleave asymmetrically, 
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and outside of their recognition sequences were used to generate defined 3’ termini in 

the plasmid templates (Figure 7). Capping of these transcripts was achieved through 

the incorporation of 5’ anti-reverse cap analogues. This approach made it possible to 

synthesise highly translatable transcripts in vitro which had defined 5’ and 3’ termini 

sequences. 

 

 

Figure 7: Schematic overview of a section of the plasmids containing a full-
length BTV genome segment. A full length BTV genome segment flanked by a T7 
promotor and an unique site for a resitriction enzyme, which defines the BTV 3’ 
terminal sequence during transcription. From Boyce et al., 2008) with permission from 
the publisher. 

 

 

Two different reverse genetics systems were described in the aforementioned report, to 

recover BTV (Boyce et al., 2008). The first approach made use of a mixture of authentic 

viral transcripts (synthesised by core particles) and T7 transcripts. The second 

approach used a complete set of T7 transcripts which demonstrated that in vitro 

synthesised T7 transcripts with cap analogues at 5’-terminus could functionally 

substitute for core derived transcripts (Boyce et al., 2008). The BTV reverse genetics 

system based on the in vitro synthesised T7 transcripts has been used to demonstrate 

that BTV utilises a two-stage replication cycle (primary and secondary), this was 

determined subsequent to the increased recovery efficiency of virus using a double 

transfection method. A further increase in viral recovery efficiency was demonstrated 

when only the transcripts required for the assembly of the packaging/replication 

complex were provided in the first transfection step followed by a complete set of 

genome segments in the second transfection. The omission of the outer capsid proteins 

(VP2 and VP5) as well as NS3, in the first transfection step is thought to prevent the 

formation of empty virions.  
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The establishment of a reverse genetics system for BTV soon led to the development of 

a reverse genetics system for AHSV. Matsuo and Roy were the first to report a reverse 

genetics system for AHSV. It was demonstrated that AHSV (+)ssRNA synthesised in 

vitro by cores were infectious. It was also determined that distinct primary and 

secondary replication cycles existed for AHSV (Matsuo & Roy, 2009). The transfection 

of a mixture of core transcripts and a T7 derived transcript resulted in the recovery of a 

reassortant virus (Matsuo et al., 2010). An AHSV reverse genetics system based 

entirely on T7 derived transcripts was later reported (Kaname et al., 2013) which 

permitted the recovery of mutants in a consistent genetic background wherein no 

screening was required to remove wild-type or helper virus. It was further shown that 

reassortant viruses could be recovered using T7 transcripts by exchanging specific RNA 

segments. The study also confirmed the efficiency of the double transfection method as 

reported for BTV (Matsuo et al., 2010) and suggested that the efficiency of the double 

transfection was not due to the amount of RNA but more likely due to primary replication 

which was initiated by forming the primary replication complex composed of the proteins 

provided by the first transfection. Similarly, Kaname et al. (2013) demonstrated that the 

expression of VP1, VP3, VP4, VP6, NS1 and NS2 proteins of AHSV set off the primary 

replication stage and upon transfection with a complete set of 10 capped transcripts 

secondary replication ensued. 

 

The developed reverse genetics systems for both AHSV and BTV have permitted 

further investigation into the targeted mutagenesis of these genomes and the effects 

thereof. The reverse genetics system for BTV was refined to develop reverse genetics 

systems for the rescue of virulent and avirulent field strains of BTV (Van Gennip et al., 

2012). The established reverse genetics technology for BTV has also allowed for the 

generation and investigation into the recovery of “synthetic” reassortants by the 

exchange of genome segments (Van Gennip et al., 2012a; Van Gennip et al., 2012b; 

Shaw et al., 2013; Coetzee et al., 2014; Nunes et al., 2014). In a study conducted by 

Nunes et al. (2014) the development of a vaccine platform for BTV based on rescued 

(synthetic) viruses was described. In this study the outer capsid proteins of different 

BTV serotypes were incorporated into a common tissue culture adapted backbone. The 
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rescue of a BTV chimera containing a VP2 protein that included regions derived from 

both BTV1 and BTV8 was also described. It was shown that the parental viruses were 

neutralized by homologous antisera only, whereas the virus with chimeric VP2 protein 

could be neutralized by both BTV1 and BTV8 antisera. A next generation vaccine based 

on the live-attenuated BTV was developed for serotype 8 by exchange of the serotype 

determining outer capsid protein VP2 (Feenstra et al., 2014). This study also reported 

on the structure based rationale design and recovery of chimeric VP2s containing 

immunogenic regions derived from BTV1 and BTV16. It was determined that BTV1 

expressing the chimeric 1/16 VP2 protein elicited neutralizing antibodies in sheep 

against BTV1 and BTV16. The above studies provided information suggesting that the 

neutralising epitopes of BTV VP2 are present in different areas. The potential now 

exists to develop vaccines with chimeric VP2s that may be effective against multiple 

serotypes. 

 

Expanding upon the foundations laid by the established AHSV reverse genetics 

technology (Kaname et al., 2013), a reverse genetics system for the attenuated virus 

AHSV4LP was developed. This reverse genetics system was used to explore the 

exchange of genome segment 2 (VP2) for all 9 serotypes into a common AHSV4LP 

backbone (Van de Water et al., 2015). 

 

1.9 AHSV VACCINE DEVELOPMENT 

 

Vaccination has played a major role in diminishing the occurrence and related 

devastation of AHS in South Africa, simply by reducing the number of susceptible 

horses. Since the first major outbreaks of AHS in 1854, the drive behind AHSV research 

has always been to develop vaccines.  

 

1.9.1 Attenuation and propagation of current polyvalent AHSV vaccine 

 

In the early 1900s, Theiler found that the simultaneous injection of virulent AHSV and 

homologous serum, obtained from hyper-immunised horses, vaccinated mules. This 
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immunisation regime was widely used during the early 1900s. The need arose to find a 

laboratory substitute for horses to further advance vaccine research. As a result it was 

found that AHSV could be attenuated by serial intracerebral passage in adult mice 

(Nieshulz 1932; Alexander, 1933; Alexander & Du Toit, 1934). The first attenuated AHS 

vaccines were passed 100 times intracerebrally in adult mice and used for many years 

to come. For a long period mouse brain attenuated strains were successfully used as 

vaccines until reports of post-vaccination encephalitis were received. This prompted 

research into the attenuation of the virus by means of tissue culture passage (Erasmus, 

1965). AHSV was adapted to tissue culture by Erasmus (1963) and Mirchamsy and 

Taslimi (1964). AHSV (1-9) was successfully cultivated and adapted in tissue culture, 

and this lead to the discovery that plaque sizes in Vero cells correlated to the 

pathogenicity of AHS. It was determined that attenuation of the virus was merely a 

selection of virus clones that did not contain virus particles with selective affinities for 

vital organs or tissues (Erasmus, 1963; Erasmus, 1964; Erasmus, 1978). A mixture of 

cell culture attenuated and mouse-brain attenuated viruses grown on tissue culture 

were used as a commercial vaccine until 1990. This vaccine however was tedious to 

produce and caused loss of immunogenicity in vaccinated horses (Erasmus, 1973; 

Erasmus, 1978). The formulation of the vaccine was changed after four cases of 

encephalitis and chorioretinitis occurred in factory workers that came into contact with 

freeze dried preparations of this vaccine (Van der Meyden et al., 1992; Swanepoel et 

al., 1992) 

 

The current polyvalent attenuated vaccine produced and widely used in South Africa is 

composed of large plaque strains (selected on Vero cells) attenuated and propagated in 

cell culture. The vaccine consists of two vials: vial 1 contains serotype 1, 3 and 4 and 

vial 2 contains serotype 2, 6, 7 and 8. The two vaccines are administered 28 days apart 

(OIE [Office International des Epizootes], 2012). Serotype 5 was excluded from the 

vaccine after the 1990 vaccination season, as it was reported that horses vaccinated 

with the vaccine (included in vial 1) were dying and/or suffering severe post-vaccination 

reactions. It was found that serotypes 4 and 5 were responsible for these adverse 

reactions and deaths, possibly due to the incomplete attenuation of AHSV5 or virus 
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interference between the serotypes present in bottle 1. Serotype 9 was also not 

included, as it was rarely implicated in outbreaks of AHS in southern Africa until the 

early 1990’s and serotype 6 offers some cross protection (Erasmus, 1994). The 

absence of these two serotypes from the vaccination administration program, creates a 

gap in the immunological protection of the horse population. Although the live 

attenuated polyvalent vaccine has been widely and effectively used, its use does 

involve certain theoretical risks and drawbacks. One of the concerns is that the live 

attenuated vaccines cause viraemia and could be transmitted by midges. The biggest 

concern however is that the use of these live attenuated vaccines could result in the 

reassortment between the vaccine strains or with wild type AHSV, which could result in 

more pathogenic variants (Mellor & Hamblin, 2004). These concerns about the safety 

issues associated with the LAV have led to the ongoing research into the development 

of alternative vaccines, as will be discussed in the sections to follow. 

 

1.9.2 Monovalent inactivated vaccines 

 

Monovalent inactivated vaccines have the advantage over polyvalent attenuated live 

vaccines in that they cannot revert to virulence, recombine with other viruses and/or 

potentially infect insect vectors (House et al., 1994). However these vaccines may be 

expensive to manufacture and require multiply inoculations to produce and maintain 

high levels of protective immunity. Some infectious virus in the vaccine may also cause 

vaccine failure as it is not completely inactivated (Nobel & Neumann, 1961; Mirchamsy 

& Taslimi, 1964; House et al., 1994). Although these vaccines have proven to be 

successful, their production is limited and synthesis of mainly serotype 4 is done on a 

limited basis upon request. 

 

1.9.3 Recombinant subunit vaccines 

 

Subunit vaccines against AHS have thus far not been developed commercially even 

though a great amount of research has been undertaken on the subject. The first study 

to pave the way for the development of recombinant subunit vaccines against 
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orbiviruses was conducted in which it was shown that purified BTV VP2 induced 

protective immune responses in sheep (Huismans et al.,1987). Since it was 

demonstrated that VP2 alone was sufficient to protect horses against AHSV, studies 

have mainly aimed at developing a subunit vaccine against AHSV which focuses on 

VP2 (Roy et al., 1996; Stone-Marschat et al., 1996). Proof of principle of the efficiency 

of an AHSV vaccine consisting only of VP2, has already been established. Baculo-

expressed AHSV4 VP2 has  shown to provide protection against virulent AHSV 

challenge (Roy et al., 1996). Even though the above studies provide proof of principle 

that recombinant baculovirus expressing VP2 of AHSV may be used to produce 

antigenic protein for a suitable subunit vaccine, the vaccination studies using the 

baculovirus expressed VP2 proteins of other serotypes have experienced complications 

due to protein aggregation (Du Plessis et al.,1998). These vaccines provided limited 

protection due to insufficient immunogenicity of recombinant proteins despite the fact 

that there were high levels of expression. It was postulated that the insufficient 

immunogenicity of the expressed proteins are caused by the insoluble nature of the 

proteins (Du Plessis et al., 1998; Venter et al., 2000). Since solubility is important for a 

protein to act as an effective immunogen, the approach of using VP2 as a subunit 

vaccine has been limited by the inability to synthesise high yields of soluble VP2. It has 

however become clear that the adjuvant used in the vaccine formulation plays an 

important role in whether the protection from recombinant subunit vaccines is also 

efficient or not (Scanlen et al., 2002). Vaccinia – expressed VP2 of AHSV4 – has been 

shown to fully protect horses against disease and viraemia. Canarypox virus expressing 

VP2 and VP5, has also shown the protection of horses against homologous challenge 

(Guthrie et al., 2009; Chiam et al., 2009) Recombinant MVA (modified Vaccinia Ankara) 

virus expressing AHSV VP2 has also stimulated high levels of neutralising antibodies in 

ponies (Castillo-Olivares et al., 2011). The above approaches, although they have been 

successful in experimental conditions, are not available commercially, as these studies 

have not fully addressed efficacy issues such as duration of immunity cross protection 

and immunity against the vector viruses. 
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1.9.4 Next generation Disabled Infectious Single Animal (DISA)  vaccine 

platforms for BTV and AHSV 

 

The advent of reverse genetics systems for the orbiviruses BTV and AHSV have 

opened up a path to further research into new vaccine platforms that are not hindered 

by drawbacks associated with live attenuated and/or recombinant subunit vaccines. 

(Boyce et al., 2008; Matsuo et al., 2010; Kaname et al., 2013). The search for 

alternative next generation AHS vaccines continues primarily with the aim of 

investigating and identifying viral proteins that elicit both humoral and cell- mediated 

immune responses of the host and that offer multi-serotype protection.  BTV reverse 

genetics systems have facilitated the generation of genetically modified BTV resulting in 

a next generation candidate, specifically for serotype 8. This next generation vaccine 

named Disable Infections, Single Animal (DISA) vaccine is based on the live vaccine 

related BTV/net08 in which NS3 and /or NS3a have been deleted (Feenstra et al., 

2014a). This live genetically modified BT DISA vaccine resulted in complete avirulence, 

local replication and reduced viraemia of vaccine virus in sheep, as well as DIVA 

(Differentiating Infected from Vaccinated Animals) characteristics. Exchange of the 

serotype determining VP2 of the vaccine virus also resulted in serotype-specific 

protection (Feenstra et al., 2014a; Feenstra et al., 2014b). Established reverse genetics 

systems for AHSV (Kaname et al., 2013) were expanded upon to develop a reverse 

genetics system for the attenuated virus AHSV4LP (Erasmus, 1973) so as to use it as a 

platform for AHS DISA vaccines (Van de Water et al., 2015). Similar to the concept of 

the BT DISA vaccine platform an AHS DISA vaccine platform lacking NS3/NS3a 

expression was developed. Genome segment 2(VP2) was also exchanged, resulting in 

a set of AHS DISA candidate vaccines for all nine serotypes, although these are yet to 

be tested in animals (Van de Water et al., 2015). 

 

Previous mentioned studies (Section 1.8.2) have already demonstrated the rescue of 

DISA vaccines for different BTV serotypes using reverse genetics derived BTV 

expressing chimeric VP2s (Nunes et al., 2014; Feenstra et al., 2015). The successful 
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rescue of AHSV4LP expressing chimeric VP2s could potentially also provide a platform 

to develop AHS DISA vaccines against multiple serotypes.  

 

1.10 RATIONALE 

 

African horsesickness is endemic to sub-Saharan Africa and even after many years  of 

extensive research it is still regarded as one of the most serious diseases affecting the 

horse population of South Africa. The main contributing factor to the spread and 

emergence of BTV in Europe is thought to be climate change. However, changes in 

social factors and increased movement of virus-infected hosts and vectors may also 

contribute. Considering the similarities in epidemiology of BTV and AHSV, it is feared 

that an outbreak of AHS could soon appear in Europe again which will have devastating 

repercussions on the equestrian industry there due to full susceptible horse populations. 

Outbreaks of AHS in South Africa are contained in most parts due to the use of the 

current polyvalent attenuated vaccine. These vaccines are not registered for use in 

countries outside Africa. It is the growing concerns over the spread of AHS to areas 

outside the endemic regions as well as general disadvantages associated with the 

current LAV that has prompted the development of new vaccines. Several approaches 

have been explored to develop safe and effective AHSV vaccines, but to date none 

have been marketed. The failure to develop new vaccines with improved safety and 

efficacy for a broad range of AHSV serotypes, is mainly due to a lack of knowledge of 

the basic virology of AHSV. A greater understanding of the basic virology of AHSV and 

other orbiviruses will be of great importance in predicting disease outbreaks in at risk 

populations of animals, understanding the mechanisms of arthropod-borne virus 

maintenance and emergence, as well as developing diagnostics and vaccines.  

 

Protection against AHS is serotype-specific. There are nine serotypes of the etiological 

agent AHSV, all exhibiting different levels of cross protection. For an animal to be fully 

protected against disease it must be immune against all serotypes. Serotype 5 was 

excluded from the current polyvalent LAV due to attenuation problems and adverse 

post-vaccination reactions, while serotype 9 was excluded due to its low incidence in 
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South Africa at the time. Despite the lack of serotype 5 and 9 in the current LAV the 

incidence reports of AHSV5 and AHSV9 were minimal in the field until the 2006 AHS 

outbreak in which both these serotypes were dominant. It is outbreaks like these that 

highlight the need to address the immunological gap created from the absence of 

serotype 5 and 9 in the current LAV.   

 

Reverse genetics offers a mechanism by which viruses can be manipulated to gain 

fundamental insight into their biology, replication and pathogenesis. It can also be used 

to investigate biological features of the virus serotypes, mechanisms of viral entry into 

the host, as well as viral protein structure. The developed reverse genetics systems for 

AHSV and BTV have led to the development of next generation DISA vaccine platforms 

(Feenstra et al., 2014; Van de Water et al., 2015). The rescue of DISA vaccines for 

different BTV serotypes using reverse genetics derived BTV expressing chimeric VP2 

has provided a possible solution for the inability of generating vaccines of certain 

serotypes in a vaccine platform. 

 

There still remains much to be desired in the research concerning the detailed 

molecular understanding of the properties associated with AHSV VP2. The above 

reports advocate the usefulness of using reverse genetics to introduce changes into 

viral genomes that will ultimately affect the resulting virus phenotype. Chimeric VP2s, 

synthesised by reverse genetics, present a means by which to study the structure-

function relationship of certain regions within the VP2 of AHSV. The generation of DISA 

vaccines for different AHSV serotypes using reverse genetics derived AHSV4LP 

expressing chimeric VP2, could potentially address the immunological gap present in 

the current polyvalent LAV, by including regions from serotype 5 or 9 in a consistent 

serotype 4 (AHSV4LP) background. This MSc project thus explores the possibility of 

incorporating antigenic regions of more than one serotype into the common AHSV4LP 

backbone, by exchanging and replacing the central and tip domains of AHSV4LP VP2 

with that of either AHSV5 or AHSV6.  
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1.11 AIMS AND OBJECTIVES 

 

The long term aim of this project is to gain insight into the protection that the capsid 

protein VP2 affords particularly with regard to identifying regions involved in determining 

serotype-specificity. The foundation of such an investigation rests upon the rationale 

structure-based design and rescue of  AHSV VP2 chimeras using the reverse genetics 

system established for the attenuated AHSV4LP. 

 

The following objectives formulated, to achieve the aforementioned, were as follows: 

 

I. To rationally design and generate genetically modified genome segment 2 

constructs of AHSV4LP by exchanging and replacing the coding regions of the 

tip and central domains of VP2 with those of either AHSV5 or AHSV6 

(Chapter 2). 

II. To successfully rescue rAHSV4LP with either rAHSV4-5cVP2 or rAHSV4-6cVP2 

chimeric proteins (Chapter 2). 

III. To confirm the identity of the recovered chimeras by means of real-time RT-PCR, 

MiSeq sequencing and Immune peroxidase monolayer assay (IPMA) 

(Chapter 3). 

IV. To immunologically characterise the recovered chimeras by means of serological 

assays (Chapter 4). 
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CHAPTER 2 

RECOVERY OF rAHSV4-5CVP2 AND rAHSV4-6CVP2 VP2 

CHIMERAS AS WELL AS INFECTIOUS rAHSV4LP AND 

VIRULENT rAHSV5 (FR) USING REVERSE GENETICS 

 

2.1 INTRODUCTION 

 

Reverse genetics techniques are designed to investigate the phenotypical traits that are 

determined by a defined genomic sequence and the outcomes that result from the 

experimental introduction of variations in it. The developed reverse genetics (RG) 

systems for both AHSV and BTV have already permitted further investigation into the 

targeted mutagenesis of these genomes and the effects thereof (Boyce et al., 2008; 

Matsuo et al., 2010; Van Gennip et al., 2012; Kaname et al., 2013). The established RG 

technology for BTV has also allowed for the generation and investigation into the 

recovery of synthetic reassortants by the exchange of genome segments (Van Gennip 

et al., 2012; Van Gennip et al., 2011; Shaw et al., 2013; Coetzee et al., 2014; Nunes et 

al., 2014). Chimeric VP2 proteins of BTV1 containing immunogenic regions were used 

to change the serotype of a BTV backbone of previously nonviable single VP2 

reassortants of BTV (Feenstra et al., 2014). The recovery of these BTV chimeric VP2 

proteins also provided insights into the serotype-specific immunogenicity associated 

with the VP2 protein structure.  

 

Expanding upon the foundations laid by the established AHSV reverse genetics 

technology (Kaname et al., 2013), a reverse genetics system for the attenuated virus 

AHSV4LP was developed. This reverse genetics system was used to explore the 

exchange of genome segment 2 (VP2) for all 9 serotypes into a common AHSV4LP 

backbone (Van de Water et al., 2015). 

 

Since the above reports strongly suggest that chimeric VP2s may be a useful tool for 

identifying and studying antigenic regions of the VP2 structure, the principle aim of this 
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part of the study was to design and rescue two infectious AHSVs with chimeric VP2 

proteins. 

 

The protein structure proposed for VP2 of AHSV4 was used as a basis for the design of 

the chimeric AHSV VP2 proteins (Manole et al., 2012). In the aforementioned study the 

central and tip domains of VP2 were mapped to a 225 amino acid (aa) region (residues 

279-503). This is a region that is also known to contain immunogenic epitopes, as 

discussed in Chapter 1 (Section 1.7). Amino acids 240-360 have also been implicated in 

determining tissue tropism and virulence (Potgieter et al., 2009). It is for these reasons 

that the central and tip domains of VP2 were selected as the specific region of interest 

to investigate in the targeted mutagenesis of AHSV. 

In this chapter the established RG system for the attenuated AHSV4LP backbone (Van 

de Water et al., 2015) will be used to rescue rAHSV4LP as well as two AHSV VP2 

chimeras (rAHSV4-5cVP2 and rAHSV4-6cVP2). For this purpose genome segment 2 

(VP2) of AHSV4LP will be genetically modified by exchanging and replacing the coding 

region of the tip and central domains of VP2, of AHSV4LP, with that of either AHSV5 or 

AHSV6. Furthermore the rescue of virulent rAHSV5 (FR), for use as an antigen in the 

virus neutralisation tests in Chapter 4, entirely from plasmids and based on the BTV 

plasmid based RG system (Pretorius et al., 2015) will also be discussed. 

 

2.2 MATERIALS AND METHODS 

 

2.2.1 Cell lines 

 

The mammalian cell line used in this part of the study was BSR-T7/5 cells, as it stably 

expresses T7 RNA polymerases (Provided by Deltamune (Pty) Ltd). The cells are used 

by Deltamune with permission from Ulla Bucholz (NIH). Although the origin of the BSR-

T7 cells is not particularly clear it is commonly referred to as a clone of BHK-21 (Baby 

Hamster Kidney) cells (Sato et al., 1977). BSR-T7/5 cells were propagated and 

maintained as monolayers in 25 cm2 tissue culture flasks (Corning, Sigma-Aldrich). The 
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BSR-T7/5 cells were routinely cultured in Dulbecco’s modified Eagle’s medium (DMEM) 

plus GlutaMAX™ (Gibco, Life Technologies) containing 5% foetal bovine serum (FBS) 

(Biochrom, UK) and 1X Anti-Anti (antibiotic/antimycotic) mixture (Gibco, Life 

Technologies) (penicillin 10 000 U/ml, 10 000 ug/ml streptomycin, 25 ug/ml fungizone). 

The flasks were incubated at 37°C in a humidified tissue culture (TC) incubator (ESCO) 

with a constant supply of 5% CO2.  

 

2.2.2 Cell passage 

 

When cultured cells reached a confluency of 80–100% the supernatant was removed, 

the cell monolayer was then rinsed twice with tissue culture PBS (Gibco, Life 

Technologies) to remove any remaining FBS. The cell monolayer was also rinsed with 

0.05% trypsin-EDTA (Gibco, Life Technologies), before a minimal volume of 0.05% 

trypsin-EDTA (Gibco, Life Technologies) was added to the TC, followed by an 

incubation period of 2 min at 37°C in a humidified incubator, to facilitate detachment of 

the cells. The detached cells were then resuspended in an appropriate volume of 

culture medium (see section 2.1.1) and transferred to a new tissue culture flask (25 cm2) 

(Corning, Sigma-Aldrich). The cells were generally maintained in 25 cm2 flasks using a 

splitting ratio of 1:10. Bi-weekly maintenance splits were supplemented with 2% 

Geneticin (150 mg/ml) (Gibco, Life Technologies) to maintain the expression of the T7 

polymerase. 

 

 

2.2.3 Plasmids 

 

The six expression plasmids and twenty transcription plasmids used in this study were 

provided by Deltamune Pty Ltd. The expression plasmids were synthesized as 

previously described by Van de Water et al. (2015), under the control of the immediate 

early promotor of the human cytomegalovirus. However, the open reading frames of 

these expression plasmids used here were codon optimised for hamster cells. The 

expression plasmids were all based on the virulent AHSV5 Fourie (FR) virus (Isolate HS 
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30/62, Potgieter et al., 2015). Table 4 provides all the details relevant to the expression 

plasmids. 

Table 4: Expression plasmids used in the rescue of rAHSV4LP, 

rAHSV4-5cVP2, rAHSV4-6cVP2 and rAHSV5 (FR)  

Name of plasmid Virus plasmids 
based on 

Encoding ORF Promotor 

pEVP1 AHSV5 (FR) VP1 HCMV 

pEVP3 AHSV5 (FR) VP3 HCMV 

pEVP4 AHSV5 (FR) VP4 HCMV 

pEVP6 AHSV5 (FR) VP6 HCMV 

pEVP7 AHSV5 (FR) VP7 HCMV 

pENS2 AHSV5 (FR) NS2 HCMV 

 

Two different types of transcription plasmids were used in this study (Table 5). The 

pRT1-10 transcription plasmids were synthesised and provided by S. Van de Water 

CVI, the Netherlands. These plasmids were used in conjunction with the expression 

plasmids to recover virus by the double transfection method (plasmid and synthetic 

(+)ssRNA), while the pT1-10 transcription plasmids together with the expression 

plasmids were used to recover virus entirely from plasmids in a once off transfection, as 

previously described by Pretorius et al. (2015). 
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Table 5: Transcription plasmids used in the rescue of rAHSV4LP, rAHSV4-5cVP2, 
rAHSV4-6cVP2 and rAHSV5 (FR) 
 

Name of 
plasmid 

Genome 
segment Virus Plasmid 

5’ end flanking 
sequence 

3’ end flanking 
sequence 

pRT1 1 AHSV4LP pUC57 T7 promotor
a
 BbsI

b
 

pRT2 2 AHSV4LP pUC57 T7 promotor
a
 BbsI

b
 

pRT2
6
 2 AHSV6(39/63) pUC57 T7 promotor

a
 BbsI

b
 

pRT3 3 AHSV4LP pJET1.2 T7 promotor
a
 BsmBI

c
 

pRT4 4 AHSV4LP pUC57 T7 promotor
a
 SapI

d
 

pRT5 5 AHSV4LP pUC57 T7 promotor
a
 BsmBI

c
 

pRT6 6 AHSV4LP pUC57 T7 promotor
a
 BsmBI

c
 

pRT7 7 AHSV4LP pUC57 T7 promotor
a
 BbsI

b
 

pRT8 8 AHSV4LP pUC57 T7 promotor
a
 BsmBI

c
 

pRT9 9 AHSV4LP pUC57 T7 promotor
a
 BsmBI

c
 

pRT10 10 AHSV4LP pUC57 T7 promotor
a
 BsmBI

c
 

pT1 1 AHSV5 (FR) pSMART HC T7 promotor
a
 HDVR

e 

pT2 2 AHSV5 (FR) pSMART HC T7 promotor
a
 HDVR

e
 

pT3 3 AHSV5 (FR) pSMART HC T7 promotor
a
 HDVR

e
 

pT4 4 AHSV5 (FR) pSMART HC T7 promotor
a
 HDVR

e
 

pT5 5 AHSV5 (FR) pSMART HC T7 promotor
a
 HDVR

e
 

pT6 6 AHSV5 (FR) pSMART HC T7 promotor
a
 HDVR

e
 

pT7 7 AHSV5 (FR) pSMART HC T7 promotor
a
 HDVR

e
 

pT8 8 AHSV5 (FR) pSMART HC T7 promotor
a
 HDVR

e
 

pT9 9 AHSV5 (FR) pSMART HC T7 promotor
a
 HDVR

e
 

pT10 10 AHSV5 (FR) pSMART HC T7 promotor
a
 HDVR

e
 

 
a
 T7 promotor sequence: TAATACGACTCACTATA 

b 
BbsI sequence: GTCTTC, 

c
 BsmBI sequence: GAGACG, 

d
 SapI sequence: GAAGAGC (These are the 

reverse compliment sequences of the recognition sites) 

e
 HDVR sequence: GGCCGGCATGGTCCCAGCCTCCTCGCTGGCGCCGGC 

TGGGCAACATTCCGAGGGGA CCGTCCCCTCGGTAATGGCGAATGGGACGG 

 

In contrast to the plasmid-based reverse genetics system developed for BTV (Pretorius 

et al., 2015), the double transfection RG system for AHSV relies on the use of in vitro – 

synthesised and capped (+)ssRNA T7 transcripts from cloned cDNAs corresponding to 

viral genomic segments. In this approach transcription terminates at the 3’ ends of a 

linear DNA template in a run-off transcription reaction. The intracellular synthesis of 

transcripts with defined sequences at the 5’ - and 3’- ends is accomplished in the 

plasmid-based RG system using the T7 promotor and hepatitis delta virus ribozyme 

(HDVR). Figure 8 illustrates the schematic differences between the plasmids. 
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Figure 8: Schematic overview of plasmids containing a full-length AHSV genome 
segment. (A) A full-length AHSV genome segment flanked by a T7 promotor and a unique site 
for a restriction enzyme, which defines the AHSV 3’ end sequence during transcription. (B) A 
full-length AHSV genome segment flanked by a T7 promotor and a HDVR (hepatitis delta virus 
ribozyme). 

 

2.2.4 Transformation of chemically competent E.coli DH5α cells 

 

The transformation of the expression plasmids (Table 4) and run-off transcription 

plasmids (Table 5) was carried out using chemically competent premade Mix and go 

E.coli DH5α cells (Zymo Research, Inqaba Biotec). All transformation procedures were 

carried out according to manufacturer’s protocols. 

 

B 

A 
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To an aliquot of 30 ul of DH5α cells, 2 ul of plasmid (the added volume of plasmid DNA 

should be less than 5% of the total) was added and then immediately incubated on ice 

for 5 min. After the incubation on ice the cells were recovered by adding 300 ul of pre-

warmed super optimal broth (SOB) [(2% (w/v) tryptone; 0.5% (w/v) yeast extract; 0.05% 

NaCl; 250 M KCl pH 7.0; 2 M MgCl2)] (Sambrook & Russel, 2001). A total volume of 

100 ul of the transformed culture was spread out on pre-warmed LB (Luria broth) agar 

plates containing 100 ug/ml Carbenicillin (Novagen). The plates were incubated 

overnight (at least 18 hrs) at 37°C to allow colonies to grow. 

 

2.2.5 Endotoxin free extractions/purification of expression plasmids 

 

The EndoFree® Plasmid Maxi kit (Qiagen, Whitehead scientific) removes bacterial 

endotoxins which are released during the lysis step which can adversely affect the 

transfection of DNA into cultured cells. One hundred millilitres LB culture medium 

containing 100 ug/ml Carbenicillin, were inoculated with a single colony of each of the 

AHSV5 (FR) expression plasmids and transcription plasmids (pT1-10) from the 

overnight spread out plates and incubated at 37°C with vigorous shaking to ensure 

adequate aeration (300 rpm). The overnight cultures were harvested in 50 ml conical 

centrifuge tubes at 6000 X g for 15 min at 4 °C. Two preparations per plasmid were 

performed and like samples were pooled during the lysis step. The expression plasmids 

were purified using a commercial plasmid purification kit (Endo Free® Plasmid Maxi kit, 

Qiagen, Whitehead scientific), and all procedures were carried out according to the 

manufacturer’s protocol. The basic procedure of endotoxin free plasmid purification 

entails the following: Bacterial cells are lysed under alkaline conditions and the crude 

lysates cleared, using the QIAfilter cartridges (Qiagen, Whitehead scientific) provided. 

At this stage the endotoxin removal buffer is added to the filtered lysate and incubated 

on ice. The cleared lysate is then loaded onto an anion-exchange tip where plasmid 

DNA selectively binds under appropriate low-salt and pH conditions. A medium salt 

wash removes RNA, proteins, metabolites and other low molecular weight impurities. 

Pure DNA is eluted in a high salt buffer and precipitated by isopropanol (Sigma, UK), 

and a centrifugation step followed by a 70% Ethanol wash step and centrifugation. The 
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final plasmid DNA pellet was diluted in 500 ul of endotoxin free TE buffer and allowed to 

dissolve overnight at room temperature.  

 

2.2.6 Minipreparations of plasmid DNA 

 

Minipreparation enables the rapid small scale isolation of plasmid DNA from bacteria. 

Four millilitre LB culture medium aliquots, containing 100 ug/ml Carbenicillin, were 

inoculated with a single colony of the transformed transcription plasmids (pRT1-10) from 

the overnight spread out plates and incubated at 37°C with vigorous shaking (300 rpm). 

The transcription plasmids were purified using a commercial plasmid purification kit, 

namely the QIAprep®Spin Miniprep kit (Qiagen, Whitehead scientific). The kit is based 

upon the principle of DNA isolation using a silica membrane column. These silica 

membranes bind up to 20 ug DNA in the presence of high concentrations of chaotropic 

salts and allow the elution of DNA in small volumes of low-salt buffers. The kit 

essentially follows a simple bind-wash-elute procedure. The protocol for purifying the 

DNA of transformed competent bacteria cells by means of centrifugation was followed 

as per manufacturer’s instructions. A volume of 1.8 ml of each of the overnight cultures 

was transferred to a 2 ml microfuge tube and centrifuged at 17200 X g for 2 minutes 

(Prism R, Labnet International). This step was repeated twice. The bacterial pellets 

were then lysed by adding 250 ul Buffer P1 (Qiagen, Whitehead scientific), 250 ul Buffer 

P2 (Qiagen, Whitehead Scientific) and 350 ul of Buffer N3 (Qiagen, Whitehead 

Scientific). The lysates were then cleared by centrifugation for 10 min at 17200 X g. The 

cleared lysates were then applied to a QIAprep (Qiagen, Whitehead Scientific) spin 

column to allow absorption of plasmid DNA onto the silica membrane. Impurities were 

washed away after 750 ul of Buffer PE (Qiagen, Whitehead Scientific) was added. The 

DNA was then eluted in 60 ul of elution buffer.  

 

2.2.7 Nucleic acid quantification 

 

The quantity and purity of stocks of both DNA and RNA were determined by analysis of 

1-2 µl samples using a NanoDrop® ND-1000 spectrophotometer (Thermoscientific, Life 
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Technologies) according to the manufacturer’s instructions. The NanoDrop also 

provides an OD 260/280 ratio. This is the ratio of absorbance at 260 nm and 280 nm 

and it is used to assess the purity of the DNA or RNA. A ratio of ~1.8 is generally 

accepted as “pure” for DNA; a ratio of ~2.0 is generally accepted as “pure” for RNA. If 

the ratio is appreciably lower in either case, it may indicate the presence of protein, 

phenol or other contaminants that absorb strongly at or near 280 nm. 

 

2.2.8 Cloning strategy for the generation of chimeric VP2s 

 

In order to generate chimeric VP2s that harbour the coding regions of the central and tip 

domains of AHSV5 or AHSV6 in an otherwise homogenous AHSV4LP VP2 backbone, 

chimeric VP2 constructs had to be designed and synthesised. The experimental 

approach taken to generate these chimeric VP2 constructs was that of In-Fusion 

cloning. DNA constructs are traditionally joined by ligation at restriction enzyme sites but 

such construct options are limited by the available unique sites in the vector and gene. 

In contrast an In-Fusion® enzyme reaction can join any two pieces of DNA that have a 

15 bp overlap at their ends. The In-Fusion®HD (Clontech, Separations) cloning method 

is ligation independent, this is achieved through the unique properties of the 3’-5’ 

exonuclease activity of the poxvirus DNA polymerase (Benoit et al., 2006; Hamilton et 

al., 2007; Marsischlky & LaBaer, 2004). Figure 9 gives a schematic overview of all the 

steps in the In-Fusion cloning strategy. These steps will be discussed in more detail in 

Sections 2.2.8.1 to 2.2.8.5. 
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Figure 9: Diagram of the In-Fusion®HD cloning system. The figure above depicts all 
the steps that need to be taken to set up an In-Fusion cloning reaction to generate the 
chimeric VP2 constructs. [Picture copied from In-Fusion®HD cloning kit user manual. 
Catalogue no. 011614 (Clontech Laboratories, Inc, Mountain view, CA)] 
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2.2.8.1 Primer design for the insertion of the coding regions of the central and 

tip domains (AHSV5 or AHSV6) into the AHSV4LP genome segment 2 

transcription vector  

 

Three different sets of primers were designed in this study. The first set of primers was 

designed to generate a linearised AHSV4LP genome segment 2(VP2) transcription 

plasmid. The remaining sets of primers were designed with 15bp extensions that are 

homologous to the vector ends, to amplify the inserts of interest (Table 6). 

 

The primer designs were based on the protein structure of AHSV4 VP2 structure as 

proposed by Manole et al. (2012). In this study the tip and central domains of VP2 were 

mapped to an amino acid region between 278aa and 504aa. It is this region that is 

known to have immunogenic epitopes, which was used as a basis from which to design 

the primers. Figure 10 below depicts the VP2 structure of AHSV4. The grey areas 

correspond to the central and tip domains of the VP2 structure, while the green areas 

demarcate the remaining VP2 structure. 

 

 

 

Figure 10: Three dimensional depiction of the VP2 structure of AHSV. The grey areas 
depict the central and tip domains of AHSV that will be replaced by another serotype, while the 
green areas depict the remaining AHSV4LP backbone of VP2. Image provided by P. 
Laurinmäki. 
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Table 6: Primers for the PCR amplification of the AHSV4LP vector and the AHSV5 and 
AHSV6 inserts. 

 

 

Primers were designed to PCR amplify the plasmid containing the AHSV4LP genome 

segment 2 (VP2), as a linear molecule lacking the coding regions corresponding to the 

tip and central domains of VP2 (transcription vector). Primers were also designed to 

PCR amplify the replacement segments/inserts namely, the coding regions 

corresponding to tip and central domains of genome segment 2 of AHSV5 and AHSV6. 

The replacement segment/insert primers were designed with a 15bp overlap 

corresponding to the ends of the linearised AHSV4LP genome segment 2 amplicon and 

20–30bp of segment specific sequence. Table 6 below summarises all the designed 

primers. Where possible primers were designed to be 15–30 nucleotides in length, with 

a guanine/cytidine content of 30-50% and with a Tm value of 40–70 °C, and otherwise 

in accordance with the generally accepted rules summarised by Dieffenbach et al. 

(1993). Each was checked for predicted secondary structure and primer dimer formation 

using DNAman software (Lynnon, Biosoft). All primers were purchased from TIBMolBiol 

(Berlin, Germany). Stock solutions of the primers were prepared from lyophilised DNA 

by dissolving in dH20 (Lichrosolv®, Merck) according to the manufacturer’s instructions 

to a final concentration of 10 uM. 

 

 

 

 

Primer name  Sequence 5'-3'  Length  

AHSV4 S2 F  5'-TTTCCGGACTTTCGC-3'  15  

AHSV4 S2 R  5'-GATCTGAATAATTGTCTCTC-3'  20  

AHSV4-5 chim fw F  5'-ACAATTATTCAGATCATTGCTTATGGATCC-3'  30  

AHSV4-5 chim fw R  5'-GCGAAAGTCCGGAAACATTTGGGACACTGTTTC-3'  33  

AHSV4-6 chim fw F 5’-ACAATTATTCAGATCATCAGGTATGGGGCC-3’ 30 

AHSV4-6 chim fw R 5’- GCGAAAGTCCGGAAACATTTGAATAACCGTCTC-3’ 33 
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2.2.8.2 PCR amplification of the AHSV4LP vector and AHSV5/AHSV6 inserts. 

 

The amplicons of the AHSV4LP vector and the AHSV5/AHSV6 inserts were all PCR 

amplified from appropriate genome segment 2 templates with primers (as described in 

Section 2.2.8.1) using a Phusion Hot Start II High fidelity DNA polymerase 

(Thermoscientific, Life Technologies). The Phusion Hot Start II High fidelity DNA 

polymerase contains a DNA-binding domain (other polymerases for PCR do not contain 

a DNA-binding domain) fused to a Pyrococcus like proof-reading enzyme. Due to the 

unique structure of this enzyme the DNA polymerase is highly efficient (Frey & 

Suppmann, 1995). Phusion hot start II DNA polymerase combines the DNA polymerase 

and a reversibly bound specific Affibody® protein, which inhibits DNA polymerase 

activity at ambient temperatures thereby preventing non-specific product amplification. 

The Affibody® ligand also inhibits the 3’-5’ exonuclease activity of the polymerase, 

preventing degradation of primer and template DNA. All PCR reactions were carried out 

according to protocols set out in the Thermoscientific Phusion Hot Start II DNA 

polymerase manufacturer’s protocol.  

 

Working solutions were made up for each of the plasmid AHSV genome segment 2 

plasmid DNA templates (AHSV4LP, AHSV5 and AHSV6) by making 5-fold dilutions of 

each of the plasmid stocks. The PCR reactions were carried out in a total volume of 

20 ul and run on a PCR machine (GLC Thermocycler, Cleaver Scientific Ltd). Table 7 

depicts the components of the PCR reaction mixtures for each of the plasmids, while 

Table 8 depicts the cycling conditions. 
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Table 7: Components of the PCR mixture for the amplification of the AHSV4LP vector and 
AHSV5/AHSV6 inserts. 
 

Components 20 ul  Final concentrations 

dH20 12.4 ul  

5X Phusion HF Buffer  4 ul 1 X 

10mM dNTPs 0.4 ul 200 uM each 

Primer Forward 1 ul 0.5 uM 

Primer Reverse 1 ul 0.5 uM 

Template DNA 1 ul  

Phusion Hot Start II DNA polymerase 0.2 ul 0.02 U/ul 

 

Table 8: Cycling conditions for PCR amplification of the AHSV4LP vector and 
AHSV5/AHSV6 inserts. 
 

Stage Cycles Step Temperature Time 

1 2 1 98 °C 00:30 

    2 40 °C 00:30 

    3 72 °C 03:00 

2 15 1 98 °C 00:10 

    2 40 °C 00:30 

    3 72 °C 03:00 

3 1 1 72 °C 05:00 

      

 

2.2.8.3 Agarose gel electrophoresis 

 

The amplicons were analysed by means of agarose gel electrophoresis (AGE). AGE is 

a molecular technique that separates different nucleic acid fragments based on their 

respective sizes. Standard molecular procedures (Sambrook & Russel, 2001) were 

performed and used to prepare all accompanying buffers and agarose gels. Tris-Borate-

EDTA (TBE) buffer and 1% TBE agarose gels were used in this study, unless stated 

otherwise. TBE buffers and gels were selected as they have better ionic strength and 

therefore more stable than TAE (1 X Tris-Acetate-EDTA) buffers. TBE buffer also 

generates less heat than TAE buffer at an equivalent voltage and does not allow 

significant pH drift. TBE agarose gels were prepared by mixing 1% (w/v) agarose 
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powder (Sigma, UK) in Tris-borate-EDTA buffer (TBE) containing 0.5 µg/ml ethidium 

bromide. This was dissolved by boiling, cooling to approximately 60°C and mixing. Gels 

were poured at approximately 45–55°C and left to set at room temperature for 20 min. 

Gels were placed in the electrophoresis tank containing TBE buffer and after loading the 

samples, subjected to a constant voltage. The separation of the DNA 

fragments/amplicons can be observed under UV light as ethidium bromide intercalates 

with DNA and fluoresces under UV light (302 nm). Loading dye (6 X mass ruler DNA 

loading dye) (Thermoscientific, Life Technologies) was mixed with 2 ul of each of the 

respective PCR product samples and loaded onto the 1% TBE agarose gel. The PCR 

product sizes were evaluated by loading and running 1.5 ul MassRuler ladder mix 

(Fermentas, Life Technologies) as a molecular weight marker in one of the lanes. The 

gel electrophoresis was performed in a Bio-Rad system (Bio-Rad, Hertfordshire, UK) at 

115 V for 1 hour. The agarose gel was visualised under UV light and documented using 

GeneSnap imaging system (Syngene). 

 

2.2.8.4 Gel purification of amplicons 

 

There are a number of grades of agarose available in which hydroxyethyl groups have 

been introduced into the agarose molecule. This substitution causes the agarose to gel 

at 30°C and melt at approximately 65 °C, well below the melting temperature of DNA. It 

is this specific property that has been exploited to recover DNA from gels (Wieslander 

1979). Throughout the entire study low melting point agarose gel was used. When 

recovering DNA from agarose gels TAE buffer is recommended for electrophoresis, as it 

is a high conductivity buffer and as such is suitable for low voltage electrophoresis. 

 

Twenty microliters of PCR product was loaded onto a 1% TAE agarose gel (with 5 ul 

loading dye) and run at 90 V for 1 hour. The TAE gel was then placed in a glass dish 

containing 1X SyBr gold (Thermoscientific, Life Technologies) and onto a Stuart 

Scientific platform shaker STR6 set at its slowest speed in a 37°C incubator to facilitate 

staining. The amplicons were then purified from agarose gel using a MiniElute®Gel 

extraction kit (Qiagen, Whitehead Scientific) and protocol as per manufacturer’s 
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instructions, in preparation for InFusion®HD cloning (Clontech, Separations). The 

amplicons were excised from the TAE SyBr gold stained agarose gel using a clean 

sharp scalpel blade while viewing under a Dark reader transluminator with amber filter 

(blue light is used as the excitation source). The excised DNA segments were placed in 

pre-weighed 2 ml DNase, RNase free microfuge tubes and weighed again. Three times 

the weight of agarose gel volume of Buffer QC (Qiagen, Whitehead Scientific) was 

added and incubated at 50°C for 10 min in a heating block until the gel slices dissolved. 

One gel volume isopropanol was then added and mixed by inverting. This was then 

transferred to separate MiniElute columns (Qiagen, Whitehead Scientific) to bind DNA. 

The MiniElute columns were placed in collection tubes and then centrifuged at 

17200 X g for 1 min. The flow through was discarded and 500 ul of buffer QG added. 

After another quick spin the membrane was washed with 750 ul Buffer PE (Qiagen, 

Whitehead Scientific) and centrifuged to remove any contaminants. The PCR product 

DNA was then eluted in 20 ul Buffer EB (Qiagen, Whitehead Scientific). 

 

2.2.8.5 In-Fusion® Cloning reaction 

 

Twenty-five to 100 ng of gel purified AHSV4LP vector amplicon was mixed at a molar 

ratio of 1 vector to 2 of the gel purified AHSV5/AHSV6 insert amplicons, in a total of 

10 ul containing 2ul of HD enzyme premix in a single tube. The reactions were 

incubated at 50°C in (GLC Thermocycler, Cleaver Scientific Ltd) for 15 min and then put 

on ice, to synthesise the chimeric genome segment 2 plasmid constructs namely, 

pRT24-5 and pRT24-6. Table 9 provides a full component reaction list. The chimeric 

plasmid constructs where then transformed using premade Mix and go E.coli DH5α 

cells as set out in Section 2.2.4. The transformants were then purified by 

minipreparation (Section 2.2.6) and their concentrations determined as previously 

described in Section 2.2.7. 
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Table 9: In-Fusion®HD cloning components and reaction mixture setup for a 10 ul reaction 

Components 
Cloning 
reaction 

Negative Control 
reaction 

Positive control 
reaction 

Amplified PCR fragment 2 ul 0 ul 
2 ul of 2 kb control 
insert 

Linearised PCR fragment 2 ul 2 ul 
1 ul of pUC19 control 
vector 

5X In-Fusion HD Enzyme 
Premix 2 ul 2 ul 2 ul 

dH20 4 ul 6 ul 5 ul 

 

 

2.2.9 Restriction digestions of the chimeric plasmid constructs pRT24-5 and 

pRT24-6. 

 

Restriction digestion reactions were used to determine if the correct plasmid constructs 

were produced from the In-Fusion®HD cloning reactions. Restriction enzymes for each 

construct were selected based on whether it digested the insert, and the vector. 

Restriction enzyme BamHI was selected for the pRT24-5 construct and BbsI selected for 

the pRT24-6 construct.  The restriction enzymes were purchased from New England 

Biolabs (Inqaba Biotechnical Industries) and used according to the manufacturers 

specifications.  Restriction digestion reactions were carried out in a total volume of 

10ul.One ul of restriction enzyme was mixed with 1ul of 10X NEB buffer and 1ul of 

plasmid construct and made up to 10ul with water. The reaction mixtures for pRT2, and 

pRT24-5 were incubated at 37°C for 1 hour, whereas the restriction digestion reaction 

mixtures of pRT2 and pRT24-6 were carried out at 50°C. The reactions were analysed by 

AGE as set out in section 2.2.8.3. 
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2.2.10 Rescue of rAHSV4-5cVP2 and rAHSV4-6cVP2 chimeric viruses using 

in vitro transcribed (+)ssRNA transcripts  

 

2.2.10.1 Preparation of linearised DNA plasmids for run-off in vitro 

transcription 

 

The transcription plasmids (pRT1-10) (Table 5) containing full length cDNAs of all 10 

segments, were cloned into pUC57 or pJet1.2 under the control of the T7 RNA 

polymerase promoter and a recognition site for restriction enzymes at the 3 ’- terminus 

(Van Gennip et al., 2012). Plasmids were kindly provided by Prof Piet van Rijn (CVI, the 

Netherlands). It is this enzyme site that enables the linearisation and subsequent run-off 

transcription of capped (+)ssRNA from the plasmids (Figure 9). It is necessary to 

linearise the plasmid DNA for run-off transcription to generate authentic AHSV virus 

ends.  

Restriction enzymes purchased from New England Biolabs (Inqaba Biotechnical 

Industries) were used according to the manufacturer’s specifications for the linearisation 

of the plasmids. Reaction mixtures contained 3 ug of plasmid DNA in a final volume of 

50 ul using the appropriate enzyme BsmBI, BbsI or SapI (see Table 5). The linearisation 

reactions were analysed by means of AGE (Section 2.2.8.3) and then gel purified using 

MiniElute®Gel extraction kit (Qiagen, Whitehead scientific) as set out in section 2.2.8.4. 

Spectrophotometric analysis was carried out as described in section 2.2.7 to determine 

the concentration of the purified linearised plasmids. 

 

2.2.10.2 In vitro transcription 

 

Plasmid DNA was digested at the 3’- terminus of the respective full length AHSV 

genome segment (Figure 10) with the relevant restriction enzymes and gel purified. One 

microgram of linearised plasmid (for each of the pRT1-10 and chimeric genome 

segment 2 plasmids) containing a T7 RNA polymerase promoter site was used as 

template for  in vitro transcription and capping  using the mMESSAGE mMACHINE®T7 

Ultra kit (Ambion, Thermo fisher) according to the manufacturer’s instructions. The 
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mMESSAGE mMACHINE T7 Ultra kits have a simplified reaction format in which all four 

ribonucleotides and cap analogue are mixed in a single solution. The GTP: cap 

analogue or anti-reverse cap analogue (ARCA) ratio of the solution is 4:1, which is 

optimal for maximising RNA yield as well as proportion of capped transcripts. The high 

yields are achieved by optimising reaction conditions for RNA synthesis in the presence 

of high nucleotide concentrations. The synthesised RNA is also protected from 

degradation by any possible ribonuclease contaminants by means of an RNase inhibitor 

which is present in the T7 enzyme mix provided. A 20 ul transcription reaction mixture 

contains 10 ul of T7 2 X NTP/ARCA, 2 ul of the 10X T7 reaction buffer, 6 ul of the 

template DNA and 2 ul of the T7 enzyme mix. The assembly of the transcription 

reaction mixture should always be done at room temperature as the spermidine present 

in the 10 X T7 Reaction buffer can co-precipitate the template DNA if it is assembled on 

ice. Once assembled the transcription reaction mixture was incubated for 2 hours at 

37°C (GLC Thermocycler, Cleaver Scientific Ltd), after which 1 ul of Turbo DNase  

(provided with the transcription kit) was added, the mixture was further incubated for 15 

min. An aliquot of the in vitro transcribed (+)ssRNA was analysed by agarose gel 

electrophoresis as set out in section 2.2.8.3. If (+)ssRNA synthesis was successful, the 

synthesised (+)ssRNA was purified using a commercially available 

MEGAclear™ Transcription clean-up kit (Ambion, Life Technologies) according to the 

manufacturer instructions. The MEGAclear™kit was developed specifically for the 

purification of RNA from high yield enzymatic in vitro transcription reactions. This 

method removes nucleotides, short oligonucleotides, proteins and salts from the RNA 

and the final product is suitable for transfection. The MEGAclear™kit procedure 

consists of three steps, namely the binding of RNA to a membrane in the provided filter 

cartridge, the removal of contaminants by a wash step, and finally the elution of the 

RNA in a low salt buffer/water. The eluted RNA concentration was determined by 

spectrophotometric analyses (see Section 2.2.7). 
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2.2.10.3 Transfection of BSR T7/5 cells 

 

The development of reverse genetics systems for AHSV has revealed that AHSV 

replication occurs in two stages involving primary and secondary replication cycles. It is 

for this reason that a double transfection process has worked so well for the recovery of 

AHSV, as previously reported (Kaname et al., 2013; Matsuo et al., 2010). BSR-T7/5 

cells were grown up, to a confluency of 50-60% in M-24 well plates (2cm2). Once the 

correct confluency was reached the medium of the BSR-T7/5 cell monolayers was 

changed to OPTI-MEM®I Reduced serum medium (Gibco, Life technologies). The 

BSR-T7/5 monolayers were then transfected with 300 ng DNA of expression plasmids 

(Table 4) in equimolar amounts using 0.75 ul Lipofectamine™2000 (1:2.5; 1 mg/ml, 

Invitrogen, Life Technologies) in OPTI-MEM®I Reduced serum medium (Gibco, Life 

Technologies) according to manufacturer specifications and as described by Van de 

Water et al. (2015). Table 10 indicates the equimolar amounts of the expression 

plasmids per 2 cm2 well (M-24 well). Note that although the T7 pol activity of BSR-T7/5 

cells was not needed these cells were used due to their high quality. 

 

 

Table 10: Calculation for equal amounts of expression 
plasmids per 2 cm2 well (M-24) 

Expression plasmid segment Amount 

S1 (VP1) 72 ng 

S3 (VP3) 57 ng 

S4 (VP4) 51 ng 

S9 (VP6) 42 ng 

S7 (VP7) 39 ng 

S8 (NS2) 39 ng 

Total 300 ng 

 

 

Approximately 24 hours after the first transfection, the medium was replaced with fresh 

OPTI-MEM and, monolayers were transfected again with 600 ng of all ten capped 

run-off RNA transcripts in equimolar amounts (see Table 11) using 1.5 ul 
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Lipofectamine™2000 in OPTI-MEM® I Reduced serum medium. At 22 hours post 

transfection, the transfection medium was replaced with 1 ml DMEM + Glutamax 

(Gibco, Life Technologies) supplemented 5% FBS and 1% Anti-Anti 

(antibiotic/antimycotic) (Gibco, Life Technologies). At 48 hours post transfection, cell 

culture medium was harvested and transfected monolayers were trypsinisd and seeded 

into a new 25cm2 tissue culture flask (Corning, Sigma-Aldrich). Monolayers were 

monitored for typical cytopathic effects (CPE) caused by AHSV. If observable CPE foci 

didn’t expand then passaging of transfected cells was repeated until at least 50 % of the 

monolayer showed cytopathic effect (CPE). 

 

 

Table 11: Calculation for equal amounts of in vitro transcribed 
RNA transcripts per 2cm2 well (M-24) 

In vitro transcribed (+)ssRNA  Amount 

S1 128 ng 

S2 100 ng 

S3 87 ng 

S4 61 ng 

S5 51 ng 

S6 48 ng 

S7 35 ng 

S8 34 ng 

S9 35 ng 

S10 21 ng 

Total 600 ng 
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2.2.11 Rescue of virulent rAHSV5 (FR) entirely from plasmids 

 

It was decided to rescue virulent rAHSV5 (FR) for two main reasons namely that the 

rescue of virulent rAHSV5 (FR) would showcase a reverse genetics system for AHSV 

that was entirely based on plasmids and furthermore to use as a virus antigen in the 

virus neutralisation assays that will be discussed in Chapter 4. 

 

BSR-T7/5 monolayers in a 25 cm2 flask of 60–80% confluency were transfected with a 

10 ug transfection mix of equimolar amounts of expression and transcription plasmids 

(pT1-10) (Table 5). The ratio of expression plasmids to transcription plasmids in the 

transfection mix was 1:3 respectively. To set up the transfection mixture 2.5 ug of 

equimolar amounts of expression plasmids and 7.5 ug of equimolar amounts of 

transcription plasmids was mixed with 250 ul of OPTI-MEM®I Reduced serum medium 

(Gibco, Life Technologies). After 5 min incubation at room temperature the plasmid 

mixture in OPTI-MEM I Reduced serum medium (Gibco, Life Technologies) was added 

to 25 ul of Lipofectamine™2000 (1:2.5; 1 mg/ml, Invitrogen, Life Technologies) in 250 ul 

of OPTI-MEM®I Reduced serum medium (Gibco, Life Technologies), the transfection 

mixture was then incubated for 20 min at room temperature. After the incubation period 

the transfection mixture was added in a drop wise fashion to the 25 cm2 BSR-T7/5 

monolayer and incubated at 37°C for 24 hours, or until the monolayer started showing 

signs of deterioration. At this point the transfection mixture was replaced with 10 ml 

DMEM+Glutamax (Gibco, Life Technologies) containing 5% foetal bovine serum (FBS) 

(Biochrom,UK) and 1% Anti-Anti (antibiotic/antimycotic) mixture (Gibco, Life 

Technologies) (penicillin 10 000 U/ml, 10 000 ug/ml streptomycin, 25 ug/ml fungizone). 

At 48 hours post transfection, cell culture medium was harvested and transfected 

monolayers were trypsinised and seeded into a new 25cm2 tissue culture flask 

(Corning, Sigma-Aldrich). Monolayers were monitored for foci of cytopathic effects 

(CPE). If observable CPE foci didn’t expand then passaging of transfected cells was 

repeated until at least 50% of the monolayer showed cytopathic effect (CPE). 
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2.3 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

 

To gain insight into the protection that the outer capsid protein VP2 affords particularly 

with regard to identifying regions involved in determining serotype-specificity, the 

established RG system for the attenuated AHSV4LP backbone was used to rescue two 

AHSV VP2 chimeras namely: rAHSV4-5cVP2 and rAHSV4-6cVP2. In order to rescue 

the two abovementioned AHSV VP2 chimeras, plasmid constructs were engineered by 

exchanging and replacing the coding regions corresponding to the tip and central 

domains of AHSV4LP VP2 (pRT2) with that of either AHSV5 (amplified from pT2) or 

AHSV6 (amplified from pRT26). The In-Fusion® cloning approach was taken to 

generate the chimeric constructs pRT24-5 and pRT24-6. 

 

 

2.3.1 Construction of chimeric constructs pRT24-5 and pRT24-6 

 

A Phusion Hot Start II High Fidelity DNA polymerase was used in conjunction with the 

primer set AHSV4 S2 F and AHSV4 S2 R (Table 6) to PCR amplify the vector 

AHSV4LP plasmid (pRT2) containing genome segment 2, as a linear molecule lacking 

the coding regions corresponding to the tip and central domains of VP2. The size of the 

vector amplicon was expected to be approximately 5300bp. An electrophoretic analysis 

was done to visualise the amplicon of the vector. AGE was performed using a TBE 

agarose gel and TBE buffer as described in Section 2.2.8.3. A MassRuler ladder mix 

(Fermentas, Life technologies) was loaded with the amplicons as a size marker. This 

size marker in the 5000bp – 400bp range was selected on the grounds of the sizes of 

the genome segments of AHSV. A 5-fold dilution of the plasmid pRT2 prior to PCR 

amplification was performed (the plasmid was too concentrated to use as is). The 

intensity of the bands in Figure 11A, lanes 2-5, decreases in accordance with the 

dilution series. Figure 11A and 11B show that the vector amplicons lie above the 

5000bp size marker of the ladder mix, thereby indicating that the amplicons generated 

were of the expected size, approximately 5300bp, confirming the successful 

amplification of the vector. The primer sets AHSV4-5 chim fw F, AHSV4-5 chim fw R, 
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AHSV4-6 chim fw F and AHSV4-6 chim fw R were used to PCR amplify the insert 

coding regions corresponding to the tip and central domains of VP2 from the pT2 and 

pRT26 plasmids respectively. The amplicon sizes of the inserts were expected to be 

approximately 700bp. Figure 11A-B shows the bands achieved for the respective 

amplicons. A 5-fold dilution of the pT2 plasmid was made prior to PCR amplification, the 

band intensity tapers off somewhat in accordance to the dilution. Lane 7 of Figure 11A 

shows a band above the 5000bp size marker. This band indicates that non-specific 

amplification took place, as such this amplicon was not used in the subsequent 

investigation. Figure 11A-B does show that the remaining pT2 insert amplicons as well 

as the pRT26 amplicon lie beneath the 850bp size marker, thus indicating that the insert 

amplicons generated were of the expected size (700bp). 
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Figure 11: Agarose gel analysis of the vector and insert amplicons generated from the 
pRT2, pT2 and pRT26 plasmids (Table 4) containing the genome segment 2 nucleotide 
sequences. (A) Amplicons (lanes 2, 3, 4 and 5) generated from the pRT2 plasmid using the 
AHSV4 S2 F and AHSV4 S2 R primer set. Amplicons (lanes 7, 8, 9 and 10) generated from the 
pT2 plasmid using the AHSV4-5 chim fw F and AHSV4-5 chim fw R primer set. Lanes 1, 6 and 
11 contained the MassRuler ladder mix size marker (Fermentas Inc., Maryland, USA, SM113). 
(B) Lane 1 is the amplicon generated from the pRT2 plasmid using the AHSV4 S2 F and 
AHSV4 S2 R primer set. Lane 2 is the amplicon generated from the pRT26 plasmid using the 
AHSV4-6 chim fw F and AHSV4-6 chim fw R primer set. Lane 3 contained the MassRuler ladder 
mix size marker (Fermentas Inc., Maryland, USA, SM113). 
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The vector and insert amplicons were then gel purified from TAE agarose gels using a 

MiniElute®gel extraction kit (Qiagen, Whitehead Scientific) as described in Section 

2.2.8.4 (results not shown). The purified vector and insert amplicons were then joined 

by the ligation independent In-Fusion® cloning procedure, to synthesise the chimeric 

constructs pRT24-5 and pRT24-6 (results not shown). To determine if the constructs 

contained the correct insert, enzymatic restriction digestion, reactions were performed 

on the transformed constructs as set out in Section 2.2.9. BamHI was selected as the 

restriction enzyme to digest the pRT24-5 construct as it would produce a different 

restriction pattern as compared to the digestion of pRT2 and pT2 with BamHI. The 

expected bands for the digestion of pRT2 with BamHI lie at 4800bp and 1100bp 

approximately. The three expected bands from the digestion of pT2 with BamHI lie at 

3200bp, 1400bp and 400bp respectively. The four expected band sizes for the digested 

pRT24-5 construct lie at 4500bp, 1100bp, 850bp and 430bp approximately. Figure 12 

shows the agarose electrophoretic analysis of the abovementioned plasmid restriction 

digestions patterns. The restriction pattern bands for pRT2 and pT2 lie at the expected 

size markers. Six of the transformed pRT24-5 constructs were digested and the AGE 

analysis in Figure 12A shows that four bands were achieved for each of the constructs 

at the expected sizes. These bands preliminarily confirm that the correct construct was 

generated based on the restriction digestion sites.  

 

BbsI was selected as the restriction enzyme to digest pRT24-6 and pRT2. The expected 

restriction pattern for pRT2 would have bands at 3100bp and 2800bp, while the 

expected bands for pRT24-6 would have three bands at 3100bp, 1900bp and 850bp 

respectively. Figure 12B shows that the restriction patterns of pRT2 and pRT24-6 match 

up to their expected band sizes, thereby confirming the generation of the correct 

pRT24-6 construct. 
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Figure 12: Agarose gel analysis of the restriction digestion patterns of pRT2, pT2, pRT24-5 
and pRT24-6. (A) Restricted fragments (lanes 2, 3 ,4, 5, 6 and 7) of the pRT24-5 plasmid digested 
with BamHI. Restricted fragments of the plasmids pT2 (lane 9) and pRT2 (lane 10) digested with 
BamHI. Lanes 1 and 8 contain the MassRuler ladder mix size marker (Fermentas Inc., Maryland, 
USA, SM113).(B) Restricted fragments of the plasmids pRT24-6 (lane 2) and pRT2 (lane 3) 
digested with BbsI. 
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2.3.2 Linearisation and run-off in vitro transcription of the pRT1-10, pRT24-5 and 

pRT24-6 plasmids. 

 

The rescue of infectious virus using the established double transfection protocol, is 

dependent on the in vitro synthesis of (+)ssRNA transcripts that have authentic virus  5’ 

and 3’ end sequences. In vitro transcription terminates at the 3’ end of a linear DNA 

template in a run-off transcription reaction. Restriction enzymes (Table 5) which cleave 

asymmetrically and outside of their recognition sequences were used to generate 

defined 3’ ends from the plasmid templates, pRT1-10 (results not shown), pRT24-5 

(Figure 13A, lane 2) and pRT24-6 (Figure 13B, lane 1), as described in Section 2.2.10.1. 

The linearised plasmids were analysed by means of AGE as set out in Section 2.2.8.3 

and then gel purified (Section 2.2.8.4).  Linearised plasmid DNA for each of the 

respective templates was transcribed in vitro in a run-off reaction using the commercial 

mMESSAGEmMACHINE®T7 Ultra kit (Thermofisher, Life technologies). The 

synthesised (+)ssRNA transcripts were then purified using a MEGAClear™ transcription 

clean up (Ambion, Life technologies). The purified in vitro transcribed (+)ssRNA 

transcripts of pRT24-5 (Figure 13A, lane 6), pRT24-6 (Figure 13B, lane 3) as well as an 

equimolar mixture of all 10 genome segment (+)ssRNA transcripts were analysed by 

AGE. The AGE analysis of the pRT24-5 and pRT24-6 (+)ssRNA transcripts show that 

they correspond to the size expected for genome segment 2. The AGE of the equimolar 

mixtures of the (+)ssRNA transcripts of the pRT1-10 plasmids is in agreement with the 

sizes of AHSV4LP genome segments and as such suitable for transfection. 
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Figure 13: Agarose gel analysis of the linearised and in vitro transcribed plasmids pRT1-10, pRT24-5 and 
pRT24-6. (A) Linearised plasmid DNA of pRT24-5 (lane 1). In vitro transcribed (+)ssRNA transcript of pRT24-5 (lane 4, 
without the addition of DNAse and lane 6 after DNase treatment and Megaclear purification). Lane 7, all 10 in vitro 
transcribed (+)ssRNA segments of AHSV4LP.(B) Linearised plasmid DNA of pRT24-6 (lane 1). In vitro transcribed 
(+)ssRNA transcript of pRT24-6 (lane 3). Lane 5, all 10 in vitro transcribed (+)ssRNA segments of AHSV4LP with 
authentic genome segment 2 replaced with (+)ssRNA transcript of pRT4-6, MassRuler ladder mix size marker 
(Fermentas Inc., Maryland, USA, SM113), lanes 1, 3, 5 (A) lanes 2 and 4 (B). 
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2.3.3 Recovery of infectious rAHSV4LP, rAHSV4-5cVP2 and rAHSV4-6cVP2 

chimeras. 

 

The rescue of infectious AHSV4 from all ten in vitro synthesised (+)ssRNAs (Kaname et 

al., 2013) and the recovery of the attenuated virus AHSV4LP (Van de Water et al., 

2015), has already been established and used to explore the exchange of genome 

segment 2 (VP2) for all nine serotypes into a common AHSV4LP backbone. Recovery 

of BTV VP2 chimeras in a consistent genetic background has also previously been 

demonstrated (Feenstra et al., 2014, Nunes et al., 2014). 

 

Three hundred nanograms of equimolar amounts of expression plasmids (Table 4), 

calculated according to the amounts given in Table 10 were mixed together and then 

transfected into permissive BSR T7/5 monolayers in an M-24 well plate. The open 

reading frames that were cloned into the expression plasmids (Table 4) used, however, 

were based on the virulent AHSV5 (FR) and not AHSV4LP. The expression plasmids of 

AHSV5 (FR) were used instead of the expression plasmids of AHSV4LP, as the AHSV5 

expression plasmids were codon optimised for hamster cells only whereas the 

expression plasmids for AHSV4LP were codon optimised for E.coli and hamster cells. 

The codon optimisation of the expression plasmids open reading frames for both E.coli 

and hamster cells, has shown to decrease the efficiency of virus rescue (Unpublished 

reports, Dr A,C Potgieter). Plasmid expressing NS1 was not included in the first 

transfection as previously reported (Van de Water et al., 2015; Van Gennip et al., 2012; 

Feenstra et al., 2014), as unpublished reports found it to be a nonessential component 

of the transcription complex needed for primary replication (Piet, A van Rijn and 

Personal communication; A.C. Potgieter).  

 

Three different equimolar mixtures of (+)ssRNA transcripts were set up. The only 

difference between the three mixtures was the (+)ssRNA transcript used for genome 

segment 2 [ (+)ssRNA transcript synthesised from pRT2, pRT24-5 and pRT24-6 plasmids 

respectively]. The recovery of the rAHSV4LP, rAHSV4-5cVP2 and rAHSV4-6cVP2 

viruses was detected by foci of cytopathic effects (CPE) in trypsinised and passaged 
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BSR-T7/5 monolayers 5 days post-transfection. From the results it was determined that 

rAHSV4LP could be rescued (results not shown) by using AHSV5 (FR) expression 

plasmids. CPE foci of rAHSV4-5cVP2 (see Figure 14A) could already be detected on 

the first passage of the virus four days post transfection. Full 4+ CPE was seen on the 

6th day post transfection (see Figure 14C). In contrast, the rAHSV4-6cVP2 virus had to 

be passaged (trypsinised and seeded) twice before any CPE foci were observed. The 

observed CPE foci on the second passage didn’t expand to produce full 4+CPE (see 

Figure 14D). Only after a third passage did the virus expand to produce full 4+CPE (see 

Figure 14E-F).  
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Figure 14: Foci of cytopathic effects (CPE) in BSR-T7/5 monolayers detected post transfection in the rescue of chimeric viruses using an 
inverted microscope (Axio Vert A.1, Zeiss).(A) Two distinct CPE foci (circles) of rAHSV4-5cVP2 observed 4 days post transfection.(B) Enlarged view 
of CPE foci of rAHSV4-5cVP2, showing a change in cellular morphology/elongation of cells surrounding the focal pattern (arrows) of the BSR-T7/5 cells 
surrounding the CPE foci.(C) Full 4+ CPE observed for rAHSV4-5cVP2 six days post transfection.(D) CPE foci (arrows) observed in the second 
passage of rAHSV4-6cVP2, which didn’t expand. (E) CPE foci of rAHSV4-6cVP2 upon third passage. (F)Expansion of CPE foci observed in (E). 

A B C 

D E F 
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It has been shown that virulent virus strains grow much slower in cell culture than 

attenuated virus strains (Van Gennip et al., 2012). The adaptation of attenuated virus 

strains to cell cultures, as well as a lack of innate immunity in cell cultures, is thought to 

contribute to this phenomenon. BSR-T7/5 cells have been shown to have a 

compromised RIG-I pathway (Habjan et al., 2008). The onset of delayed growth of the 

rAHSV4-6cVP2 virus could possibly suggest the more virulent nature of the chimera 

with respect to the attenuated AHSV4LP backbone. This will be explored in the 

forthcoming chapters. 

 

Fresh BSR-T7/5 monolayers were also infected with post-transfection supernatants, but 

no visible CPE was observed even after the second passage. In BTV-infected 

mammalian cells, mature virions remain cell-associated, as has been commonly 

observed with reoviruses (Hyatt et al., 1989) this cell association observed in 

mammalian cells could explain the lack of virus present in the post-transfection 

supernatants. 

 

 

2.3.4 Recovery of virulent rAHSV5 (FR) from plasmids 

 

The double transfection based reverse genetics system for African horsesickness virus 

has proven to be an effective means of recovering infectious virus (Kaname et al., 

2013; Van de Water et al., 2015). This reverse genetics approach relies upon the 

in vitro synthesis of capped RNA transcripts from cloned cDNA corresponding to viral 

genome segments. This approach, although effective, is not only costly, but time 

consuming as well. A study reporting on a new plasmid based reverse genetics system 

for BTV-1 provided a new avenue to further develop and improve the reverse genetics 

system for AHSV. 

 

BSR-T7/5 monolayers were transfected with a transfection mix of equimolar amounts of 

expression plasmids (Table 4) and ten transcription plasmids (Table 5) (pT1-10). It 
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should be noted that the BSR-T7/5 monolayers were grown up in the presence of 2% 

Geneticin (Gibco, Life Technologies) which differed from the aforementioned double 

transfection procedure in which Geneticin (Gibco, Life technologies) was not included 

when preparing BSR-T7/5 monolayers for transfection. The recovery of infectious 

rAHSV5 (FR) was already detected by foci of cytopathic effects (CPE) (see Figure 15) 

in passaged BSR-T7/5 monolayers 72 hours post transfection. Approximately 36 

individual CPE foci could already be distinguished (not all foci results are shown). By 

the 5th day transfected monolayers had reached 3+CPE, but showed no signs of further 

growth (results not shown). The infected BSR-T7/5 monolayers were trypsinised and 

passaged into a 75cm2 flask, full 4+CPE was achieved 48 hours later. Virus stock was 

prepared by aliquoting 2ml cryovials and stored at -80 °C. This method proved to take 

considerably less time than the double transfection method using capped RNA 

transcripts. The plasmid based method used to recover rAHSV5 (FR) differed slightly 

from the plasmid based reverse genetics system for BTV-1 that was previously reported 

(Pretorius et al., 2015), in that expression plasmids were included and not only cDNA 

transcription plasmids.  

 

 

Figure 15: Foci of cytopathic effect (CPE) in BSR T7/5 monolayers detected post 

transfection in the recovery of rAHSV5 (FR) using an inverted microscope (Axio Vert A.1, 

Zeiss). (A) CPE foci (arrows) already detected 72 hours post transfection. (B) Enlarged view of 

CPE foci. 

A B 
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2.4 SUMMARY 

 

Reverse genetics is an evolutionary genetic modification method that is emerging as a 

powerful tool to determine the function of genes and their encoded proteins. Viral 

reverse genetics enables the recovery of viruses with defined genomes as well as the 

manipulation of the viral genomes at cDNA level to generate “designer” viruses 

(Wimmer & Paul, 2001; Stobart & Noore, 2014). One of the most definitive ways in 

which to study the role of specific sequences in viral genomes is to manipulate them 

and then generate infectious virus or “rescue” the virus from these manipulated 

sequences. Reverse genetics systems have been developed for several genera in the 

Reoviridae family (Kobayashi et al., 2007; Komoto et al., 2006; Roner & Joklik, 2001). 

For these and other viruses, reverse genetics technology has led to the generation of 

valuable information regarding their replication, the study of attenuation markers, 

biological characterisation and pathogenesis. Reverse genetics system for double 

stranded RNA viruses has always been a bit more complex than for other viruses, not 

only because of the nature of double stranded RNA which doesn’t occur naturally in 

cells and therefore induces host innate immune responses, but also due to the multiple 

segmented nature of the genome. Established reverse genetics systems for AHSV have 

shown that AHSV utilises a two-stage replication cycle, namely a primary and 

secondary (Matsuo et al., 2010; Kaname et al., 2013). The primary replication requires 

the AHSV core proteins (VP1, VP3, VP4, VP6 and VP7) as well as non-structural 

proteins (NS1 and NS2), while a complete set of capped (+)ssRNAs is necessary to 

drive the downstream secondary replication. Reverse genetics for attenuated AHSV4LP 

has already been established and used to explore the exchange of genome segment 2 

(VP2) for all nine serotypes into a common AHSV4LP backbone (Van de Water et al., 

2015). Several reports have also demonstrated the successful recovery of chimeric BTV 

VP2 proteins (Feenstra et al., 2014; Nunes et al., 2014). 

 

Based on our interest in elucidating the function of the central and tip domains of VP2, 

and on the success reported regarding chimeric VP2 protein recovery using reverse 

genetics, chimeric VP2 proteins for AHSV had to be designed and generated. The 
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foundation of this study was dependant on two aspects namely: (i) the rational design 

and generation of chimeric plasmid constructs, that harboured the coding regions of the 

tip and central domains of either AHSV5 (FR) or AHSV6 in an otherwise homogenous 

AHSV4LP genomic segment 2 (VP2), (ii) as well as the successful rescue of the 

chimeric VP2s in tissue culture. 

 

In-Fusion cloning technology was used to construct two chimeric plasmid constructs 

(pRT24-5 and pRT24-6). The correct insertion in the respective constructs was 

determined by enzymatic restriction digestion reactions. The linearization, in vitro 

transcription and capping of the transcription plasmids pRT1-10, pRT24-5 and pRT24-6 

generated (+)ssRNA transcripts with the defined 5’ and 3’ end sequences necessary for 

the rescue of virus using the double transfection protocol. 

 

The double transfection reverse genetics system for the attenuated AHSV4LP, enabled 

the successful recovery of two different chimeric AHS viruses, namely rAHSV4-5cVP2 

and rAHSV4-6cVP2.  

The recovery of virulent rAHSV5 (FR) demonstrated that AHSV could be recovered 

using an entirely plasmid based system, given that expression plasmids were included. 

Furthermore, it demonstrated that a plasmid based system cost considerably less as it 

was no longer necessary to synthesise capped (+)ssRNA transcripts in vitro. Overall 

rescue efficiencies were also better when the cells were in a good condition, it is for this 

reason that BSR-T7/5 monolayers should be seeded with geneticin and should only be 

between 50–80% confluency upon transfection. 

 

The next chapter will focus on the identification of the recovered rAHSV4LP, 

rAHSV4-5cVP2 and rAHSV4-6cVP2 chimeric viruses on a nucleic acid level, to confirm 

the recovery and identity of the rescued viruses. 
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CHAPTER 3 

 

DETECTION, IDENTIFICATION AND TYPING OF RNA 

EXTRACTED FROM RECOVERED CHIMERIC rAHSV4-5CVP2 

AND rAHSV4-6CVP2 

 

3.1 INTRODUCTION 

 

AHS viral detection and typing is essential in establishing correct and confirmatory 

identification of a viral agent. Several assays have already been established for AHS 

viral identification and quantification. With the aim to confirm the identity of the rescued 

viruses rAHSV4LP, rAHSV5FR, rAHSV4-5cVP2 and rAHSV4-6cVP2 a series of 

diagnostic assays were performed throughout the study.  

 

In this chapter the direct identification and typing of the nucleic acids of rAHSV4LP, 

rAHSV4-5cVP2 and rAHSV4-6cVP2 viral genomes using real-time RT-PCR and 

sequencing will be discussed. It should be noted that only RNA extraction and AGE 

analysis was performed on rAHSV5 (FR). The detection of the viral antigens of 

rAHSV4-5cVP2 and rAHSV4-6cVP2 using IPMA (Immunoperoxidise monolayer assay) 

will also be discussed. 

 

Real-time RT-PCR has become the benchmark for the detection and quantification of 

RNA. This technique allows for the simultaneous amplification and quantification of 

sequence specific nucleic acids with the aid of fluorescent dyes. Real-time RT-PCR 

assays allow the detection of an amplified target in a closed tube format which 

significantly reduces contamination. Real-time RT-PCR typing methods have already 

been developed for the group-specific identification of AHSV, based on the use of 

primers and TaqMan™ probes, which target conserved sequences of viral genome 

segments 5 and 7 (Aguero et al., 2008; Fernandez-Pinero et al., 2009; Rodriquez-
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Sanchez et al., 2008). Molecular methods for the determination of AHSV serotypes 

have also been described based on the detection of unique sequences in genome 

segment 2 of AHSV (Saileau et al., 2000; Koekemoer et al., 2000). TaqMan™ 

technology has enabled the detection of amplified PCR products in real-time by using 

sequence specific double-layered hydrolysis probes. Hydrolysis probes emit 

fluorescence when the 5’-3’ exonuclease activity of the PCR polymerase hydrolyses 

them. This single probe contains both a fluorescence reporter and quencher that lie in 

close contact with one another. When the probe is intact, the quencher dye is close 

enough to the reporter dye to suppress the reporter fluorescence signal. During the 

PCR reaction the 5’ exonuclease activity of the polymerase cleaves the probe, thereby 

separating the reporter from the quencher, thus permitting the reporter dye to emit 

fluorescence (Holland et al.,1991). 

 

The consensus genome sequences of 27 AHSVs collected over a 76-year period, as 

well as TaqMan™ technology, has allowed for the development of an “all-in-one” group-

specific real-time RT-PCR assay method, which will be used in this part of the study 

(Potgieter et al., 2015; Personal communication, A.C. Potgieter). The serotype-specific 

real-time RT-PCR assay method used in this part of the study is described by 

Bachanek-Bankowska et al. (2014). 

 

Improved strategies for sequence-independent amplification and sequencing of viral 

dsRNA genomes have been reported (Potgieter et al., 2009). This protocol can be used 

to amplify large (>2000 bp) dsRNA genome segments in a single tube format without 

prior knowledge of sequence data needed to design primers. Next generation 

sequencing technology has revolutionised genomic and genetic research. The most 

successful and widely adopted next generation sequencing technology is the 

sequencing by synthesis (SBS) technology. The MiSeq® (Illumina, Inc.) SBS technology 

makes use of a reversible terminator based method that detects single bases as they 

are incorporated into DNA template strands. In principle DNA polymerases catalyse the 

incorporation of fluorescently labelled dNTPs into a newly synthesised strand during 

sequential cycles of DNA synthesis. During each cycle at the point of incorporation, the 
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nucleotides are identified by fluorophore excitation (Quail et al., 2012; Grada & 

Weinbrecht, 2013). The MiSeq® (Illumina, Inc.)  instrument features paired-end 

sequencing. After sequencing in the forward direction is complete, one round of bridge 

amplification is then performed, and the opposite ends of the DNA fragments are 

hybridized to a flow cell. This allows for the reverse strand of the DNA fragment to then 

be sequenced, resulting in a doubling of the length that can be sequenced from each 

cluster. 

 

This Chapter focuses on confirming the results obtained in the previous Chapter by 

means of methods that focus on the detection and sequencing of nucleic acids of viral 

genomes as well as the detection of viral antigens. 

 

3.2 MATERIALS AND METHODS 

 

3.2.1 Viruses 

 

All the viruses (rAHSV4LP, rAHSV5FR, rAHSV4-5cVP2 and rAHSV4-6cVP2) used in 

this part of the study were rescued using the reverse genetics system for AHSV4LP, 

established at Deltamune (Pty) Ltd with the assistance of Prof Piet A van Rijn and 

Sandra van de Water of the CVI - The Netherlands. This has been described in the 

previous Chapter.  

 

3.2.2 Cell lines and virus stock propagation 

 

The mammalian cell lines used in this part of the study were Vero cells and BSR-T7/5 

cells. Vero cells were originally derived from the kidneys of an African green monkey in 

the early 1960s, and is one of the most commonly used mammalian cell lines 

(Yasumura & Kawakita, 1963). The Vero cells were propagated and maintained 

routinely as monolayers in 25 cm2 tissue culture flasks (Corning, Sigma-Aldrich). The 

culture medium used is as described in Section 2.2.1. The cells were generally 

maintained in 25 cm2 tissue culture flasks using a splitting ratio of 1:12.  
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Unless otherwise stated, 3 ml of tissue culture (TC) material of each of the recovered 

viruses (rAHSV4LP, rAHSV4-5cVP2 and rAHSV4-6cVP2) was seeded in a 75 cm2 flask 

(Nunc™) () with a confluent BSR-T7/5 cell monolayer. Flasks were placed on a platform 

shaker (Stuart Scientific STR6) set at a speed of 10 rpm, in a 37°C incubator for 1 hour 

to facilitate the absorption of the virus to the cells. Following incubation 20 ml of DMEM 

plus GlutaMAX™ (Gibco, Life Technologies) containing 5% foetal bovine serum (FBS) 

(Biochrom, UK) and 1% Anit-Anti (antibiotic/antimycotic) mixture (Gibco, Life 

Technologies) (penicillin 10 000 U/ml, 10 000 ug/ml streptomycin, 2 ug/ml fungizone) 

was added. The flasks were then placed in a 37°C ESCO cell culture incubator with 5% 

CO2. The tissue culture was observed daily for CPE. Supernatant was then harvested at 

a CPE score of 4+ (100% cells infected). 

 

3.2.3 RNA extraction and purification 

 

The guanidinium thiocyanate method proposed by Chirgwin (1979) is the most accepted 

and widely used method from which total RNA extraction is based on. This method has 

undergone several modifications (Chirgwin et al., 1979). One such modification 

combines guanidinium thiocyanate with phenol-chloroform extraction under acidic 

conditions (Chomczynski & Sacchi, 1987). Total RNA was extracted from infected 

BSR-T7/5 cell monolayers using the commercial isolation reagent TRI-Reagent ® LS – 

RNA/DNA/Protein for liquid samples. All steps were carried out according to the 

manufacturer’s protocol, which is an adaption of the method reported by Chomczynski 

and Sacchi (1987) for total RNA extraction.  

 

TRI-Reagent ® LS (Molecular Research Centre, Inc.) serves as a convenient single 

step liquid phase separation reagent that contains a mixture of guanidine thiocyanate 

and phenol in a mono-phase solution. During the homogenisation or lysis of a sample, 

the reagent serves to maintain the integrity of the RNA whilst disrupting cells and 

dissolving any other associated cellular components. The addition of chloroform 
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followed by a centrifugation step separates the sample into three phases, namely the 

lower organic phase, the interphase and the upper aqueous phase.  

 

When chloroform is mixed with phenol it increases the efficiency at which proteins are 

denatured. The phenol-chloroform mixture separates the polyadenylated-mRNA into the 

organic phase and reduces the formation of insoluble RNA-protein complexes at the 

interphase (Perry et al., 1972). Guanidine thiocyanate aids in maintaining the integrity of 

the RNA by reducing the effect of nucleases. A solute tends to dissolve best in a solvent 

with a similar chemical makeup; the capacity of the solvent to dissolve a solute is also 

highly dependent on its polarity (McMurry, 2003). Nucleic acids are polar in nature due 

to their negatively charged phosphate backbones. As such nucleic acids are soluble in 

the upper aqueous phase. In variance to the nucleic acids polarity, proteins contain 

varying proportions of charged and uncharged domains. In the presence of phenol the 

hydrophobic cores of proteins interact with phenol. This causes the precipitation of the 

proteins, polymers and lipids in the lower organic phase (Avison, 2007). The pH of 

phenol determines the separation of DNA and RNA between the organic and aqueous 

phases (Brawerman et al., 1972; Perry et al., 1972). An acidic phenol pH allows RNA to 

remain in the aqueous phase, whereas small DNA fragments fractionate into the 

organic phase and larger DNA fragments remain at the interphase. This is attributed to 

phosphate groups on the DNA which are more easily neutralised (in acidic conditions) 

than those in RNA (Revest & Longstaff, 1998), an acidic pH also minimises RNase 

activity (Brown, 1967). 

 

RNA extraction was carried out for all the rescued viruses namely: rAHSV4LP, rAHSV5 

(FR), rAHSV4-5cVP2 and rAHSV4-6cVP2. Approximately 10 ml of supernatant 

containing infected cells from a single 75 cm2 TC flask was centrifuged (Hettich 

ROTOFIX 32A, Labotec) at 2000 X g for 5 minutes and most of the cleared supernatant 

removed. To the remaining pellet and cell suspension (approximately 250 ul), 750 ul of 

Tri-reagent ®LS (Molecular Research Centre, Inc.) was added and mixed by pipetting. 

To separate the RNA from the tissue culture DNA and proteins, 200 ul of chloroform 

was added and the mixture shaken vigorously. A centrifugation step at 15000 X g for 15 
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minutes at 4°C in a Prism R centrifuge (Labnet International) resulted in three distinct 

phases. Centrifugation at 4°C minimizes the possibility of endogenous RNase activity. 

The top aqueous phase was transferred to a clean microfuge tube. An equal volume of 

isopropanol was added to this aqueous layer to precipitate the total RNA (ssRNA and 

dsRNA) by means of a centrifugation step at 13200 X g for 8 minutes. The supernatant 

was removed and followed by an additional centrifugation step to completely remove all 

remaining isopropanol. 

 

The RNA pellet was solubilised using 90 ul of EB buffer (Qiagen, Whitehead Scientific). 

To precipitate the ssRNA, 30 ul of 8 M LiCl was added to the above to achieve a final 

concentration of 2 M LiCl. Following overnight incubation at 4 °C, the tube was 

centrifuged at 15000 X g at 4°C for 30 minutes. The supernatant was then transferred to 

a new tube and 3 volumes of buffer QG was added. The mixture was purified over a 

Qiagen mini-elute column and centrifuged according to the manufacturer’s protocol. 

After a 70% Ethanol wash, the dsRNA was eluted from the column with 30 ul EB buffer 

(Qiagen, Whitehead Scientific). An aliquot of dsRNA was taken and analysed on an 

agarose gel (see Section 2.2.8.3) to determine if the electrophoretic pattern of the 

dsRNA corresponded to the typical pattern observed for dsRNA of AHSV. A 

spectrophotometric analysis was also carried out (see Section 2.2.7) to determine the 

concentration of the extracted and purified dsRNA. 

 

3.2.4 Group- and serotype-specific real-time RT-PCR of the chimeric viruses 

rAHSV4-5cVP2 and rAHSV4-6cVP2 

 

The real-time RT-PCR assay conducted in this part of the study is an all-in-one method 

that was first described for BTV-8 (Van Rijn et al., 2012). This all-in-one assay includes 

the initial denaturation of dsRNA, the first strand cDNA synthesis (reverse transcription), 

PCR and detection/analysis by real-time technology, all in one closed tube format with 

all the PCR reagents. This not only reduces labour, but also contamination. The group- 

(genome segment 5/NS1) and serotype-specific (genome segment 2/VP2) real-time RT-

PCRs were carried out using a Roche LC480 RNA Master kit in a LightCycler®Nano 
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480 (Roche) according to the manufacturer’s protocol. For all PCRs less than 1E6 

copies should be used to prevent contamination and therefore extracted dsRNA had to 

be diluted accordingly. 

 

3.2.4.1 Primers and probes 

 

The primers and probes used in this study were provided by Deltamune (Pty) Ltd. 

Primer/probe sets targeting conserved regions of AHSV genome segment 5 (NS1), and 

genome segment 2 (VP2) were used to determine the identity of the viruses. Highly 

conserved regions in genome segment 5 (NS1) were identified across all nine 

serotypes, allowing for the design of a primer/probe set in accordance with the 

TaqMan™/Hydrolysis probe  specifications (Unpublished report, A.C. Potgieter). 

 

Unique regions in genome segment 2 (VP2) of each of the nine serotypes were 

identified as targets for primers/probe sets (Bachanek-Bankowska et al., 2014). All 

probes were labelled with BBQ (Blackberry Quencher) at their 3’ end, and fluorescence 

reporter dyes (FAM, HEX, LC610) at their 5’ ends. Stock solutions, enough for 500 

reactions, were made up for each of the primer/probe sets. The stock solutions for the 

group-specific (NS1) typing of AHSV, were mixed to achieve a final concentration of 

200 nM primer (forward and reverse) and 100 nM probe, whereas the stock solutions for 

the nine serotype-specific typing sets were mixed to achieve a final concentration of 

400 nM primer (forward and reverse) and 200 nM probe. Table 12 shows all the 

primer/probe sequences, as well as the fluorophores and quenchers used in this part of 

the study. All the primers and probes were synthesised by TIB MOLBIOL (Berlin, 

Germany). 
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Table 12: Sequences of the primer/probe sets used in the group- and serotype-specific real-time RT-
PCR of rAHSV4LP, rAHSV4-5cVP2 and rAHSV4-6cVP2. 

  

Primer/probe Target segment Sequences (5’- 3’) 

Group specific 
 

  

NS1-Fb1 GSd 5 (NS1) CGCAATCTTCGGATGTAAGC 
NS1-Rc1 GS 5 (NS1) GCACACTACCTTGGATCTCTG 
NS1 probe GS 5 (NS1)  FAM-TCGCCA+TCC+TCA+TCATG-BBQa 

Serotype specific     

AHSV1-F1 GS 2 (VP2) GAATGGTAAGCTTTGGATTGA 
AHSV1-F2 GS 2 (VP2) GAATGGTAAGCTTTGGGTTGA 
AHSV1-R1 GS 2 (VP2) TTAGAGGCGCTCGGTTCTC 
AHSV1-R2 GS 2 (VP2) TTAGAGGTGCTCGGTTCTC 
AHSV1 probe GS 2 (VP2) FAM-CATAAACAAACRGTGAGTGAGCA-BBQ 

AHSV2-F1 GS 2 (VP2) AGTGGACTTCGATTATAGATG 
AHSV2-R1 GS 2 (VP2) CTGTCTGAGCGTTAACCTTC 
AHSV2 probe GS 2 (VP2) LC610-TTCAACCGTCTCTCCGCCTCTC-BBQ 

AHSV3-F1 GS 2 (VP2) TAGAAAGAATGATGAGCAGTG 
AHSV3-R1 GS 2 (VP2) TAATGGAATGTCGCCTGTCTT 
AHSV3 probe GS 2 (VP2) HEX-CCGTTATTGAGAGCGTCATAAGATTC-BBQ 

AHSV4-F1 GS 2 (VP2) GTTTCGTATCGTATTGGTATAGA 
AHSV4-F2 GS 2 (VP2) GTTTCGTATCATATTGGTATAGA 
AHSV4-R1 GS 2 (VP2) GATATATATATGTGGATGCATGG 
AHSV4-R2 GS 2 (VP2) GATATATATATGTAGATGCATGG 
AHSV4 probe GS 2 (VP2) LC610-CTGGACATGAATGAGAAACAGAAGC-BBQ 

AHSV5-F1 GS 2 (VP2) GAGACACATCAAGGTTAAAGG 
AHSV5-F2 GS 2 (VP2) GAGACACATCAAGGTTAAGGG 
AHSV5-R1 GS 2 (VP2) CAGGATCAAACTGTGTATACTT 
AHSV5 probe GS 2 (VP2) FAM-TTGAAGCAAGGAATCTATTGACTTT-BBQ 

AHSV6-F1 GS 2 (VP2) GTTGGTCATTGGGTTGATTG 
AHSV6-R1 GS 2 (VP2) GAAGAATTTGATCCCTTCTTG 
AHSV6 probe GS 2 (VP2) HEX-TGATGTCGGGTATGAAYAAACTGG-BBQ 

AHSV7-F1 GS 2 (VP2) TGGATCGAGCATAAGAAGAAG 
AHSV-R1 GS 2 (VP2) CCAATCAACCCAATGTGTAAC 
AHSV7 probe GS 2 (VP2) LC610-ACCAAAATCGTCCGATGCTAGTGC-BBQ 

AHSV8-F1 GS 2 (VP2) GGTGAGCGGATTGTTGATAG 
AHSV8-R1 GS 2 (VP2) CTGAATCCACTCTATACCTC 
AHSV8-R2 GS 2 (VP2) CTGAGTCCACTCTATACCTC 
AHSV8 probe GS 2 (VP2) FAM-CGACAAATCATACCACACGATCTC-BBQ 

AHSV9-F1 GS 2 (VP2) TATCATATTGGTATCGAGTTCG 
AHSV9-R1 GS 2 (VP2) AAGTTGATGCGTGAATACCGA 
AHSV9-R2 GS 2 (VP2) AAGTTGACGCGTGAATACCGA 
AHSV9 probe GS 2 (VP2) HEX-ACATCCTCAATCGAYCTCCTCTC-BBQ 
a
 The plus sign (+) denotes the lock nucleic acids (LNA) in this probe 

b
 Forward primer 

c
 Reverse primer 

d
 Genome segment 
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3.2.4.2 Group-specific real-time RT-PCR  

 

Real-time RT-PCR reactions (10 ul final volume) consisted of 2.1 ul dH20 (Lichrosolv®, 

Merck), 0.65 ul Activator (Roche), 0.5 ul of primer and probe mix (200 nM of forward 

and reverse primers each and 100 nM of hydrolysis probe – final concentration), 3.75 ul 

of 2.7 X RT-PCR mix (Roche LC480 RNA Master HybProbes) and 3 ul of sample. RT-

PCR cycles were cycled for 1 cycle at 98°C for 20 seconds (dsRNA denaturation), 1 

cycle at 61°C for 5 minutes (reverse transcription), and 40 cycles of 95°C for 10 

seconds and 61°C for 20 seconds (target amplification, extension, probe hydrolysis and 

fluorescence detection). Purified dsRNA extracted from BSR-T7/5 cells infected with 

AHSV4 (HS 32/62) was used as a positive control, and dH20 (Lichrosolv®, Merck) was 

used as a negative sample control. The results were observed in real-time and analysed 

using the LightCycler® Nano480 software version 1.1 (Roche). 

 

3.2.4.3 Serotype-specific real-time RT-PCR 

 

Each standard 10 ul reaction mixture contained 1.6 ul of dH20 (Lichrosolv®,Merck), 

0.5 ul of Activator (manganese acetate)(Roche), 3.75 ul of 2.7 X RT-PCR mix (Roche 

LC480 RNA Master HybProbes), 3 ul of dsRNA and 1 ul of primer/probe mix (400 nM of 

forward and reverse primers each and 200 nM of hydrolysis probe - final concentration). 

According to the number of reactions, the standard mixture was up-scaled to prepare a 

master mix lacking the primer/probe mix. Nine micro-litres of master mix was aliquoted 

into each successive PCR tube containing 1 ul of primer/probe aliquot for each of the 

respective serotype genome segment targets. The reaction conditions were as follows: 

A denaturation of dsRNA step at 98°C for 20 seconds, a reverse transcription (cDNA 

synthesis) step at 61°C for 5 minutes, a denaturation of cDNA template at 95°C for 

30 seconds and finally an amplification and fluorescence detection phase lasting 40 

cycles at 95°C for 10seconds and 61°C for 20 seconds. The results were observed and 

analysed in real-time using the LightCycler® Nano 480 software version 1.1 (Roche).  

 

3.2.5 Sequence-independent genome amplification 
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The sequence-independent genome amplification was performed as described by 

Potgieter et al. (2009). The genome amplification involved the following steps. 

 

3.2.5.1 Oligo-ligation 

 

An anchor primer PC3-T7 loop (5’-p-GGATCCCGGGAATTCGGTAATACGAC 

TCACTATATTTTTATAGTGAGTCGTAA-OH-3’) as described in Potgieter et al. (2009), 

was synthesised by TIBMOLBIOL (Berlin, Germany) and ligated to extracted dsRNA. 

An oligo-ligation reaction was set up in 30ul containing 12 ul of purified dsRNA,  in 

50 mM HEPES/NaOH pH 8 (Sigma), 18 mM MgCl2 (Separations), 0.01% bovine serum 

albumin (BSA) (Takara), 1 mM ATP (Roche), 3 mM DTT (Roche)], 10% DMSO (Sigma), 

20 U T4 RNA Ligase (Takara), 200 ng PC3-T7 primer and 20% polyethyleneglycol 

(PEG)6000. It is important to mix the above reaction thoroughly to allow even distribution 

of the PEG6000. The PEG initiates a form of macromolecular crowding which enables the 

molecules in the reaction to be closer in proximity to each other, thereby facilitating 

increased contact with each other. The ligation reaction was incubated overnight at 

37 °C. The ligated dsRNA was then purified using Qiagen MinElute®Gel extraction 

columns as described in Section 2.2.8.4. 

 

3.2.5.2 dsRNA denaturation 

 

The purified ligated dsRNA was denatured by the addition of 300 mM methyl/mercury 

hydroxide (MMOH) to a final concentration of 30 mM. The reaction was incubated at 

room temperature for no longer than 30 minutes. 

 

3.2.5.3 cDNA synthesis 

 

cDNA was synthesised from denatured dsRNA in a 30 ul reaction. The cDNA synthesis 

reaction consisted of 1 mM dNTPs, 3 ul of cDNA buffer [50 mM Tris/HCl pH 8.3 

(Sigma), 10 mM MgCl2 (Separations), 70 mM KCl (Sigma), 50 mM Beta-
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mercaptoethanol (Sigma)], 7 ul denatured dsRNA, 15 U Transcriptor RT (Roche) and 

0.5 ul RNase inhibitor. The reactions were incubated at 42°C for 45 minutes and then at 

55°C for 15 minutes. The second incubation step ensures that all the secondary 

structures open up which allows synthesis of full-length cDNAs. This is achievable 

because the recombinant Transcriptor RT produced by Roche can withstand and 

function at higher temperatures. 

 

3.2.5.4  RNA degradation and cDNA annealing 

 

After cDNA synthesis, excess RNA was removed by the addition of NaOH to a final 

concentration of 0.1 M and then incubated at 65°C for 30 minutes. Before the annealing 

of cDNA, Tris/HCl, pH 7.5 (Sigma) was added to a final concentration of 0.1 M followed 

by the addition of 0.1 M HCl (Sigma). The Tris/HCl and HCl was added to reduce the 

NaOH and create a final concentration of 100 mM NaCl in the cDNA reaction, such that 

it would be sufficient for annealing of cDNA. The cDNA was annealed at 65°C for 1 

hour. All the incubation steps were carried out in a thermal cycler (GLC Thermocycler, 

Cleaver Scientific Ltd). 

 

3.2.5.5 Genome amplification 

 

The complete genomes were amplified from synthesised cDNA in 50 ul PCR reactions. 

The amplification was performed using a PC2 primer (5’-CCGAATTCCCGGGATCC-3’). 

The PCR mixture consisted of 34 ul of DNase free water, 10 X Ex Taq Buffer (Takara), 

0.2 mM dNTPs (Takara), 10 uM PCR primer, 2.5 U Ex Taq Enzyme (Takara) and 5 ul of 

annealed cDNA. The cycling conditions were as follows: 72°C for 1 minute, to produce 

intact DNA by filling in incomplete cDNA ends. This was followed by an initial 

denaturation step for 2 minutes at 94 °C. Then an amplification step of 25 cycles of 

94°C for 30 seconds, 67°C for 30 seconds and 72°C for 4 minutes took place. A final 

extension step of 72°C for 5 minutes was also included. The resulting PCR products 

were separated on an agarose gel as previously described in Section 2.2.8.3. 
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3.2.6 MiSeq sequencing 

 

The preparation of tagged sequence libraries and sequencing on the MiSeq was done 

by Inqaba Biotec™ (Inqaba Biotechnical Industries, Pretoria, South Africa). CLC 

genomics workbench software version 8 (CLC bio, Qiagen) was used to map the 

paired-end sequence reads to the theoretical reference sequences of AHSVLP and 

genome segment 2 of the rAHSV4-5cVP2 and rAHSV4-6cVP2 chimeras.  

 

 

3.2.7 Immunoperoxidase monolayer assay (IPMA) 

 

The immunoperoxidase monolayer assay (IPMA) is a highly specific and sensitive 

method that allows the detection of specific antigens within cultured cells. This method 

is based on the use of a primary antibody that specifically binds to its complementary 

target antigen. A secondary HRP (horseradish peroxidise) labelled antibody binds to the 

primary antibody. HRP then catalyzes the conversion of chromogenic substances into 

coloured products which facilitate the staining and visualisation of the desired antigen. 

IPMA was used to detect if the recovered chimeric viruses rAHSV4-5cVP2 and 

rAHSV4-6cVP2 expressed a known group-specific protein of AHSV, namely NS2. The 

assay was carried out according to standard procedures (Wensvoort et al., 1988) using 

Rabbit anti-AHSV NS2 serum (kindly provided by Dr Vida van Staden, Genetics 

department, University of Pretoria) and Goat Anti-Rabbit IgG HRP conjugate 

(Invitrogen, Life Technologies) with a ready to use commercial AEC substrate (Sigma-

Aldrich). Two different cell fixation methods were used as described below. 

 

3.2.7.1 Paraformaldehyde fixation of rAHSV4-5cVP2 infected Vero cells 

 

Infected Vero monolayers in a 96-well plate (Nunc™) were fixed with 4 % 

paraformaldehyde (300 ul per well) for 20 minutes. After removal of the fixate solution 

the cells were permeabilised using a 0.05 % Tween 20 (Sigma-Aldrich) mixture in PBS 

(PBS-T). A solution of 1 % Tryptone (Biolabs, SA) in PBS-T was used to block the walls 
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of the micro-well and cells so as to prevent unspecific binding of the antibodies and 

conjugate; this was followed by an incubation period of 1 hour at 37 °C. Three hundred 

microlitres of a Rabbit anti-AHSV NS2 serum (diluted 800 times in 1 % Tryptone-PBS-T) 

was added to the blocked micro-wells (followed by an incubation period of 1 hour at 

37 °C). This incubation period facilitates the formation of the antibody-antigen complex. 

The serum was removed by 3 wash steps with 300 ul per well PBS-T. One hundred 

microlitres HRP-Goat-Anti-Rabbit IgG conjugate (Invitrogen, Life Technologies) (diluted 

5000 times in 1 % Tryptone-PBS-T) was added to each micro-well and allowed to 

incubate for 1 hour at 37 °C. After another three washes with 300 ul PBS-T, 50 ul of 

AEC single solution substrate (Sigma-Aldrich) was added to each well and incubated 

until positive staining was observed (15 to 30 minutes). Staining was observed and 

photographed using an inverted light microscope (Axio Vert A.1, Zeiss). 

 

3.2.7.2 Methanol/Acetone fixation of rAHSV4-6cVP2 infected BSR-T7 cells 

 

Infected BSR-T7/5 monolayers in a 24-well plate (Nunc™) were fixed with a 1:1 

methanol/acetone solution at -20°C (600 ul per well). A solution of 1 % Tryptone 

(Biolabs SA) in PBS-T was used to block the walls of the wells (M-24) so as to prevent 

unspecific binding of the conjugate; this was followed by an incubation period of 1 hour 

at 37 °C. Six hundred microlitres of Rabbit anti-AHSV NS2 serum (diluted 800 times in 

1 % Tryptone-PBS-T) was added to the blocked wells (followed by an incubation period 

of 1 hour at 37 °C). This incubation period facilitates the formation of the antibody-

antigen complex. The serum was removed by 3 wash steps with 600 ul per well PBS-T. 

Two hundred microlitres HRP-Goat-Anti-Rabbit IgG conjugate (Invitrogen, Life 

Technologies) (diluted 5000 times in 1 % Tryptone-PBS-T) was added to each well and 

allowed to incubate for 1 hour at 37 °C. After another three washes with 600ul PBS-T, 

700 ul of AEC single solution substrate (Sigma-Aldrich) was added to each well and 

incubated until positive staining was observed (15 - 30 minutes). Staining was observed 

and photographed using an inverted light microscope (Axio Vert A.1, Zeiss). 
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3.3 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

 

3.3.1 RNA extraction and analysis 

 

Confluent BSR-T7/5 monolayers in a 75 cm2 tissue culture flask were seeded with virus 

stocks of rescued rAHSV4LP, rAHSV5FR, rAHSV4-5cVP2 and rAHSV4-6cVP2 

respectively, and observed daily. The respective 75 cm2 flasks with infected BSR-T7/5 

cells displayed progressive viral activity (CPE) after approximately 48 hours post-

infection. Full 4+ CPE was achieved 72 hours post-infection (results not shown). Total 

RNA was extracted from these infected BSR-T7/5 cultures as set out in Section 3.2.3. 

The first step in the identification of the recovered viruses was to determine if the CPE 

observed in the infected BSR-T7/5 monolayers was attributed to a virus possessing a 

double-stranded RNA genome. The total extracted RNA was precipitated with 2 M LiCl 

to separate the ssRNA from the dsRNA. The ssRNA was observed as tiny white opaque 

pellets at the bottom of the microfuge tubes (results not shown). The dsRNA was 

extracted and purified using Qiagens MiniElute columns as set out in Section 2.2.11. 

The AHSV genome is comprised of 10 dsRNA genome segments (Bremer, 1976). 

Electrophoretic analysis was done to visualise the extracted dsRNA of rAHSV4LP, 

rAHSV5 (FR), rAHSV4-5cVP2 and rAHSV4-6cVP2. AGE was performed as set out in 

Section 2.2.8.3, using a TBE agarose gel and TBE buffer. A MassRuler ladder mix 

(Fermentas, Thermofisher) was loaded with the samples as a size marker. The size 

marker, in the 5000–400 bp, range was chosen on grounds of the sizes of the genome 

segments of AHSV (3965–765bp). Figure 16A shows the electrophoretic profile of the 

purified dsRNA of rAHSV4LP, rAHSV4-5cVP2 and rAHSV4-6cVP2. Figure 16B shows 

the electrophoretic profile of the extracted and purified dsRNA of virulent rAHSV5 (FR). 
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Figure 16: Agarose gel electrophoretic analysis of the purified dsRNA genomes of 
rAHSV4LP, rAHSV5FR, rAHSV4-5cVP2 and rAHSV4-6cVP2. (A) Extracted and purified 
dsRNA of rAHSV4LP (lane 2), rAHSV4-5cVP2 (lane 3), and rAHSV4-6cVP2 (lane4).Genome 
segment 2 of rAHSV4-6cVP2 migrated to below genome segment 4 in lane 4 (light blue bracket) 
(B) Extracted and purified dsRNA of rAHSV5 (FR), lane 7. MassRuler ladder mix size marker 
(Fermentas Inc., Maryland, USA, SM113), lanes 1, 5 and 6. The genome segments 7, 8 and 9 
did not separate on 1% agarose gels (blue box). 

 

The electrophoretic pattern of rAHSV4LP (Figure 16A, lane 2), rAHSV5 (FR) (Figure 

16B, lane 7) and rAHSV4-5cVP2 (Figure 16A, lane 3) correlated with the electrophoretic 

profile expected of AHSV (Bremer, 1976; Potgieter et al., 2002). Genome segments 7, 8 

and 9 did not separate into clear distinct bands. This could be attributed to the fact that 

the molecular sizes of the specific segments are so close that they don’t resolve on a 

1% agarose gel as has been demonstrated by Potgieter et al. (2009). In contrast to the 

electrophoretic patterns of rAHSV4LP, rAHSV5 (FR) and rAHSV4-5cVP2, the 

electrophoretic profile of rAHSV4-6cVP2 did not quite fit the typical AGE profile of 

AHSV. The genome segment 2 band that was expected to be visible around the 3000bp 

size marker indicating the presence of genome segment 2 was absent. Upon closer 

inspection of the electrophoretic pattern a double band just under the 2000bp size 
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marker was visible (blue bracket). It was assumed that because there was no band at 

the expected size marker for genome segment 2, that genome segment 2 had migrated 

faster than expected till just under genome segment 4. The genome segment 2 band 

generally lies in the area of 3200bp. The migration to below genome segment 4 (1978 

bp) indicates that an approximate deletion of 1300bp took place within genome segment 

2 (VP2).  The restriction digestion results of Section 2.3.1 showed that the pRT24-6 

construct that was synthesised was correct, which suggests that the deletion must have 

taken place in tissue culture after transfecting the viral expression plasmids and 

(+)ssRNA transcripts. Apart from the faster migration of genome segment 2, the dsRNA 

profile of rAHSV4-6cVP2 was similar to the typical AHSV AGE profile. The intensity of 

the lanes for the individual viral dsRNA seemed to be the same, which suggests that the 

amount of dsRNA product extracted for each virus was similar. These results were 

confirmed by the spectrophotometric analysis of the dsRNA. The concentration of the 

extracted dsRNA of rAHSV4LP was 36.3 ng/ul of rAHSV4-5cVP2 33.7 ng/ul and 

rAHSV4-6cVP2 36.4 ng/ul.  

 

3.3.2 Real-time RT-PCR of rAHSV4-5cVP2 and rAHSV4-6cVP2 

 

Agarose gel electrophoresis analysis was able to confirm that the recovered viruses 

indeed had 10 genome segments that are consistent with the double-stranded RNA 

nature observed in the electrophoretic profile of AHSV. To further confirm the identity of 

the recovered chimeric viruses, direct identification and typing was carried out using 

real-time RT-PCR assays. 

 

3.3.2.1 Group-specific real-time RT-PCR of rAHSV4LP, rAHSV4-5cVP2 and 

rAHSV4-6cVP2 

 

Group-specific real-time RT-PCR was carried out as described in Section 3.2.4.2 to 

validate the presence of AHSV viral RNA in the extracted dsRNA samples of 

rAHSV4LP, rAHSV4-5cVP2 and rAHSV4-6CVP2. The dsRNA extracted and purified 

from the four recovered viruses was used as a target for the group-specific detection of 
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AHSV. The Roche LC480 RNA Master Hydrolysis probe kit contains a single 

thermostable enzyme (Tth) with both reverse transcriptase and polymerase activity. 

This enables the denaturation and reverse transcription of dsRNA in a single assembled 

PCR reaction. The group-specific primer/probe used in this part of the study specifically 

targeted highly conserved regions within AHSV genome segment 5 (NS1). Figure 17 

shows the targeted amplification curves of genome segment 5 (NS1) in the dsRNA 

samples of rAHSV4LP (brown), rAHSV4-5cVP2 (blue) and rAHSV4-6cVP2 (pink).  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
Figure 17: Group specific real-time RT-PCR fluorescence curves derived from the 
targeted amplification of genome segment 5 (NS1) from purified dsRNA samples. 
rAHSV4-6cVP2 amplification curve represented in pink and has a CP value of is 16.02. 
rAHSV4-5cVP2 amplification curve represented in blue has a Cp value of 18.28. rAHSV4LP 
amplification curve represented in brown has a Cp value of 20.18 and the amplification curve of 
the positive control (red) has a Cp value of 21.51. Negative controls (green) have no Cp value 
as it never crossed the threshold value. 

 

Cp (crossing point) values were measured at the point at which the sample 

fluorescence signal crossed a threshold value (the background level). Negative results 

do not exceed this level of signal, this is indicated in Figure 17, by the green lines. As no 

amplification took place in the negative controls, it was assumed that no contamination 
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took place and that the amplification/fluorescence curves achieved for the dsRNA 

samples were due to the targeted amplification of genome segment 5 (NS1) in the 

dsRNA samples.  The lower the Cp value, the higher the initial copy number of the 

target. That is to say the Cp values for more dilute samples are higher than for more 

concentrated samples. 21 ng of AHSV dsRNA represents 109 copies of each genome 

segment. Bearing this in mind, each of the viral dsRNA samples were diluted in different 

ratios. The Cp values for rAHSV4LP, rAHSV4-5cVP2 and rAHSV4-6cVP2 are 20.18, 

18.28 and 16.02 respectively. These values correspond to the dilutions made for each 

of the dsRNA samples (rAHSV4-6cVP2 was the least diluted sample). These dilutions 

were made purely for ease of analysis, because they all had similar concentrations (see 

Section 3.3.1). If the same dilutions were made of each of the purified dsRNA samples, 

the amplification curves would not have been distinguishable from each other as they 

would have crossed the threshold at the same cycle. These amplification curves confirm 

that the CPE observed in tissue culture from the respective viruses (Chapter 2), was 

indeed due to the presence of AHSV. Since dsRNA was purified and used, this result is 

not due to the ssRNA used for transfection. 

 

3.3.2.2 Serotype-specific real-time RT-PCR of rAHSV4LP, rAHSV4-5cVP2 and 

rAHSV4-6cVP2 

 

The serotype-specific real-time RT-PCR assay was carried out using the primer/probe 

combinations listed in Table 11. Serotypes 1, 4, 5, 8 and 9 contained multiple forward 

and/or reverse primers, so as to ensure ample amplification of the field target 

sequences. The primer and probe final concentrations were doubled (400 nM forward 

and reverse primer, 200 nM probe) in comparison to the group-specific primer/probe 

final concentration. This was done to ensure that sufficient amplification took place 

specifically with regard to the serotypes 1, 4, 5, 8 and 9 that contained multiple forward 

and/or reverse primers. The Roche LC480 Master Hydrolysis probe kit was used as set 

out in Section 3.2.4.2. Serotyping RT-PCR was carried out on the extracted dsRNA of 

rAHSV4LP, rAHSV4-5cVP2 and rAHSV4-6cVP2. Due to the atypical electrophoretic 

pattern observed for rAHSV4-6cVP2, it was decided to run a typing RT-PCR on the 
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pRT24-6 plasmid construct that served as a template for the generation of the (+)ssRNA 

transcript that was used in the transfection and recovery of rAHSV4-6cVP2. This was 

done, not only to make sure that the correct construct was used, but also to validate the 

restriction digestion results obtained in Section 2.3.1. The extracted dsRNA samples of 

rAHSV4LP, rAHSV4-5cVP2 and rAHSV4-6cVP2 were all diluted 10 000 times, while the 

pRT24-6 plasmid construct was diluted 1:50 000. Figure 18A represents the amplification 

curve for the typing of AHSV4LP. It confirms that the rescued rAHSV4LP virus was 

indeed serotype 4. The amplification curve in Figure 18B shows that the rescued 

rAHSV4-5cVP2 chimera types as serotype 4. As changes were made to the 

serotype-specific VP2 protein, it was expected to type as both serotype 5 and serotype 

4.The type specific primer/probe combinations for genome segment 2 (VP2) of serotype 

5 unfortunately target regions that lie outside the region within AHSV4 genome segment 

2 that was exchanged (central and tip domains) with AHSV5. As such the real-time RT-

PCR assay could only confirm that the AHSV4LP backbone of rAHSV4-5cVP2 was 

rescued.
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Figure 18: Serotype-specific real-time RT-PCR fluorescence curves derived from the targeted amplification of genome segment 2 

(VP2) from purified dsRNA samples. (A) Serotype-specific RT-PCR amplification curve of dsRNA of rAHSV4LP in red indicates that it 

typed as serotype 4. (B) Serotype-specific RT-PCR amplification curve of dsRNA of rAHSV4-5cVP2 in red indicates that it typed as serotype 

4. (C) Serotype-specific RT-PCR amplification curve of the extracted dsRNA of rAHSV4-6cVP2 in pink indicates that serotype 6 was 

detected. (D) Serotype-specific RT-PCR amplification curves of the pRT24-6 plasmid construct indicate that serotype 4 (green) and 6 (pink) 

were detected. 
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Real-time RT-PCR reactions of rAHSV4-6cVP2 and the pRT24-6 plasmid construct were 

run simultaneously. The type specific primer/probe sets for genome segment 2 (VP2) of 

serotype 6 target regions that lie within the region of the AHSV4LP genome segment 2 

(VP2) backbone that was exchanged with AHSV6, i.e. the coding regions of the central 

and tip domains. The coding regions of the inserted central and tip domains lie between 

nucleotide base pairs 1303 and 2007.  The type specific primer/probe set for genome 

segment 2 (VP2) of serotype 4 targets a 167bp region that lies between the nucleotide 

base pairs 2384 and 2551, just outside the coding regions for the central and tip 

domains. Figures 18C and 18D show the amplification curves of rAHSV4-6cVP2 and 

the pRT24-6 plasmid construct, respectively. The dsRNA of rAHSV4-6cVP2 types as 

serotype 6 only. These results indicate firstly that the part of serotype 6 (central and tip 

domains) that was exchanged into the genome segment 2 (VP2) of the AHSV4LP VP2 

backbone is still intact. Secondly, the primer/probe set for serotype 4 target a 167bp 

region (2384–2551bp) of genome segment 2 (VP2). These nucleotides code for regions 

that lie in the C-terminal of the VP2 structure. Based on this result it is likely that the 

deletion within genome segment 2 (VP2) of rAHSV4-6cVP2 (as observed in the AGE 

profile), took place in the C-terminal coding region of S2. The amplification curve for the 

pRT24-6 plasmid construct typed as both serotype 4 and 6 (Figure 18D). This 

preliminarily confirms that the plasmid construct used to synthesise the (+)ssRNA 

transcript that was used in the transfection and recovery of rAHSV4-6cVP2 was correct, 

thereby confirming the restriction digestion results in Section 2.3.1. 

 

3.3.3 Genome amplification 

 

The results obtained from the real-time RT-PCR typing assay could not fully validate 

whether rAHSV4-5cVP2 was rescued, only that the AHSV4LP backbone that the virus 

was based on was rescued. Furthermore, it indicated that a region within the genome 

segment 2 (VP2) of rAHSV4-6cVP2 was deleted, but where the specific deletion took 

place could not be verified. Sequence independent genome amplification and new 

generation MiSeq® (Illumina, Inc) sequencing was carried out to provide insights into 

identity of the chimeric viruses, which AGE and real-time RT-PCR could not produce. 
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The sequence-independent genome amplification was performed as described by 

Potgieter et al. (2009) (Section 3.2.5). Amplicons of the cDNA genome segments can 

be seen in Figure 19 which shows the agarose gel electrophoretic profile of the 

amplified cDNA of rAHSV4LP, rAHSV4-5cVP2 and rAHSV4-6cVP2. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 19: Agarose gel electrophoretic analysis of the amplified cDNA genome segments 
of rAHSV4LP (lane 4), rAHSV4-5cVP2 (lane 2) and rAHSV4-6cVP2 (lane 3). MassRuler 
ladder mix size marker (Fermentas Inc., Maryland, USA, SM113), lane 1. The blue bracket 
indicates the migration of genome segment 2 of rAHSV4-6c VP2. The genome segments 7, 8 
and 9 did not separate on 1% agarose gels (blue box). 

 

 

As expected, the electrophoretic profiles from the amplified cDNA of rAHSV4LP, 

rAHSV4-5cVP2 and rAHSV4-6cVP2 were similar to the agarose gel electrophoretic 

profiles obtained from the dsRNA of the respective viruses. As with the AGE profile on 
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the dsRNA of rAHSV4LP, rAHSV4-5cVP2 and rAHSV4-6cVP2, genome segments 7, 8 

and 9 did not separate into clear distinguishable bands (blue bracket). The intensity of 

genome segment 10 was also lower in comparison to the other bands. What is 

noticeable from the AGE profile of the cDNA genome segments, that isn’t as noticeable 

from the dsRNA AGE profile, is that the genome segment 5 bands have a greater 

intensity as compared to the other genome segment bands.. The AGE obtained for the 

dsRNA is supporting evidence of the successful amplification of the genomes of 

rAHSV4LP, rAHSV4-5cVP2 and rAHSV4-6cVP2, by the method as described by 

Potgieter et al.(2009). 

  

3.3.4 MiSeq sequencing of rAHSV4-5cVP2 and rAHSV4-6cVP2 

 

The MiSeq® (Illumina, Inc) sequencing platform successfully generated sequencing data 

in the form of paired-end reads for both the rAHSV4-5cVP2 and rAHSV4-6cVP2 

chimeric viruses. Fastq files containing the sequencing data for rAHSV4-5cVP2 and 

rAHSV4-6cVP2 genome segment 2 was imported into, and analysed by the CLC bio® 

Genomics workbench software, version 8. The paired end reads were trimmed using 

default settings. The resultant trimmed reads were mapped to theoretical reference 

AHSV4LP and genome segment 2 sequences for rAHSV4-5cVP2 and rAHSV4-6cVP2 

respectively. The paired-end reads of rAHSV4-5cVP2 and rAHSV4-6cVP2 that were 

mapped against their respective reference genome segment 2 sequences are depicted 

in Figure 20 and Figure 21. 
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Figure 20: Representation of the coverage pattern from the mapping of paired-end sequence reads of rAHSV4-5cVP2 
against reference sequences of genome segment 2. (A) Representation of the coverage pattern of the paired-end sequencing 
reads of rAHSV4-5cVP2 mapped against the theoretical reference genome segment 2 sequence of rAHSV4-5cVP2 (4846 mapped 
reads). (B) Coverage pattern of the paired-end sequencing reads of rAHSV4-5cVP2 mapped against the AHSV4LP backbone 
(4226 mapped reads). The area in blue indicates the region of AHSV4LP that does not match up to the sequence reads of 
rAHSV4-5cVP2. 
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The mapping and coverage patterns achieved reveal that the recovered rAHSV4-5cVP2 

virus matches up to its theoretical genome segment 2 reference sequence. The 

theoretical reference genome segment for rAHSV4-5cVP2 was obtained using DNAman 

software (Lynnon, Biosoft), by inserting the sequence corresponding to the central and 

tip domains of AHSV5 (FR) into the AHSV4LP genomic segment 2 sequence lacking 

the sequence corresponding to the central and tip domains of AHSV4LP.  

 

These results confirm what the real-time RT-PCR results were unable to confirm, 

namely that the infectious virus recovered using reverse genetics (Chapter 2) is indeed 

the chimeric rAHSV4-5CVP2 virus that was designed to contain the central and tip 

domains of AHSV5 (FR) in an otherwise homogenous AHSV4LP backbone. These 

findings are further validated from the mapping pattern observed in Figure 20B, in which 

the paired-end reads of rAHSV4-5cVP2 were mapped against the genomic segment 2 

AHSV4LP reference sequence. The deletion highlighted in blue between the 800 and 

1500 nucleotide base pair mark demonstrates that the AHSV4LP reference genome 

segment 2 sequence cannot be mapped to this region, thereby confirming that the 

approximate 700bp insertion in this region is from another serotype. 

 

The mapping and subsequent analysis of the rAHSV4-6cVP2 sequencing data proved 

quite perplexing. Figure 21 depicts the mapped reads of rAHSV4-6cVP2 to its reference 

genome segment 2 of rAHSV4-6cVP2. Real-time RT-PCR data (Section 3.3.2.2) 

suggested the presence of a deletion in the coding regions of the C-terminal of VP2, 

while the electrophoretic pattern of the rAHSV4-6cVP2 dsRNA suggested a deletion 

size of approximately 1300bp. The mapping results provide evidence that a deletion   

took place. 

 

Upon closer inspection of this deleted region, three critical observations were made. 

Firstly that a 400bp deletion had taken place from 1718-2124bp. It was determined that 

only a small part of the viral population had undergone this deletion of about 400bp 

(1718 – 2124bp) (Figure 21A (blue box). The sequence at the end of 1718bp doesn’t 

match up to the sequence at the start of 2124bp (400bp deletion). This suggests that 
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the 400bp deletion that occurred in a small part of the viral population is veritably 

misleading and might have resulted from interference with another MiSeq library (results 

not shown). This is also corroborated from the AGE analysis of the dsRNA and the 

amplified cDNA of the rAHSV4-6cVP2 virus, as no genome segment 2 was observed at 

the 2800bp size marker. 

 

The second observation was made by considering the coverage displayed in Figure 

21A (blue bracket). From this coverage pattern it was determined that an approximate 

deletion of 1400bp between 1718 and 3051bp, had taken place thereby leaving majority 

of the virus population with a genome segment 2 of 1895bp (570aa). More in-depth 

scrutiny of the mapped reads from this deleted region show that the actual sequence 

present at the end of 1718bp matched up to the sequence at the start of 3051bp (Figure 

21B). These findings confirm, that the faster migration of genome segment 2 observed 

in the electrophoretic profile of the rAHSV4-6cVP2 dsRNA, is attributed to the 1400bp 

deletion between 1718-3051bp, as a band was observed in the 1800bp region. It should 

be noted that coding regions corresponding to the central and tip domains of AHSV6 

were inserted into the region between 1303-2007bp in the genome segment 2 of 

AHSV4LP. As the deletion had taken place from 1718-3051bp, it indicates that 

approximately 200bp was also deleted from the inserted region, but that at least 500bp 

still remained, this was confirmed by the serotype-specific real-time RT-PCR typing of 

the dsRNA of rAHSV4-6cVP2 which still typed as serotype 6. 

 

To further substantiate the findings that majority of the genome segment 2 of 

rAHSV4-6cVP2 consisted of only about 1895bp (due to 1400bp deletion), a theoretical 

sequence based on the chimeric rAHSV4-6cVP2 genome segment 2 lacking the region 

between 1718-3051bp, was mapped to the sequence data reads obtained for 

rAHSV4-6cVP2. Figure 22 shows that this mapping matches up perfectly, once again 

verifying that a 1400bp deletion had taken place. Thorough perlustration of the above 

mentioned mapping pattern determined that a T insertion (T409bp) had taken place at 

base pair 409 in 78% of all the reads, this was the third observation made (Figure 22B). 

This frame shift mutation prompts the early termination of the VP2 open reading frame 
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and as such is likely that the largest part of the virus population has a VP2 of only 130 

amino acids that does not include the exchanged central and tip domains. 
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Figure 21: Representation of the paired-end sequencing reads of rAHSV4-6cVP2 mapped against the reference genome 
segment 2 sequence of rAHSV4-6cVP2. (A) Mapping pattern of rAHSV4-6cVP2 against the reference rAHSV4-6cVP2 sequence 
shows a 400bp deletion (1718-2124bp) (blue box) as well as lack of coverage display between 1718bp-3051bp (blue bracket). (B) 
Enlarged nucleotide sequence view of the mapped paired-end reads, reveals the match of the sequence at the end of base pair 
1718a to the sequence at the start of base pair 3051a. 
 
a (TATAATAAATAAGAGCGTATTGAGAGCGAGAAC) 
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Figure 22: Representation of the paired-end sequencing reads of rAHSV4-6cVP2 mapped against a theoretical reference 
genome segment 2 sequence of rAHSV4-6cVP2. (A) The theoretical sequence that the paired-ends reads were mapped to lacked 
the region between 1718-3051bp. (B) Enlarged nucleotide sequence view of the mapped paired-end reads, reveals the presence of 
a T (T 409bp) insertion at base pair 409 in 78% of all the reads. 
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3.3.5 Detection of AHSV-specific expressed non-structural viral protein NS2 in 

rAHSV4-5vVP2 and rAHSV4-6cVP2 infected cells 

 

The immunoperoxidase monolayer assay (IPMA) was used to detect if the rescued 

rAHSV4-5cVP2 and rAHSV4-6cVP2 chimeric viruses expressed a known group-specific 

protein of AHSV, namely NS2. NS2 was used as the group-specific protein target as it is 

highly conserved among AHSV strains. Two different fixation and permeabilization 

approaches were taken in the IPMA methodology. rAHSV4-5cVP2 infected Vero 

monolayers were fixed with 4% paraformaldehyde in PBS and permeabilised with 

0.05% Tween20 in PBS. Whereas rAHSV4-6cVP2 infected BSR-T7/5 monolayers were 

fixed with a 1:1 methanol/acetone solution at -20 °C. These two fixation methods 

represent the two categories of fixation, namely cross linking reagents and organic 

solvents, respectively. Cross linking reagents such as paraformaldehyde form 

intermolecular bridges to create a network of linked antigens. These cross linkers 

preserve cell structure better than organic solvents, but require the addition of a cell 

permeabilisation step to allow antibody access to the specific antigen. Organic solvent 

fixation, such as methanol/acetone, does not require a permeabilization step as it 

removes lipids in the cell membrane, dehydrates the cell and precipitates the proteins 

on the cellular structure. The rest of the IPMA for both methods was carried out using 

Rabbit anti-AHSV NS2 serum (primary antibody) and Goat Anti-Rabbit IgG HRP 

conjugate (secondary HRP-labelled antibody) with AEC as a substrate. A point that 

should be highlighted is that although standard IPMA procedures dictate that the assay 

should be carried out in Vero cells (Nodelijk et al., 1996), rAHSV4-6cVP2 would not 

propagate in Vero cells (this will be discussed in Chapter 4), as such it was decided to 

perform the IPMA of rAHSV4-6cVP2 in BSR-T7/5 cells.  Figure 23 shows the staining 

results from the IPMA performed. 
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Figure 23: IPMA immunological detection of AHSV NS2 protein expression in rescued 
viruses rAHSV4-5cVP2 and rAHSV4-6cVP2, as viewed using an inverted microscope 
(Axio Vert A.1, Zeiss). All the images of cell preparations were viewed at a magnification of 
400 x except for the uninfected BSR-T7/5 cells, which was viewed at 100 x. (A) Uninfected Vero 
cells showing no staining. (C) Uninfected BSR-T7/5 cells (at 100 x magnification) showing no 
staining. (B) Positive staining of AHSV NS2 in rAHSV4-5cVP2 infected Vero cells. (D) Some 
positive staining of AHSV NS2 in rAHSV4-6cVP2 infected BSR-T7/5 cells.  

 

 

Figure 23A illustrates that uninfected Vero cells were not stained. In contrast Vero cells 

infected with ArHSV4-5cVP2 chimera (see Figure 23B) showed clear staining with anti-

AHSV NS2 antibody. These results confirm that the recovered rAHSV4-5cVP2 

expresses AHSV viral proteins, specifically AHSV NS2. Figure 23C shows that the 

uninfected BSR-T7/5 cells were not stained. Figures 23D shows some slight staining in 
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some of the BSR-T7/5 infected rAHSV4-6cVP2 cells but not to the same extent as was 

seen in rAHSV4-5cVP2 infected Vero cells. Whether the limited staining that took place 

in the rAHSV4-6cVP2 infected cells is as a result of the fixation method is unknown. 

What the results do confirm is that the rAHSV4-6cVP2 chimeric virus expresses AHSV 

NS2 viral protein.  

 

3.4 SUMMARY 

 

A cell culture based system to identify and classify viruses into distinct categories was 

first proposed by J.F. Enders in 1954 (Enders, 1954). Since then presumptive 

identification of virus types have been made by observing morphological changes 

produced in host cells (CPE). But as it states, it is just a presumptive method of 

identification. The principle aim of this part of the study was to identify the recovered 

viruses (rAHSV4LP, rAHSV5FR, rAHSV4-5cVP2 and rAHSV4-6cVP2) by direct 

detection methods (both molecular and virological), thereby validating the identification 

of the viruses previously made based on CPE (as stated in Chapter 2). The 

development of molecular methods for the direct detection and identification of specific 

viral genomes from samples is not only the most rapid method of direct detection, but 

can also be considered one of the major scientific triumphs of the 21st century. 

 

The agarose gel electrophoretic profiles of extracted dsRNA of rAHSV4LP and 

rAHSV4-5cVP2 had the same distinguishable genome segments that are typical for 

dsRNA genome segments of AHSV. The electrophoretic profile of the dsRNA of 

rAHSV4-6cVP2 revealed that a deletion had taken place in genome segment 2 (VP2) of 

the virus as it had migrated to below genome segment 4 (VP4). The genome segment 2 

band generally lies in the area of 3200bp. The migration to below genome segment 4 

(1978bp) indicates that an approximate deletion of 1300bp took place within genome 

segment 2 (VP2).  

 

In an effort to detect and type the recovered viruses rAHSV4LP, rAHSV4-5cVP2 and 

rAHSV4-6cVP2 on a molecular level, dsRNA extraction and purification followed by 
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group and type specific real-time RT-PCR was carried out. Group-specific real-time 

RT-PCR results confirmed that all the recovered viruses were indeed AHSV. Typing 

real-time RT-PCR results for rAHSV4LP and rAHSV4-5cVP2 indicated that the 

AHSV4LP backbone had been recovered. As the primer/probe sets for typing AHSV5 

lay outside the region of AHSV5 (FR) genome segment 2 that was exchanged into 

AHSV4LP to produce rAHSV4-5cVP2, it was not possible to determine whether or not 

rAHSV4-5cVP2 was indeed recovered, by real-time RT-PCR methods. The typing 

results for rAHSV4-6cVP2 revealed the virus typed as serotype 6 but not serotype 4 as 

the primer/probe set for serotype 4 did not amplify the targeted region (2383-2551bp) as 

expected. These results indicate that the approximate 1300bp deletion that took place in 

genome segment 2 (VP2) must have occurred in the region that was not amplified by 

the serotype 4 primer/probe set. 

 

Due to the fragmented knowledge gained about the identity of the recovered chimeric 

viruses from the real-time RT-PCR results, sequence-independent genome 

amplification and MiSeq® (Illumina, Inc) sequencing was carried out to further elucidate 

the identity of the recovered chimeras. The electrophoretic profiles from the amplified 

cDNA of rAHSV4LP, rAHSV5FR, rAHSV4-5cVP2 and rAHSV4-6cVP2 were similar to 

the agarose gel electrophoretic profiles obtained from the dsRNA of the respective 

viruses. The AGE obtained for the dsRNA is supporting evidence of the successful 

amplification of the genomes of rAHSV4LP, rAHSV4-5cVP2 and rAHSV4-6cVP2. 

 

The paired-end reads achieved from the successful MiSeq sequencing were mapped 

against reference genome segment 2 sequences for both rAHSV4-5cVP2 and 

rAHSV4-6cVP2 respectively. The mapping pattern attained for rAHSV4-5cVP2 affirmed 

that the infectious virus that was rescued in Chapter 2 was undeniably the chimeric 

rAHSV4-5cVP2 virus that was designed to harbour the central and tip domains of 

AHSV5 (FR) VP2 in the AHSV4LP backbone. Although somewhat more puzzling to 

decipher, the mapping pattern of rAHSV4-6cVP2 was able to determine that genome 

segment 2 of rAHSV4-6cVP2 had a deletion of 1400bp that occurred in region 1718-

3051bp. Feenstra et al. (2014) made the observation that regions that can be 
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exchanged in VP2 are not always conserved among all serotypes. These results also 

validate the agarose electrophoretic profile of rAHSV4-6cVP2 dsRNA. Moreover the 

results illustrate that even though a deletion occurred in genome segment 2 of rAHSV4-

6cVP2 a chimeric virus containing antigenic regions from two different serotypes 

(AHSV4LP and AHSV6) was still rescued, even though it was not the virus that was 

designed. The sequencing results did, however, also reveal that majority of the virus 

population contained a T409bp insertion at base pair 409, which inevitably causes early 

termination of VP2. Subsequently it is likely that majority of the virus population contains 

a VP2 of only 130 amino acids. How the deletion in genome segment 2 of rAHSV4-

6cVP2 will affect the virus properties will be explored in the following chapter. IPMA 

immunological detection also revealed that both rescued viruses expressed the NS2 

protein of AHSV. This chapter made use of direct detection and typing methods to 

successfully confirm the identity of the viruses rescued in Chapter 2.  

 

The next chapter will focus on characterising the recovered viruses by means of the 

tissue culture infectious dosage assay (TCID50) as well as the virus neutralisation assay.  
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CHAPTER 4 

 

SEROLOGICAL CHARACTERISATION AND COMPARISON 

OF THE rAHSV4-5CVP2 AND rAHSV4-6CVP2 CHIMERAS TO 

THEIR PARENTAL STRAINS 

 

4.1 INTRODUCTION 

 

There are three general approaches to be taken when it comes to the identification and 

characterisation of infectious viral agents, namely direct detection, indirect detection and 

serology. 

 

Direct detection relies on rapid methods such as real-time RT-PCR and other molecular 

methods that detect nucleic acids of viral genomes (Flint et al., 2000). Other direct 

methods of detection include immune-fluorescence, IPMA and ELISA (Enzyme-linked 

immunosorbent assay) techniques which detect viral antigens. Indirect detection relies 

on virus isolation and techniques that measure the infectivity of a virus, such as plaque 

assays (Howell et al., 1967) and quantitative titre determination assays (Reed & 

Muench, 1938). Serological methods aid in detecting the rising titres of antibody 

between acute and convalescent stages of infection, or in the detection of IgM in 

primary infection and IgG in secondary infection. There are a number of different 

serology techniques, ranging from the classic complement fixation tests (CFT) to newer 

ELISA techniques (Kipps, 1956; Anderson, 1984). Virological and serological assays 

are the gold standard when it comes to the identification and characterisation of a 

particular virus. These assays tend to be more tedious and time consuming than 

molecular methods, but ultimately provide a wider scope for the detection of viruses and 

their components. 
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Studies reporting the successful recovery of BTV VP2 chimeras, containing regions 

derived from two different serotypes, have already demonstrated that these VP2 

chimeras could be neutralised by antisera from both serotypes (Nunes et al., 2014; 

Feenstra et al., 2014). In view of the aforementioned results and the successful 

recovery of rAHSV5FR and two chimeric viruses (rAHSV4-5cVP2 and AHSV4-6cVP2), 

VNT (virus neutralisation tests) were performed on the viruses. VNT is still considered 

to be the quintessential method of choice in typing of viruses, even though it is a time-

consuming technique which requires the use of type specific antisera (Howell, 1960; 

Verwoerd, 1969; Hamblin, 2004). 

 

In pursuance of the verification of the molecular typing results from the two recovered 

chimeras (rAHSV4-5cVP2 and rAHSV4-6cVP2), a series of indirect virological and 

serological assays were carried out. In this chapter results pertaining to the 

characterisation of the recovered chimeric viruses will be elucidated by: 

I. the determination and measurement of the viral infectivity (TCID50) of the 

subsequent chimeras and their parental viruses, and 

II. the ability of serotype-specific sera to neutralise the recovered chimeras and their 

corresponding parental viruses. 
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4.2 MATERIALS AND METHODS 

 

4.2.1 Cells and virus propagation 

 

The mammalian cell lines used in this part of the study were Vero and BSR-T7/5 cell 

lines. The culture medium and viral propagation methods were described in Sections 

2.2.1 and 3.2.2. 

 

4.2.2 Viruses 

 

Five different viruses were used in this part of the study, namely: rAHSV4LP, 

rAHSV4-5cVP2, rAHSV4-6cVP2, rAHSV5 (FR) (Isolate HS 30/62) (Potgieter et al., 

2015) and AHSV6 (Isolate HS39/63) (Potgieter et al., 2015). The first four viruses were 

generated by reverse genetics (Chapter 2). AHSV6 (HS39/63) is a field isolate and was 

provided by Deltamune (Pty) Ltd. 

 

4.2.3 Quantification and titre determination of rAHSV4LP, rAHSV5 (FR), AHSV6 

(39/63), rAHSV4-5cVP2 and rAHSV4-6cVP2 using limiting dilutions  

 

An important property of a virus is its infective capability. Measurement of a virus’s 

infectivity gives an indication of the amount of virus needed to elicit a recognisable 

effect. Various methods exist to determine the infectivity of a virus, the most common 

being that of titre determination by means of a tissue culture infectious dose at 50% 

assay (TCID50). In short, serial tenfold dilutions of a virus are inoculated in multiple wells 

containing cultured cells and allowed adequate time for viral replication and infection to 

occur. Each dilution is scored according to whether or not CPE (cytopathic effect) 

occurred. At higher virus dilutions the tissue culture remains unaffected, and at lower 

virus dilutions all the cells in the tissue cultures are infected. The viral titre can then be 

calculated using the intermediate dilutions where some of the wells show infection and 

others not. The titre is defined as “the reciprocal of the dilution of virus that affects 50% 

of the inoculated hosts”. By using the formula published by Reed and Muench (1938), 
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the 50% endpoint can be calculated by interpolation of the virus dilution, where 50% of 

the inoculated hosts (tissue culture) are affected. The titre of the virus stock can then be 

determined and expressed as TCID50. 

 

The titre determination was carried out on both Vero and BSR-T7/5 mammalian cell 

lines for all of the five viruses (rAHSV4LP, rAHSV5 (FR), AHSV6, rAHSV4-5cVP2 and 

rAHSV4-6cVP2). Vero and BSR-T7/5 cells that were used in the titrations were grown in  

25 cm2 tissue culture flasks containing a monolayer of 100% confluent cells using 

standard procedures. An aliquot of virus stock was serially diluted 10-fold with 

DMEM containing GlutaMAX™ (Gibco, Life Technologies) up to 10-8 and tubes labelled 

10-1–10-8. A 96-well plate (Nunc™, Life Technologies) was labelled to delineate areas 

corresponding to viral dilutions; each dilution of virus was placed in four wells. Starting 

from the most diluted sample, 50 ul of each of the viral dilutions were added to the 

corresponding wells in each delineated area, to which 100 ul of trypisined Vero or BSR-

T7/5 cells were added. The titration plate was incubated at 37°C in a humidified 

incubator (Forma Scientific, Labotec) with a constant supply of 5% CO2 for five days. 

The CPE was continuously monitored and scored the 5th day. The 50% endpoints were 

calculated by the method of Reed and Muench (1963) and expressed as the reciprocal 

of the dilution of virus that caused CPE in 50% of the wells. 

 

4.2.4 Virus neutralisation assay  

 

VNTs have been accepted as the ideal means for studies of virus infectivity and have 

been used extensively in the identification and serological classification of AHSV 

(House, 1960; Verwoerd, 1969). VNT is a method in which serotype-specific serum 

antibodies are added to virus preparations. The infectivity of the virus-serum preparation 

is then measured using indicator hosts such as cell culture. Typically a subset of 

antibodies produced against any given virus will have the ability to neutralise the 

infectivity of that virus or the specific serotype of the virus (if multiple serotypes of the 

virus exists). Nine serotypes of AHSV are distinguished using VNT. 
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4.2.4.1 Antiserums 

 

All the antiserums used in this part of the study were provided by Deltamune Pty Ltd. 

Table 13 lists all the antiserums used and provides information relating to the 

development of the antiserums. 

 

Table 13: Anti-guinea pig serums used in the virus neutralisation tests 

a
 Viruses as described in Van de Water et al. (2015). The viruses are AHSV4LP based with genome 

segment 2 (VP2) of either AHSV5 or AHSV6 inserted into an AHSV4LP backbone. 
 

 

4.2.4.2 VNTs of rAHSV4LP, rAHSV5 (FR), AHSV6, rAHSV4-5cVP2 and 

rAHSV4-6cVP2 

 

DMEM containing GlutaMAX™ (Gibco, Life Technologies) with 5% FBS (Biochrom, UK) 

and 1% Anti-Anti (antibiotic/antimycotic) (Gibco, Life Technologies) was used in all cell 

cultures, as well as to dilute serum samples and virus stocks. The VNT was performed 

in accordance to the protocol set out in the OIE Reference Manual of 2009 (OIE, 2012), 

with slight modifications. The VNT was carried out in a flat bottomed 96-well microtitre 

plate (Nunc™, Life Technologies). Fifty microlitres of maintenance medium was pipetted 

into all the wells of the first eight columns. Fifty microlitres of antiserum was added to 

the wells of the first six columns to obtain a starting dilution of 1:2. From these wells, 

two-fold serial dilutions were made by pipetting 50 ul of each of the well sample into the 

Antiserum Host species Virus antiserum 
raised against 

Date antiserum 
was extracted 

Negative serum Cavia porcellus 
(Guinea pig) 

n/a 08/10/2014 

AHSV4 serum Cavia porcellus 
(Guinea pig) 

AHSV4LP propagated 
in BSR-T7/5 cells a 

20/12/2013 

AHSV5 serum Cavia porcellus 
(Guinea pig) 

Synthetic AHSV4LP 
with the S2 of AHSV5 
(FR) propagated in 
BSR-T7/5 cells a 

31/11/2015 

AHSV6 serum Cavia porcellus 
(Guinea pig) 

Synthetic AHSV4LP 
with the S2 of AHSV6  
propagated in BSR-
T7/5 cells a  

27/5/2015 
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next well, until the last row. From the last row 50 ul was discarded so that each well 

contained 50 ul of the diluted sample. Thereafter 50 ul of 100 TCID50 working solution of 

the virus was added to each filled well and incubated in a humidified incubator at 37°C 

with a constant CO2 supply for 30–60 minutes to allow the antibody-antigen complex to 

form. Following the incubation period, 100 ul of trypsinised Vero or BSR-T7/5 cells were 

added to each well and incubated at 37°C under 5% CO2. The virus working solution 

used in each test was back titrated in two ten-fold dilutions. These were added to the 

remaining wells in the microtitre plate. The plates were incubated and evaluated daily 

for the progression of CPE until the wells of the working dilution of virus showed 100% 

or between 3+ and 4+ CPE. The VNT titres were expressed as the reciprocal of the 

dilution of serum that causes 50% inhibition of the virus.  

 

4.3 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

 

This study has already reported on the successful recovery of two chimeric viruses, 

rAHSV4-5cVP2 and rAHSV4-6cVP2 (Chapter 2) as well as the confirmatory 

identification of these viruses (Chapter 3). This part of the study focused on gaining 

insights into the properties associated with these chimeric viruses, particularly in 

comparison to their parental strains. The specific aim of this chapter, however, was to 

verify whether the insertion of the coding regions of the central and tip domains of, 

AHSV5 (FR) or AHSV6, into a common AHSV4LP backbone, would change the 

antigenicity of the chimeric viruses. 

 

4.3.1 Virus titres and TCID50 determination 

 

The infectious titre determination of rAHSV4LP, rAHSV5 (FR), AHSV6, rAHSV4-5cVP2 

and rAHSV4-6cVP2 was determined on both Vero and BSR-T7/5 cells by serially 

diluting virus stock (10-1 – 10-8). Quadruplicate repeats of virus dilutions were plated and 

monitored for CPE. The titration plates were scored on either the 3rd or 5th  day based 

on the percentage of observed CPE for each dilution. Table 14 shows the respective 

scores for each of the Vero and BSR-T7/5 viral titration plates. 
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Table 14: CPE scores of the viral titration plates as scored on BSR-T7/5 and Vero cells 

BSR-T7/5 cells 

  rAHSV4LP rAHSV5 (FR) AHSV6 (HS39/63) rAHSV4-5cVP2 rAHSV4-6cVP2 

Dilutions 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 

 10
-1

 4+ 4+ 4+ 4+ 4+ 4+ 4+ 4+ 4+ 4+ 4+ 4+ 4+ 4+ 4+ 4+ 4+ 4+ 4+ 4+ 

 10
-2

 4+ 4+ 4+ 4+ 3+ 3+ 3+ 3+ 4+ 4+ 4+ 4+ 3+ 3+ 3+ 3+ + - - 3+ 

 10
-3

 4+ 4+ 4+ 4+ + + + + 4+ 4+ 4+ 4+ 2+ 2+ 2+ 2+ - - - - 

 10
-4

 4+ 4+ 4+ 4+ + - + + 4+ 4+ 4+ 4+ - + + + - - - - 

 10
-5

 4+ 4+ 4+ 4+ - - - - + + 3+ + - - - - - - - - 

 10
-6

 3+ 2+ 3+ 2+ - - - - - + - - - - - - - - - - 

 10
-7

 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 

 10
-8

 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 

Vero cells 

  rAHSV4LP rAHSV5 (FR) AHSV6 (HS39/63) rAHSV4-5cVP2 rAHSV4-6cVP2 

Dilutions 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 

 10
-1

 4+ 4+ 4+ 4+ 4+ 4+ 4+ 4+ 4+ 4+ 4+ 4+ 4+ 4+ 4+ 4+ - - - - 

 10
-2

 4+ 4+ 4+ 4+ + + + + 3+ 3+ 4+ 4+ 2+ 2+ 2+ 2+ - - - - 

 10
-3

 4+ 4+ 4+ 4+ + - + - 1+ 1+ 1+ 1+ 1+ 1+ 1+ 1+ - - - - 

 10
-4

 3+ 4 3+ 4 + - + + + + + + + - + + - - - - 

 10
-5

 2+ 1+ 1+ 2 - - - - + + + - - - - - - - - - 

 10
-6

 + + + 1 - - - - - + - - - - - - - - - - 

 10
-7

 - - + - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 

 10
-8

 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 

4-4+: 100% infection, 3-3 +: 75% infection, 2-2 +: 50% infection, 1-1 +: 25% infection, +: at least 5% infection, -: No infection 
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The CPE scores of the respective viruses and viral titration plates were then used to 

calculate the viral titre for each respective virus by using the Reed and Muench method 

(1938). The 50% endpoints were calculated for each of the viruses and expressed as 

the reciprocal of the log TCID50/ml. Figure 24 illustrates the log TCID50/ml for each of the 

viral titres measured and determined in both BSR-T7/5 and Vero cells. 

 

 

 

Figure 24: Bar chart depicting the viral titres of rAHSV4LP, rAHSV5(FR), AHSV6, 
rAHSV4-5cVP2 and rAHSV4-6cVP2 as determined on BSR-T7/5 and Vero cells 
and calculated by the method of Reed & Muench (1938).  

 

From the results observed in Figure 24, the viral titres determined in BSR-T7/5 cells 

tended to be higher than the viral titres determined on Vero cells. In general the 

difference in titres between the BSR-T7/5 cells and the Vero cells were not that 

significant for rAHSV4LP, AHSV6 and rAHSV4-5cVP2. There was, however, a larger 

difference in the titres of rAHSV5 (FR) between the two different cells. It is generally 

known that virulent field strains tend to grow better in BHK ( BSR-T7/5 cells are a clone 

of BHK cells), which could explain the difference in log titres between the cell lines 

(Erasmus., 1964).  
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The rAHSV4LP virus grew to higher titres in both BSR-T7/5 (2 x 108 TCID50/ml) and 

Vero (4 x 106 TCID50/ml) than any of the other viruses. This is in all likelihood due to the 

fact that the rAHSV4LP virus is based on the attenuated AHSV4LP virus that was 

adapted to BHK cells (and therefore possibly also to BSR_T7/5 cells) and plaque 

purified in Vero cells. (Erasmus, 1973). The rescued virulent rAHSV5 (FR) and 

rAHSV4-5cVP2 chimera grew to equivalent titres of 1 x 106 TCID50/ml in BSR-T7/5 

cells. rAHSV5 (FR) grew to lower titres (6 x 103 TCID50/ml) in Vero cells, whereas 

rAHSV4-5cVP2 still grew to a titre of 1 x 106 TCID50/ml in Vero cells. The attenuated 

nature of the rAHSV4-5cVP2 backbone (AHSV4LP) could explain why rAHSV4-5cVP2 

was able to grow to similar titres in both BSR-T7/5 and Vero cells. The titre of 

rAHSV4-5cVP2 in BSR-T7/5 cells was, however, lower than the observed rAHSV4LP 

backbone viral titre of 2 x 108 TCID50/ml. In the report by Van de Water et al. (2015), it 

was demonstrated that the exchange of VP2 from the AHSV4LP backbone with another 

serotype affected the in vitro growth of the reassorted viruses. In the aforementioned 

study, however, the AHSVxLP with genome segment 2 of AHSV5, grew to very high 

titres similar to the titre of AHSV4LP. Further investigations need to be done to 

determine why the exchange of the central and tip domains of VP2 result in lower 

observed titres. 

 

Notably the rAHSV4-6cVP2 chimera grew to a very low titre (difference of at least 4-6 

log as compared to the other titres) in BSR-T7/5 (6 x 102 TCID50/ml) cells and displayed 

no growth in Vero cells, despite both the parental strains (rAHSV4LP and AHSV6 

(HS39/63)) growing to titres above 106 TCID50/ml in Vero cells. The lower titre of 

rAHSV4-6cVP2 (in BSR-T7/5 cells) compared to rAHSV4LP and rAHSV4-5cVP2 may 

partially explain why it was easier to rescue rAHSV4LP and rAHSV4-5cVP2 than it was 

to rescue rAHSV4-6cVP2. In Chapter 2 it was thought that the delayed rescue of 

rAHSV4-6cVP2 could be explained by a more virulent nature, but AGE, real-time 

RT-PCR and sequencing results revealed that a deletion, in genome segment 2, of 

rAHSV4-6cVP2 had taken place, which is a more likely explanation for the delayed 

rescue that took place. The diminished viral infectivity of rAHSV4-6cVP2 could be 

attributed to the possible role, the 1400 bp deleted region occurring in genome segment 
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2 (VP2), plays in the entry of the virus into a host cell (Hassan & Roy, 1999). Moreover 

the sequencing results also revealed that majority of the viral population had a T409bp 

insertion mutation, which likely caused early termination of the VP2 open reading frame 

to produce a VP2 of only 130aa. The VP2 structure of AHSV usually has 1060aa 

(Manole et al., 2012) It is likely that this truncated VP2 of rAHSV4-6cVP2 was no longer 

part of the virus particle as it lacked structural integrity. An unpublished report has 

already shown that AHSV4LP without VP2 can enter and infect cells. VP5 contains 

coiled-coil motifs typical of membrane fusion proteins and it is thought to play a role in 

membrane penetration during cell entry (Zhang et al., 2010). It was postulated that the 

entry of AHSV4LP lacking VP2  was mediated by the membrane fusion proteins of VP5 

as it has been shown that purified AHSV2 cores (VP1, VP3, VP4, VP6 and VP7) do not 

infect BSR-T7/5 cells at all (Personal communication: Dr A.C. Potgieter and Prof  P. van 

Rijn). Without more evidence I can only speculate that the rescued rAHSV4-6cVP2 virus 

completely lacked VP2 and rather entered cells through fusion protein mediated entry 

via VP5. The complete lack of VP2 could explain the delayed rescue and decreased 

viral infectivity of the virus. 

 

4.3.2 Virus neutralisation tests 

 

To determine if the introduction of the coding regions of the central and tip domains of 

serotype 5 and/or 6 into genome segment 2 (VP2) of the AHSV4LP backbone changed 

the antigenicity of the resulting chimeric viruses, VNTs of rAHSV4LP, rAHSV5 (FR), 

AHSV6, rAHSV4-5cVP2 and rAHSV4-6cVP2 were carried out with guinea pig antisera 

raised against the respective viruses as set out in Table 13. The VNTs were performed 

in accordance with protocol set out in the OIE reference manual of 2009 (OIE, 2009). 

The only difference being that the VNT of rAHSV4-6cVP2 had to be carried out in 

BSR-T7/5 cells, instead of Vero cells, as the rAHSV4-6cVP2 chimeric virus did not 

propagate on Vero cells. The VNT plates for rAHSV5 (FR) were scored on the 4th day 

while the rest of the plates were scored on the 5th day based on observable CPE at 

each dilution. Table 15 shows the various recorded CPE scores for each of the virus 

neutralisation plates for rAHSV4LP, rAHSV5 (FR) and AHSV6. Table 16 shows the CPE 
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scores for the VNT plates of rAHSV4-5cVP2 determined on Vero cells and rAHSV4-

6cVP2 determined on BSR-T7/5 cells. 
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Table 15: CPE scores recorded from the VNT plates of rAHSV4LP, rAHSV5 (FR) and AHSV6 on Vero cells 

4-4+: 100% infection, 3-3 +: 75% infection, 2-2 +: 50% infection, 1-1 +: 25% infection, +: at least 5% infection, -: No infection 

rAHSV4LP on Vero cells 

Dilution 
Anti-AHSV4 

serum 
Anti-AHSV5 

serum 
Anti-AHSV6  

serum 
Negative 

antiserum Working solution 

2 - -  1 + +  1+  1+  4  4  4  4  4  4  

4 - -  1+ 1+  2 1+  4 4  4 4  4  3  

8 - -  1+ 1+  2+ 1+  4 4  2 3  2  3  

16 - -  2 3  3 2+  4 4          

32 - +  3 2  2+ 3  4 4         

64 + -  3 3  3 2+  4 4          

128 + +  3 3  3 3  4 4          

256 1+ 1+  3 3 4 4  4 4          

rAHSV5 (FR) on Vero cells 

Dilution 
Anti-AHSV4 

serum 
Anti-AHSV5 

serum 
Negative 

antiserum Cell control Working solution 

2 2+ 2+  - -  4+ 4+  - -  4+ 4+  4+  4+  

4 2+ 2+ - - 4+ 4+  - -  1+ 1+  2  2  

8 2+ 2+  - -  4+ 4+  - -  + +  +  +  

16 2+ 2+  - -  4+ 4+  - -      
 

  

32 3+ 3+  - -  4+ 4+  - -          

64 3+ 3+  - -  4+ 4+  - -          

128 4+ 4+ + +  4+ 4+  - -          

256 4+ 4+  + +  4+ 4+  - -          

AHSV6 (HS39/63) on Vero cells 

Dilution 
Anti-AHSV4 

serum 
Anti-AHSV6  

serum 
Negative 

antiserum Cell control Working solution 

2 - - - -  3+ 3+  - -  3+ 3+ 3+ 4+ 

4 - - - - 3+ 3+  - -  1+ 1+ 1 1  

8 + + - -  3+ 3+  - -  - +  - +  

16 + + - -  3+ 3+  - -          

32 1 1 - -  3+ 3+  - -          

64 1 1 - -  3+ 3+  - -          

128 1+ 1+ - -  3+ 3+  - -          

256 1+ 1+ - +  3+ 3+  - -          
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Table 16: CPE scores recorded from the VNT plates of rAHSV4-5cVP2 and rAHSV4-6cVP2 

rAHSV4-5cVP2 on Vero cells 

Dilution 
Anti-AHSV4 

serum 
Anti-AHSV5 

serum 
Negative 

antiserum 
Cell 

control Working solution 

2 - -  - -  2+ 3  - -  3 3 4 3 

4 - -  -  - 3 3  - -  1+ 1+ 1 1 

8 - +  - + 3 3  - -  - - - + 

16 - +  + -  3 3  - -          

32 - + + + 3 3  - -          

64 1 1 + + 3 3  - -          

128 1 + + 1 3 3  - -          

256 2 2 1 1 3 3  - -          

rAHSV4-6cVP2 on BSR-T7/5 cells 

Dilution 
Anti-AHSV4 

serum 
Anti-AHSV6 

serum 
Negative 

antiserum 
Cell 

control Working solution 

2 TE TE TE TE 3+ 3+  - -  4+ 4+ 4+ 4+ 

4 TE TE TE TE 3+ 3+  - -  4 3 4 4 

8 - - TE TE 3+ 3+  - -  - - - + 

16 - - TE TE 3+ 3+  - -          

32 - - TE TE 3+ 3+  - -          

64 - - - - 3+ 3+  - -          

128 + - - + 3+ 3+  - -          

256 + + 2 1 3+ 3+  - -          

 

4-4+: 100% infection, 3-3 +: 75% infection, 2-2 +: 50% infection, 1-1 +: 25% infection, +: at least 5% infection, -: No infection 
TE: Toxic effect 
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The virus concentration in the back titration wells in rAHSV4LP, AHSV6 and 

rAHSV4-5cVP2 viral VNT plates caused a 3-4+ CPE in the wells containing the 

100 TCID50 working solutions. Due to the low titres recorded for rAHSV5 (FR) (Vero) 

and rAHSV4-6cVP2 (BSR-T7/5), working dilutions of 100 TCID50 were too diluted to 

produce any notable CPE after five days (results not shown). Instead a 1:2 dilution of 

rAHSV5 (FR) was used as the working dilution and rAHSV4-6cVP2 was used as is. 

These changes in working solution dilutions yielded a 4+ CPE after three days in the 

rAHSV5 (FR) VNT plate, while a 4+ CPE was recorded after five days in the wells 

containing the rAHSV4-5cVP2 virus. The cell control wells showed a confluent 

uninfected monolayer of cells across all the VNT plates. The positive control 

(negative guinea pig antiserum) produced a 3-4+ CPE in all the wells across the 

plates containing the negative guinea pig serum dilutions. A noteworthy observation 

is the toxic effect (TE) that took place in the rAHSV4-6cVP2 VNT plate. The antisera 

raised against serotype 4 and 6 were both raised in guinea pigs that were inoculated 

with a virus that had been propagated on BSR-T7/5 cells. As such it is possible that 

the antisera contained antibodies against BSR-T7/5 cells as well. This could result in 

the toxic effect observed in the cells. Nevertheless, the virus neutralisation plate still 

showed signs of neutralisation at higher serum dilutions. The VNT titres were 

expressed as the reciprocal of the highest dilution of serum at which virus infection 

was blocked. Figure 25 is a graphical representation of the expressed titres of the 

VNTs conducted.  
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Figure 25: Graphical representation of the viral neutralisation titres. The viral 
titres are expressed as the reciprocal of the dilution of serum that causes 50% 
inhibition of the virus. 

 

Antiserum raised against AHSV4LP, in guinea pigs, was able to elicit neutralisation 

of virus infectivity in rAHSV4LP, rAHSV4-5cVP2, rAHSV4-6cVP2 and AHSV6.  The 

cross reaction of antibodies between different serotypes is known to occur in vitro. 

Cross reactivity has been reported between serotypes 1 and 2, serotypes 3 and 7, 

serotypes 5 and 8 as well as serotypes 6 and 9 (Erasmus, 1978; Erasmus, 1994). 

Serotype 4 has never been reported to show cross reaction with any of the other 

serotypes. Thus, it is puzzling that anti-AHSV4 serum was able to neutralise AHSV6, 

albeit at a low titre. The most important observation made was that both the chimeric 

viruses rAHSV4-5cVP2 and rAHSV4-6cVP2 were neutralised by antisera 

corresponding to the AHSV4LP backbone present in both viruses as well as antisera 

corresponding to the serotype of the exchanged central and tip domains. Figure 25 

also shows that the neutralisation titres for rAHSV4-6cVP2 are much higher than 

those recorded for rAHSV4-5cVP2 and they are both the same for anti-AHSV4 and 

anti-AHSV6 serum. It was previously hypothesised that in all likelihood the largest 

part of the rAHSV4-6cVP2 virus population has no VP2 and that cell entry might be 

mediated by VP5. Re-evaluation of the neutralisation results in light of the 

aforementioned lead one to speculate that majority of the rAHSV4-6cVP2 virus 
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population is actually neutralised by anti-VP5 antibody and not anti-VP2 antibody. 

The neutralisation results of rAHSV4-5cVP2, however, do demonstrate that it is 

indeed possible to change the antigenicity of a virus through the exchange of the 

coding regions of the central and tip domains with another serotype.  

 

 

4.4 SUMMARY 

 

Structural studies of both BTV (Zhang et al., 2010) and AHSV (Manole et al., 2012) 

have laid the foundation upon which further insights into these viruses are possible. 

The underlying theme for the entire project was to gain insight into the protection that 

VP2 affords by identifying regions within VP2 and the roles that they play with regard 

to serotype-specific determination. The principle objectives in this part of the study 

were to determine the viral infectivity and neutralisation capability of the two 

recovered rAHSV4-5cVP2 and rAHSV4-6cVP2 chimeras, in comparison to their 

parental strains [rAHSV4LP, rAHSV5 (FR) and AHSV6 (39/63)]. 

 

The viral infectivity of the respective viruses was determined by the 50% tissue 

culture infection dosage assay. Each of the viruses was grown on BSR-T7/5 and 

Vero cells, and their titres calculated by the Reed and Muench method (1963). 

rAHSV4LP had the highest calculated titres in both BSR-T7/5 and Vero cells. The 

AHSV4LP virus is based on the live attenuated vaccine for AHSV4 that was 

generated by the passage of virulent AHSV4 HS 32/62 in mice and BHK-21 cells, 

followed by the selection of large plaques on Vero cells (Erasmus, 1973). The 

adaptation of this virus specifically to both BHK (BSR-T7 cells are a clone of BHK 

cells) and Vero cells explains the high titres obtained. 

 

The viral titres observed for rAHSV4-5cVP2 in BSR-T7 and Vero cells were lower 

than those observed for rAHSV4LP, which was used as the backbone of this virus. 

Studies done on attenuated, BTV1 and AHSV4LP,  have already reported the effects 

observed in virus growth when VP2 as a whole is exchanged with another serotype 

(Nunes et al., 2014; Feenstra et al., 2015; Van de Water et al., 2015). Studies of 

BTV reassortants have also previously demonstrated that incorporation of 

foreign/heterologous RNA sequences in open reading frames (ORF) resulted in 
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unstable BTV in which mutations arose, The stability and growth of virus with 

incorporated heterologous RNA sequences is thought to be affected as transcription, 

translation and replication of heterologous RNA could be different from homologous 

RNA (Shaw et al., 2013; Coetzee et al., 2014; Feenstra et al., 2014). 

 

Structural studies done on BTV1 by Zhang et al. (2010) have revealed the presence 

of sialic acid-binding domains that are present in the hub of VP2. In the 

aforementioned study it was demonstrated that the membrane attachment of VP2 is 

facilitated by the binding of the tip domains to a cell surface receptor, and of the 

sialic acid binding domains to a cell surface glycoprotein. Structural comparisons 

between BTV1, AHSV4 and AHSV7tVP2 (with a truncated VP2) have shown that 

AHSV4 possess a central domain that is absent in both BTV1 and AHSV7tVP2. The 

ability of AHSV7tVP2 to outgrow AHSV4 in cell culture was attributed to the lack of a 

central domain in AHSV7tVP2. It was hypothesised that because the central domain 

was lacking in AHSV7tVP2 that cell host surfaces had increased accessibility to 

sialic acid binding domains found in the hub of VP2 (Manole et al., 2012). The lower 

titres of rAHSV4-5cVP2 and/or rAHSV4-6cVP2 could be attributed to a decreased 

accessibility of cell host membranes to the putative sialic acid binding sites in the 

hub of VP2. This decreased accessibility to the putative sialic acid binding sites 

could be the result of protein misfolding within VP2 due to the exchange of the 

central and tip domains. This is, however only speculative and further investigation 

needs to be undertaken to exactly determine the cause of the decreased infectivity of 

the virus. 

 

An infectivity titre for rAHSV4-6cVP2 could not be determined on Vero cells as the 

virus did not grow on these cells, even though the rAHSV4-6cVP2 backbone was 

based on AHSV4LP, to which Vero cells are permissive. The observed infectivity titre 

for rAHSV4-6cVP2 was also the lowest in BSR-T7/5 cells. MiSeq sequencing results 

obtained in the Chapter 3 evinced the presence of a T409bp insertion mutation in 78% 

of the viral population. This T409bp insertion likely causes the early termination of the 

VP2 open reading frame, thus resulting in a VP2 of only 130aa. By its very nature, it 

is likely that the majority of the viral population has no structurally functional VP2. It 

is hypothesized that majority of the rescued rAHSV4-6cVP2 virus population thus 
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completely lacks VP2, and as such is likely that cell entry is mediated by the 

membrane fusion proteins of VP5.  

 

The main objective of this part of the study was to determine if the exchange of the 

central and tip domains of serotypes 5 and 6 into an AHSV4LP backbone would 

change the antigenicity of the resulting chimeric viruses. Virus neutralisation assays 

were carried out on the three parental serotypes rAHSV4LP, rAHSV5 (FR) and 

AHSV6, as well as on the chimeric viruses rAHSV4-5cVP2 and rAHSV4-6cVP2, 

using type specific antisera raised in guinea pigs. The VNTs demonstrated that the 

rAHSV4-5cVP2 virus was neutralised by antisera raised against the AHSV4LP 

backbone, as well as the AHSV5 virus. The neutralisation tests of rAHSV4-6cVP2 

could not with confidence demonstrate that the exchange of the central and tip 

domains with serotype 6 changed the antigenicity of the virus. It was speculated that 

majority of the virus population lacked VP2 and rather entered cells via VP5, and as 

such was neutralised by anti-VP5 antibody in the guinea pig antiserums instead of 

anti-VP2 antibody.  

 

The results of rAHSV4-5cVP2 do, however, demonstrate that the exposed central 

and tip domains of VP2 of AHSV are involved in the determination of serotype 

specificity, but only partially, and that other regions of VP2 may also be involved in 

serotype specificity.  
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CHAPTER 5 

CONCLUDING CHAPTER AND FUTURE PROSPECTS 

The devastating impact of viral epidemics in recent years as well as the emergence 

of BTV in Northern Europe has highlighted the importance of basic virological 

research as the foundation for preparedness for future outbreaks. A multitude of 

basic virology research gaps exist particularly with regard to orbiviruses such as 

AHSV. Lack of knowledge still remains in many areas of AHSV research, including 

but not limited to: molecular determinants of mammalian host and vector specificity, 

viral determinants involved in receptor binding, antigenic determinants specifically 

with regard to cross-reactive cell mediated immune responses as well as epitope 

mapping for the identification of serotype-specific and cross-reactive neutralizing 

epitopes (Drolet et al., 2015). The advent of reverse genetics has provided an 

avenue by which some of these research gaps can be addressed. 

Reverse genetics systems for AHSV and BTV have already been established and 

used to generate reassortant viruses and BTV chimeras. In two specific BTV studies, 

synthetic BTV chimeras were designed and rescued. The BTV chimeras contained a 

VP2 protein that included regions derived from two different serotypes (Feenstra et 

al., 2015; Nunes et al., 2014). A reverse genetics system for the attenuated virus 

AHSV4LP has already been established and used to explore the exchange of 

genome segment 2 (VP2) for all nine serotypes into a common backbone (Van de 

Water et al., 2015). Consequently the aim of this project was to incorporate antigenic 

regions of more than one serotype into a common AHSV4LP backbone and evaluate 

the antigenic properties using serological assays. The details of the results obtained 

in the course of achieving the proposed objectives of the project have been 

discussed in the preceding chapters. The overall impact of these findings will now be 

summarised and discussed briefly. 

For this project it was important to design and recover synthetic AHSV VP2 

chimeras. The protein structure determined for VP2 of AHSV was used as a basis for 

the rational structure-based design of the chimeric AHSV VP2 proteins (Manole et 

al., 2012). In the aforementioned study the central and tip domains of VP2 were 

mapped to a 225aa region (residues 279-503). This is a region that is known to 
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contain immunogenic epitopes. This is why the central and tip domains were 

selected as the specific region of interest to further explore the incorporation of 

multiple antigenic regions into an AHSV4LP backbone. Chimeric genome segment 2 

plasmid constructs were generated to harbour the coding regions of the central and 

tip domains of either AHSV5 (FR) or AHSV6 in the AHSV4LP backbone. Restriction 

digestion reactions were carried out on the chimeric genome segment 2 plasmid 

constructs that were generated. The restriction digestion results confirmed that the 

plasmid constructs harboured inserted coding regions (Section 2.3.1, Figure 12A-B). 

AGE analysis of the in vitro transcribed (+)ssRNA transcripts of all 10 genome 

segments provided evidence that all the transcripts were present and of the correct 

size and could therefore be used for transfection (Figure 13A, lane 7; Figure 13B, 

lane 5). The designed chimeric viruses (rAHSV4-5cVP2 and rAHSV4-6cVP2) were 

shown to be infectious as evidenced by the recovery of infectious virus upon 

transfection with expression plasmids and (+)ssRNA T7 transcripts into permissive 

BSR-T7/5 cells (Section 2.3.3, Figure 14A-F).  

An entirely plasmid-based reverse genetics system has previously been established 

for BTV, in which infectious virus was generated solely from cDNA plasmid 

constructs (Pretorius et al., 2015). Previous unpublished data demonstrated that 

AHSV could not be generated solely from cDNA plasmid constructs (Personal 

communication; Dr A.C.Potgieter). It was however possible to recover virulent 

rAHSV5 (FR) when cDNA plasmid constructs were co-transfected with expression 

plasmids as demonstrated in this study (Section 2.3.4 Figure 15). This plasmid 

based RG system proved to be not only less time consuming but considerably less 

expensive as well, as it was no longer necessary to synthesise capped (+)ssRNA 

transcripts in vitro. 

Direct detection methods were used to further identify the recovered viruses, thereby 

validating the identification of the recovered viruses previously made based on CPE 

(Chapter 3). The electrophoretic profiles of the recovered rAHSV4-5cVP2 chimeric 

virus had the same distinguishable genome segments that are typical for dsRNA 

genome segments of AHSV. The electrophoretic profile of the recovered 

rAHSV4-6cVP2 virus however revealed that genome segment 2 was significantly 

smaller, migrating to below genome segment 4. This migration pattern indicated that 
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an approximate deletion of 1300bp had taken place in genome segment 2 of the 

recovered chimeric virus.  

Group-specific real-time RT-PCR targeting a conserved region of genome segment 5 

(NS1) indicated that both the rescued viruses were AHSV. Since virus produced 

dsRNA was purified and used these results were not due to the (+)ssRNA transcripts 

used for transfection. Serotyping real-time RT-PCR was unable to confirm the 

successful incorporation of the coding regions of the central and tip domains of 

AHSV5 (FR) into the AHSV4LP backbone, as the primer/probe sets for typing 

AHSV5 lay outside the region of AHSV5 that was exchanged into AHSV4LP. The 

typing results for rAHSV4-6cVP2 should have theoretically been able to demonstrate 

that rAHSV4-6cVP2 typed as both serotype 4 and serotype 6, but it only typed as 

serotype 6.  

The fragmented knowledge gained concerning the identity of the recovered chimeric 

viruses from the real-time RT-PCR results was clarified by means of genome 

amplification and subsequent MiSeq sequencing. The sequencing data obtained for 

rAHSV4-5cVP2 confirmed that the CPE observed in cell culture post-transfection 

(Chapter2), was indeed due to the infection with the chimeric rAHSV4-5cVP2 virus. 

This study therefore provides for the first time proof that a VP2 chimera of AHSV can 

be recovered using the reverse genetics system for AHSV, just as has been done for 

BTV (Nunes et al., 2014; Feenstra et al., 2014).  

 

Sequencing data analysis pertaining to rAHSV4-6cVP2 proved to be more arduous 

but ultimately helped to clarify the significantly smaller size of the genome segment 2 

of rAHSV4-6cVP2 virus. It was determined that the majority of the virus population 

contained a genome segment 2 of only 1895bp, as a deletion of 1400bp (1718-

3051bp) had taken place in genome segment 2 of the recovered virus. These results 

coincide with the agarose electrophoretic profile results of the rAHSV4-6cVP2 

dsRNA, which indicated that a deletion (of approximately 1300bp) had taken place. It 

should be noted that coding regions corresponding to the central and tip domains of 

AHSV6 were inserted into the region between 1303-2007bp in the genome segment 

2 of AHSV4LP. As the deletion had taken place from 1718-3051bp, it indicates that 

approximately 200bp was also deleted from the inserted region, but that at least 
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500bp still remained, this is confirmed by the serotype-specific typing of the dsRNA 

of rAHSV4-6cVP2 which still typed as serotype 6.  

Restriction digestion results previously showed that the plasmid construct harboured 

the coding regions for another serotype, while real-time RT-PCR typing of the 

chimeric plasmid construct typed as both serotype 4 and 6. These results suggest 

that the plasmid construct used as a template to synthesise in vitro transcribed 

(+)ssRNA was correct. Furthermore AGE analysis of the (+)ssRNA transcripts used 

for transfection, showed that the (+)ssRNA transcript was still the correct size and as 

such didn’t have a deletion prior to transfection. The only inference I can draw is that 

the observed deletion in the recovered rAHSV4-6cVP2 virus must have occurred in 

cell culture after transfection.  

Further analysis of the sequencing data of rAHSV4-6cVP2 revealed the presence of 

a mutation, in the form of a T409bp insertion, in majority of the viral population. A 

disconcerting discovery as the T409bp insertion in all likelihood causes an early 

termination of the VP2 open reading frame. Future studies should be undertaken to 

sequence the genome segment 2 plasmid construct that was used to recover the 

rAHSV4-6cVP2 virus. This sequencing should be done to determine if the T409bp 

insertion mutation observed in the rAHSV4-6cVP2 virus was already present in the 

construct or if it was acquired in the recovery of the virus in cell culture. If it is 

determined to be present in the construct, it should be corrected and the virus 

rescued again to determine if the virus will be more stable upon recovery without the 

T409bp insertion present. 

 

The infectivity capability of a virus is an important property and knowledge of the 

VP2 structure and changes occurring in VP2 that affect infectivity can provide 

insights into the role of VP2 in virus entry. The viral infectivity capability of 

rAHSV4LP, rAHSV5 (FR), AHSV6, rAHSV4-5cVP2 and rAHSV4-6cVP2 was 

determined by means of the 50% tissue culture infectious dosage assay (TCID50). 

rAHSV4LP had the highest viral titre in both BSR-T7/5 (2x108 TCID50/ml) and Vero 

(4x106 TCID50/ml) cells. The observed viral titres for rAHSV4-5cVP2 in BSR-T7/5 

(1x106 TCID50/ml) and Vero cells (1x106 TCID50/ml) showed a 2 log difference 

compared to rAHSV4LP. The rAHSV4-6cVP2 viral titre in BSR-T7/5 cells (6x102 
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TCID50/ml) showed a 6 log difference compared to the rAHSV4LP backbone. Both 

these viruses showed comparably lower titres to rAHSV4LP even though they were 

based on the same attenuated backbone. Structural studies done on BTV1 by Zhang 

et al. (2010) have revealed the presence of sialic acid-binding domains that are 

present in the hub of VP2. In the aforementioned study it was demonstrated that the 

membrane attachment of VP2 is facilitated by the binding of the tip domains to a cell 

surface receptor, and of the sialic acid binding domains to a cell surface 

glycoprotein. Structural comparisons between BTV1, AHSV4 and AHSV7tVP2 (with 

a truncated VP2) have shown that AHSV4 possess a central domain that is absent in 

both BTV1 and AHSV7tVP2. The ability of AHSV7tVP2 to outgrow AHSV4 in cell 

culture was attributed to the lack of a central domain in AHSV7tVP2. It was 

hypothesised that because the central domain was lacking in AHSV7tVP2 that cell 

host surfaces had increased accessibility to sialic acid binding domains found in the 

hub of VP2 (Manole et al., 2012). The lower titres of rAHSV4-5cVP2 and/or rAHSV4-

6cVP2 could be attributed to a decreased accessibility of cell host membranes to the 

putative sialic acid binding sites in the hub of VP2. This decreased accessibility to 

the putative sialic acid binding sites could be the result of protein misfolding within 

VP2 due to the exchange of the central and tip domains. This is, however only 

speculative and further investigation needs to be undertaken to exactly determine 

the cause of the decreased infectivity of the virus. 

 

An infectivity titre for rAHSV4-6cVP2 could not be determined on Vero cells as the 

virus did not grow on these cells, even though the rAHSV4-6cVP2 backbone was 

based on AHSV4LP, to which Vero cells are permissive. The observed infectivity titre 

for rAHSV4-6cVP2 was also the lowest in BSR-T7/5 cells. MiSeq sequencing results 

obtained in the Chapter 3 also revealed the presence of a T409bp insertion mutation in 

majority of the viral population. This T409bp insertion likely causes the early 

termination of the VP2 open reading frame, thus resulting in a VP2 of only 130aa. 

The VP2 structure of AHSV usually has 1060aa (Manole et al., 2012) It is likely that 

this truncated VP2 of rAHSV4-6cVP2 was no longer incorporated into the virus 

particle as it lacked structural integrity. An unpublished report has already shown that 

AHSV4LP without VP2 can enter and infect cells. It was postulated that the entry of 

AHSV4LP lacking VP2  was mediated by the membrane fusion protein of VP5 as it 

has been shown that purified AHSV2 cores (VP1, VP3, VP4, VP6 and VP7) do not 
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infect BSR-T7/5 cells at all (Personal communication: Dr A.C. Potgieter and Prof  P. 

van Rijn;  Dr A.C. Potgieter and Dr J.J.O. Koekemoer). Without more evidence I can 

only speculate that the majority of the rescued rAHSV4-6cVP2 virus population 

lacked VP2 and as such is likely to enter cells through fusion protein mediated entry 

via VP5. The complete lack of VP2 could explain the delayed rescue and decreased 

viral infectivity of the virus. 

 

Apart from establishing the recovery of VP2 chimeras using the RG systems for 

AHSV another major objective of this study was to determine if the exchange of the 

central and tip domains of serotype 5 and/or 6 into an AHSV4LP backbone would 

change the antigenicity of the resulting chimeric viruses. Virus neutralisation tests 

are considered the gold standard when it comes to determining the serotype of a 

virus. Virus neutralisation assays were carried out on the three parental serotypes 

rAHSV4LP, rAHSV5 (FR) and AHSV6, as well as on the chimeric viruses rAHSV4-

5cVP2 and rAHSV4-6cVP2, using serotype-specific antisera raised in guinea pigs. 

The VNTs demonstrated that the rAHSV4-5cVP2 virus was neutralised by antisera 

raised against the AHSV4LP backbone, as well as the AHSV5 virus. These findings 

extend earlier reports that BTV VP2 chimeras containing regions derived from two 

serotypes could also be neutralized by antisera from both serotypes (Nunes et al., 

2014; Feenstra et al., 2015). These results further demonstrate that the exposed 

central and tip domains of VP2 of AHSV are involved in the determination of 

serotype specificity, but only partially, and that other regions of VP2 may also be 

involved in serotype specificity. The aforementioned BTV VP2 chimera reports 

(Feenstra et al., 2014; Nunes et al., 2014) have already provided proof of principle 

that chimeric VP2 proteins can be used to establish candidate DISA vaccine 

platforms that are protective against multiple serotypes.  

 

An on-going and unpublished horse vaccination trial (at Deltamune Pty, Ltd) has 

already demonstrated that the rAHSV4-5cVP2 with chimeric VP2 created in this 

study was functional in virus replication in vivo and induced serotype-specific 

neutralising antibodies against both serotype 4 and 5 in a horse. In addition the 

same animal has been challenged with virulent AHSV5 and was protected against 

disease. (Unpublished data; Personal communication, Dr. A. C. Potgieter).These 

results provide promising evidence that a DISA vaccine platform (of AHSV4LP 
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expressing chimeric VP2) for AHS can be established which could address the 

immunological gap (due to the absence of serotype 5) present in the current LAV.  

 

The neutralisation tests of rAHSV4-6cVP2 could not with confidence demonstrate 

that the exchange of the central and tip domains with serotype 6 changed the 

antigenicity of the virus. It was speculated that majority of the virus population lacked 

VP2 and rather entered cells via VP5, and as such, the neutralisation observed from 

the neutralisation assay of rAHSV4-6cVP2 is more likely to be attributed to anti-VP5 

antibody in the guinea pig antiserums instead of anti-VP2 antibody. Further 

characterisation of the virus should be undertaken after plaque purification of the 

virus. 

 

A poster was presented at the Virology Africa 2015 conference, reporting on the 

recovery of the rAHSV4-5cVP2 chimera as well as the determination of virulence 

associated with the central and tip domains of VP2, in a chicken embryo model 

(Appendix 1). Preliminary data suggested that the central and tip domains of VP2 are 

involved in virulence. Virulence markers in the central and tip domains of VP2 of 

AHSV (340-360aa) have previously been implicated in determining tissue tropism 

and virulence (Potgieter et al., 2009; Manole et al., 2012).  The suitability of the 

chicken embryo model as an in vivo host for the determination of AHSV infection 

(Maartens et al., 2011), therefore provides a means by which to determine the 

virulence associated with specific AHSV proteins. This model should be used in 

future studies to further exploit and confirm the virulence markers associated with the 

central and tip domains of VP2 of AHSV.  

 

In summary, this study has demonstrated for the first time that it is possible to 

generate infectious AHSV with chimeric VP2 using the established reverse genetics 

system for AHSV4LP. The study also demonstrated that virulent rAHSV5 (FR) could 

be rescued using an entirely plasmid-based reverse genetics system. Furthermore, 

the study demonstrated that the exchange of the coding regions of the central and tip 

domains of VP2 of AHSV4LP with another serotype (AHSV5) changed not only the 

infectivity capability but also the antigenicity of the resulting chimeric virus. These 

results also confirmed that the exposed central and tip domains of AHSV VP2 are 

partially responsible for the determination of serotype-specificity but that other 
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regions of VP2 are also involved. The ability to now recover AHSV VP2 chimeras 

has established a platform to not only develop vaccine candidates against multiple 

serotypes with single viruses but also provides a means by which to investigate how 

changes in genome segment 2 sequences affect the resulting VP2 structure and 

subsequent viral properties.  
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African horsesickness (AHS) is a devastating disease of equids which cause 

mortality in more than 95% of fully susceptible horses. There are nine serotypes of 

the etiological agent, African horsesickness virus (AHSV) exhibiting different levels of 

cross protection. For an animal to be fully protected against disease, it must be 

immune against all serotypes. The current live-attenuated polyvalent vaccine 

available in South Africa is effective but a gap exists in the immunological protection 

of the horse population due to the absence of serotypes five and nine from the 

vaccine. Protection against AHS is serotype-specific. AHSV genome segment 2, 

encodes VP2, which is the serotype determining protein of the virus and dominant 

target for protective neutralising antibodies. Reverse genetics for attenuated virus 

AHSV4LP has already been established and used to explore the exchange of 

genome segment 2 (VP2) for all nine serotypes, into a common AHSV4LP 

backbone. This project explores the possibility of incorporating antigenic regions of 

more than one serotype into the common AHSV4LP backbone. Genome segment 2 
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(VP2) of AHSV4LP was genetically modified by exchanging and replacing the coding 

region of the tip and central domains of VP2, of AHSV4LP, with that of AHSV5.  An 

infectious AHSV4-5 chimeric virus was generated with reverse genetics. This 

chimeric virus will help gain insight into the protection that VP2 affords particularly 

with regard to identifying regions involved in determining serotype-specificity and 

how the tip and central domains of AHSV VP2 affect virulence. 

 


